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Abstract
To keep fossil fuel usage in 2040 even with 2010 usage, 50% of global energy will need
to come from alternative sources such as solar cells. While the photovoltaic market is
currently dominated by crystalline silicon, there are many low-cost solar cell materials
such as conjugated polymers, semiconductor nanocrystals, and organic small molecules
which could compete with fossil fuels. To create cost-competitive devices, understanding
the excited state dynamics of these materials is necessary.
The first section of this thesis looks at aggregation in poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)
which is commonly used in organic photovoltaics. The amount of aggregation in P3HT
thin films was controlled by using a mixture of regioregular and regiorandom P3HT.
Even with few aggregates present, excited states were found to transfer from amorphous
to aggregate domains in <50 fs which could indicate efficient long-range energy transfer.
To further study P3HT aggregation, a triblock consisting of two P3HT chains with
a coil polymer between them was investigated. By changing solvents, aggregation was
induced in a stable and reversible manner allowing for spectroscopic studies of P3HT
aggregates in solution. The polarity of the solvent was adjusted, and no change in
excited state dynamics was observed implying the excited state has little charge-transfer
character.
vi
Next, the conduction band density of states for copper zinc tin sulfide nanocrys-
tals (CZTS NCs) was measured using pump-probe spectroscopy and found to be in
agreement with theoretical results. The density of states shifted and dilated for smaller
NCs indicative of quantum confinement. The excited state lifetime was found to be
short (∼20 ps) and independent of NC size which could limit the efficiency of CZTS
photovoltaic devices.
Finally, triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) was studied in platinum octaethylpor-
phyrin (PtOEP) thin films. By analyzing pump-probe spectra, the product of TTA in
PtOEP thin films was assigned to a long-lived metal-centered state. To elucidate the
mechanism of TTA, the annihilation dynamics were modeled using second order kinetics
as well as Fo¨rster and Dexter energy transfer. Dexter energy transfer provided the best
fits and the most reasonable fitting parameters.
vii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Energy Outlook
Global energy demand continues to increase with usage expected to rise from 17.5 TW
in 2010 to 27.4 TW in 2040, an increase of 55% over 30 years.1 With over 60% of energy
currently being produced by fossil fuels (Figure 1.1), the increase in global energy usage
will substantially increase the demand for fossil fuels, resulting in increased costs and
greenhouse gas emissions.2;3 In order to maintain an acceptable amount of atmospheric
CO2, emission-free energy sources will need to replace a large portion of fossil fuel
combustion, providing at least 10-20 TW of clean power.4;5
An enlightening, if somber, look at different options to reduce carbon emissions was
presented by Nathan Lewis in 2007.6 Many energy sources do not scale to the required
10-20 TW: biomass would only account for 5 TW if all non-food producing rain-fed
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Figure 1.1: Global energy use by source for 2010 (top). Further breakdown of ‘other
renewable’ category (bottom). Data from the International Energy Outlook 2013.1
land was converted to energy farmland, only 2 TW of wind power would be generated if
turbines were built on all suitable locations globally, and if every feasible waterway was
dammed less than 1 TW of power would be produced. While nuclear power is scalable,
in order to reach 10 TW a nuclear plant would need to be commissioned every day for
25 years. Furthermore, all available terrestrial uranium would only provide 10 TW of
power for 10 years. Research into the viability and safety of other radioactive materials
would be necessary for nuclear to be a long-term energy solution, further delaying its
implementation.
3When compared to other alternative sources, solar energy is more scalable and has a
much higher theoretical limit. The capacity of solar energy is far above the global energy
demand due to the large amount of energy (∼120,000 TW) supplied to the earth by
the sun each year.3 Even with this large energy source, solar power makes up less than
0.2% of the global energy usage as shown in Figure 1.1. This is due to the current high
cost of implementing solar technologies. The photovoltaic (PV) market is dominated
by crystalline silicon which costs $0.25-$0.50/kWh compared to $0.01-$0.08/kHh for
fossil fuel combustion.7 From a purely financial standpoint, solar power can not achieve
widespread usage in its current form.
To become competitive with fossil fuels, PV efficiencies need to substantially in-
crease or prices need to drastically decrease. Because silicon PV efficiencies, currently
∼25%, are approaching the theoretical Shockley-Queisser limit of 29% further increases
in device performance are difficult and costly to achieve.8;9 Furthermore, production of
silicon solar cells requires high vacuum and clean room facilities which makes decreasing
costs difficult, especially to the extent required to compete with fossil fuels. Thus, many
new materials have been studied for use in PV devices over the past two decades.
Thin film solar cells using copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) and cadmium
telluride (CdTe) have shown promise with efficiencies reaching 20% and production
costs below crystalline silicon.11 The long term viability of CIGS and CdTe is still in
question due to the scarcity of indium and tellurium as well as the high toxicity of
cadmium.12
4Figure 1.2: Record solar cell efficiencies for different PV technologies. Figure reproduced
from NREL.10
Research has turned to alternative earth-abundunt non-toxic materials including
organics, quantum dots, and dye-sensitizers. While the efficiencies of devices made
with these alternative materials are relatively low, improvements have occurred over
the years as shown by the red symbols in Figure 1.2. Furthermore, the production costs
are much lower than silicon. For example, assuming only 5% efficiencies and 5 year
device lifetimes organic solar cells would cost $0.49-$0.85/kWh which is approaching
the cost of silicon solar cells. With an efficiency increase to 15% and an improved
5lifetime of 20 years, organic device prices would plummet to $0.07-$0.13/kWh.7 This
not only outpaces silicon but also compete with fossil fuels.
Continued research into alternative solar cell materials is an important step to reduce
fossil fuel usage and minimize atmospheric CO2. This thesis will focus on three different
alternative materials: the conjugated polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) which is
commonly used as an electron donating material in organic solar cells, copper zinc
tin sulfide nanocrystals (CZTS NCs) which can be used to make thin film solar cells
similar to CIGS or CdTe, and platinum octaethylporphyrin (PtOEP) a small molecule
used in organic solar cells. All of these materials have shown promise in PV devices,
but increased efficiencies are required for commercial viability. The work presented
here investigates the dynamics of excited species in these materials to understand the
underlying physics and help optimize future device performance.
1.2 Solar Cell Operation
Understanding solar cell operation is necessary to investigate the efficiency difference
between silicon solar cells and solar cells made with alternative materials. This section
will give a brief overview of silicon and organic solar cell operation, focusing on the
differences between the two and sources of loss.
61.2.1 Conventional Silicon Solar Cells
A conventional silicon solar cell consists of p-n junction created within a silicon single
crystal.13 The p-n junction is created by atomically doping a silicon crystal such that
one region has added electrons (n-type) and one region is missing electrons (p-type).
The missing electrons in the p-type silicon leave empty sites in the lattice which can
be thought of as positive charges called holes. At the interface between the regions,
charges diffuse between the n-type and p-type silicon and recombine. As charges cross
the interface an electric field is built up opposing further diffusion. This creates a zone
with no extra charges called the depletion region (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of a conventional silicon solar cell showing light (dashed line)
being absorbed by the cell creating free charges which move through the device, are
collected at electrodes, and drive an external load.
When light is absorbed by the device an electron is excited from the valence band,
which is filled with electrons, to the empty conduction band. This excitation leaves a
7hole in the valence band. The high dielectric constant of silicon screens the electron
and hole from influencing each other, creating free charges. Due to the built in electric
field, the depletion region acts as a diode sweeping electrons to the n-type silicon and
holes to the p-type silicon as shown in Figure 1.4. The charges are then collected at the
electrodes giving an electrical current that can be used to drive an external circuit.
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Figure 1.4: Energy diagram for a p-n junction in a conventional solar cell showing
electrons being swept to the n-type silicon and hole being swept to the p-type silicon.
The dashed lines represent the depletion region.
Figure 1.5 shows the three main sources of loss that prevent device efficiency from
surpassing the Shockley-Queisser limit.14 First, silicon can only absorb light with certain
energies. The threshold for absorption is determined by the energy spacing between
the valence and the conduction band, known as the bandgap (Eg). Light in the solar
spectrum with energy less than Eg will not be absorbed as there is no state for the
electron to occupy in the energy gap. Second, when high energy light is absorbed, any
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Figure 1.5: Three sources of loss in solar cells. Valence bands (inorganic) or HOMOs
(organic) are depicted in teal while conduction bands (inorganic) or LUMOs (organic)
are depicted in white.
energy above Eg is lost to heat as the electrons rapidly cool to the conduction band
minimum. Finally, energy is lost when electrons and holes recombine before they are
harvested. The energy lost during recombination is lost to heat or converted to light.
Because these sources of loss are imposed by the physics of the processes occurring, no
amount of optimization will be able to increase efficiencies above the Shockley-Queisser
limit, although changes in the device architecture or materials used may be able to
circumvent the limitations.
1.2.2 Organic Solar Cells
Many underlying principles are shared between organic and silicon solar cells including
the need to absorb light and collect charges. One of the main differences is the nature
9of the excited state created by light absorption. As stated above, when light is absorbed
by silicon free charges are created because the electron and hole are screened from each
other due to the high dielectric constant of silicon. Organic materials have much lower
dielectric constant and, therefore, less screening.15 Because of this, the electron and
hole are coulombically attracted to each other which creates a bound electron-hole pair
called an exciton. Because excitons are neutral species (being made up of the negatively
charged electron and the positively charged hole) they can not be used to do electrical
work. Thus, the charges in the exciton need to be separated in order to power an
external load.
One way the charges can separate is at an interface between two materials, an
electron acceptor and an electron donor. Because organic materials generally do not
form periodic lattices which result in the formation of energy bands,13;16 the nature and
terminology of their energetic states are different than for inorganic semiconductors. In
place of the valance band there is the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), while
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is analogous to the conduction band.
In an electron acceptor-donor pair, the electron acceptor has a lower energy HOMO and
LUMO than the electron donor, as shown in Figure 1.6. When an exciton is near this
interface the electron will want to occupy the low energy LUMO of the acceptor while
the hole will want to occupy the high energy HOMO of the donor. This can result in
the exciton dissociating into separate charges.
This ability to separate charges at an interface is used in organic solar cells as
10
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Figure 1.6: Charge separation across a donor-acceptor interface. HOMOs are in teal
while LUMOs are in white. The exciton is depicted by the dashed oval.
Eλ 
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of a conventional silicon solar cell showing light (dashed line)
being absorbed by the cell creating an exciton which diffuses to the interface where
charge separation occurs. Charges are collected at electrodes to drive an external load.
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depicted in Figure 1.7. Light is absorbed by the device creating an exciton which needs
to diffuse to the donor-acceptor interface where charge separation can occur. After the
charges separate they can diffuse to the electrodes where they are collected to drive an
external circuit.
Comparing this type of organic cell to a silicon cell (Figure 1.3) the main difference
is the presence of the exciton. Because the electron and hole in an exciton are bound
in close proximity to each other, they can recombine quickly compared to the free
charges in a silicon solar cell. Exciton diffusion to the interface must compete with this
recombination. In most organic materials, excitons diffuse less than 20 nm before they
recombine17;18;19, whereas 100-200 nm of material are required to absorb the majority of
incident sunlight20. This means that, on average, only excitons created in 10-20% of the
device contribute to power generation which limits the overall efficiency. Referring back
to the sources of loss depicted in Figure 1.5, in addition to limitations on absorption
and energy lost to heat, organic PVs have increased recombination compared to silicon
PVs. In order to overcome this limitation devices with different architectures have been
proposed,21;22 yet the underlying physics of the exciton are not well understood. Further
knowledge of exciton dynamics would improve device efficiency by guiding research of
new materials and architectures.
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1.3 Photophysics of Excitons
This section focuses on the formation, transport, and decay of excitons. This will give
the opportunity to discuss a variety of topics including absorption, diffusion, energy
transfer, fluorescence, internal conversion, and intersystem crossing.
1.3.1 Exciton Formation
Light incident on a material can be absorbed exciting an electron from the ground state
to an excited state. The electron can then be bound to its associated hole creating an
exciton. The probability to absorb light of a given frequency depends on the electronic
structure of the material. The energy surface for the ground (S0) and first excited (S1)
states can be modeled as harmonic oscillations of some normal coordinate (often a bond
stretching) giving different vibrational levels (0, 1, 2, etc.) separated by the energy of
the oscillation (ω0) as depicted in Figure 1.8.
23 The equilibrium position of the normal
coordinate can be different for the ground and excited states resulting in the harmonic
wells being displaced by an amount, ∆. For many vibrational frequencies, electrons
in S0 predominantly occupy the ν=0 vibrational level at room temperature due to the
high energy of oscillations when compared to the thermal energy kT where k is the
Boltzmann constant. For example, at room temperature kT = 0.026 eV while ω0 ≈
1600 cm−1 = 0.18 eV for a C=C stretch.24 If this is the case, absorption occurs from
the ν=0 vibrational level of S0 to different vibrational levels of S1.
The absorption probability of each vibrational transition (0-0, 0-1, 0-2, etc.) is
13
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of absorption from the ν=0 vibrational level of the ground state
(S0) to the ν=2 vibrational level of the first excited state (S1). The excited electron
typically decays to the ν=0 vibrational level of S1.
proportional to the square of the transition moment integral, M :
M =
∫
ψ′∗ µˆ ψ dτ (1.1)
where ψ is the initial wavefunction, ψ′ is the final wavefunction, and µˆ is the dipole
operator.24 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows for the wavefunctions to be
separated into vibrational (ψv), electronic (ψe), and spin (ψs) components, while the
dipole operator can be written as the sum of a component that depends on nuclear
coordinates (µˆv) and a component that depends on electron coordinates (µˆe). Splitting
the integrals and noting that
∫
ψ′∗e ψe dτ = 0 due to the orthogonality of the electronic
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wavefunctions, Equation 1.1 can be written:
M =
∫
ψ′∗v ψv dτn
∫
ψ′∗e µˆe ψe dτe
∫
ψ′∗s ψs dτs. (1.2)
The second and third integrals in Equation 1.2 form the basis of orbital and spin
selection rules, respectively. If one of these integrals is zero, the transition is “forbidden”
and, generally, has a low probability of occurring. For a given electronic transition,
the square of the first integral gives the relative strength of the different vibrational
transitions and is called the Franck-Condon factor. It should be noted that because
S0 and S1 are displaced along the normal coordinate, the vibrational wavefunctions are
not necessarily orthogonal, and none of the vibrational integrals can, a priori, be set to
zero.
Evaluation of Franck-Condon factors involves integrals of Hermite polynomials25
which can be carried out numerically or, under certain approximations, simplified to
a closed form26. Example Maple code to calculate Franck-Condon factors is shown in
Appendix A.1. Each Franck-Condon factor corresponds to a vibrational transition with
a specific energy and the absorption of light at the associated wavelength or frequency
as determined by
E = hν = ~ω =
hc
λ
(1.3)
where h (~) is the (reduced) Planck constant and ν, ω, and λ are the frequency, an-
gular frequency, and wavelength of the light, respectively.27 To simulate an absorption
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spectrum the Franck-Condon factors can be multiplied by a Lorentzian or Gaussian
broadening function representing homogeneous or inhomogeneous broadening, respec-
tively.28 Figure 1.9 shows simulated absorption spectra for different values of ∆. If ∆ is
zero, excitation from S0 to S1 does not perturb the vibration, and the vibrational wave-
functions are orthonormal. Thus, only 0-0 absorption is observed. As ∆ increases the
vibrations are perturbed and the orthonormality is broken. Absorption to other vibra-
tional states becomes possible and a vibrational progression is observed. Note that the
broadening of each peak was kept small in this example to accentuate the vibrational
progression; in some systems the broadening may obscure the vibrational progression.
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Figure 1.9: A series of simulated absorption spectra for different values of displacement,
∆. Dashed lines represent absorption to a specific vibrational state (0-0, 0-1, 0-2, etc.
in order of increasing energy). The sums of these individual absorptions are represented
with solid lines.
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1.3.2 Exciton Transport
Understanding exciton transport in solar cell materials is very important as the exciton
needs to reach an interface in order to dissociate into usable charges. This section will
look at exciton diffusion as well as Fo¨rster and Dexter energy transfer.
Diffusion
Diffusion can be expressed in two different, but mathematically consistent ways. First,
diffusion can be thought of as a random walk. Imagine an exciton on a line and it
randomly steps a distance l left (−l) or right (+l) every time interval ∆t. The goal is
to calculate the most probable position of the exciton after some time t, usually the
lifetime of the exciton. The expectation value of displacement for any given step is
〈di〉 =
∑
i
pixi = 0.5(+l) + (0.5)(−l) = 0 (1.4)
where the sum is over all possible steps, pi is the probability of step i, and xi is the
displacement of step i. Because there is an equal probability of stepping positive or
negative the expectation value is zero. After time t there will have been a total of
n = t/∆t steps and the expected displacement will be
〈d〉 =
〈
n∑
i=1
di
〉
=
n∑
i=1
〈di〉 =
n∑
i=1
0 = 0 (1.5)
meaning the average displacement is zero. To get an idea of how far the excitons are
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moving, instead of looking at 〈d〉, 〈d2〉 can be calculated:
〈d2〉 =
〈[∑
i
di
]2〉
=
〈∑
i
d2i +
∑
i 6=j
didj
〉
=
∑
i
〈d2i 〉+
∑
i 6=j
〈didj〉 = nl2
〈d2i 〉 = 0.5(+l)2 + 0.5(−l)2 = l2
〈didj〉 = 0.25(+l)(+l) + 0.25(+l)(−l) + 0.25(−l)(+l) + 0.25(−l)(−l) = 0
(1.6)
giving a root mean square distance after time t of
drms =
√
〈d2〉 =
√
nl2 =
√
l2
t
∆t
. (1.7)
The above discussion was for a random walk along a line, but Equation 1.7 is correct
for a random walk in three dimensions as well. This can be confirmed mathematically29,
but can also be shown by simulating a three dimensional random walk a sufficiently
large amount of times for a variety of step numbers. Matlab code and results for this
are shown in Appendix A.2.
The second way to approach diffusion is to recast the random walk problem as a
differential equation and solve. Starting with an exciton on a line, the probability of
finding the exciton in position i after time step n is related to the location of the exciton
after time step n−1. After time step n−1 if the exciton is located on i−1 or i+1 there
is a 50% chance the exciton will move to position i during step n. Thus, the probability
18
of the exciton being in position i after time step n is
P (i, n) =
1
2
P (i− 1, n− 1) + 1
2
P (i+ 1, n− 1). (1.8)
Subtracting P (i, n− 1) from both sides gives
P (i, n)− P (i, n− 1) = 1
2
(P (i− 1, n− 1)− 2P (i, n− 1) + P (i+ 1, n− 1)) . (1.9)
Assuming the step size, l, and the time interval between steps, ∆t, are small com-
pared to the total distance and total time, Equation 1.9 can be rewritten as derivatives
using the finite difference method.30 The left hand side looks like a first derivative with
respect to time and the right hand side looks like a second derivative with respect to
space:
∆t
∂P
∂t
=
1
2
l2
∂2P
∂x2
. (1.10)
Defining the diffusion constant
D1D = l
2/2∆t (1.11)
Equation 1.10 takes the form of the one dimensional diffusion equation
∂P
∂t
= D1D
∂2P
∂x2
. (1.12)
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The solution to Equation 1.12 is31
P (x, t) =
1√
4Dpit
e−
x2
4Dt (1.13)
which can be confirmed by substituting into Equation 1.12 as well as the appropriate
boundary and initial conditions as shown in Appendix A.3. The expectation value of x
and x2 are:
〈x〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
xP (x, t) dx = 0
〈x2〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
x2P (x, t) dx = 2D1Dt
(1.14)
giving a rms displacement, often called the diffusion length LD,1D, of
LD,1D =
√
2D1Dt (1.15)
which is consistent with Equations 1.7 and 1.11.
A similar procedure can be followed for three dimensions, but instead of a factor
of 1/2 in Equation 1.9 there is a factor of 1/6 due to the increase in dimension. The
results (see Appendix A.3) are
D3D = l
2/6∆t
〈r〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
rP (r, t) dτ = 0
〈r2〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
r2P (r, t) dτ = 6Dt
(1.16)
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giving a diffusion length of
LD,3D =
√
6D3Dt. (1.17)
As a final note on diffusion, both the random walk and differential equation ap-
proach require the step size and step time to be small compared to the overall distance
traveled and the lifetime of the exciton. Also, the motion of the exciton must remain
constant throughout its lifetime, t. If there are many hops with a characteristic diffusion
constant, D, that does not change with time, the physics of each individual hop can
be neglected, and the equations in this section are valid. This is often not the case,
especially when considering exciton trapping, inhomogeneous samples, or ultrafast dy-
namics. The following sections will discuss energy transfer mechanisms which can be
used to more accurately model exciton transport.
Energy Transfer
Energy transfer can occur between one initially excited chromophore, called the donor,
and another chromophore called the acceptor. In the following discussion it is assumed
the initial state consists of the donor in the first excited state and the acceptor in
the ground state, while the final state consists of the donor in the ground state and
the acceptor in the first excited state. Energy transfer can also occur between two
initially excited states. One example of this is exciton-exciton annihilation which will
be discussed in Chapter 5. For the current discussion the initial and final wavefunctions
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may be inappropriately written
Ψ˜I = ψ
′
D(r1)ψA(r2)
Ψ˜F = ψD(r1)ψ
′
A(r2)
(1.18)
where the D (A) subscript refers to the donor (acceptor) and the prime denotes an
excited state wavefunction. The position of the electron in the donor is labeled r1
whereas the position of the electron in the acceptor is labeled r2. These wavefunctions
are incorrect because of this labeling. It is impossible to label the electrons or tell
which one is on the acceptor or the donor. Because of this, the wavefunctions should
be written as linear combinations of the two possibilities:
ΨI =
1√
2
[
ψ′D,1ψA,2 − ψ′D,2ψA,1
]
ΨF =
1√
2
[
ψD,1ψ
′
A,2 − ψD,2ψ′A,1
] (1.19)
where the explicit dependence on r1 and r2 has been replaced with a subscript. Be-
cause electrons are fermions the linear combination is the difference of the two terms.16
To determine the probability of transition from ΨI to ΨF Fermi’s golden rule can be
employed:
PDA =
2pi
~
|〈ΨF |H1 |ΨI〉|2 ρf (Ef = Ei) (1.20)
where H1 is the Hamiltonian representing the Coulombic donor-acceptor interaction
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and ρf (Ef = Ei) is the density of final states that have the same energy as the initial
state.32 The braket in Equation 1.20 can be expanded and simplified to33
〈H1〉 = 〈ψD,1ψ′A,2|H1 |ψ′D,1ψA,2〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
Coulombic, Fo¨rster
−〈ψD,1ψ′A,2|H1 |ψ′D,2ψA,1〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
Exchange, Dexter
. (1.21)
The first term has no exchange of electrons and represents the Coulombic interaction
between the donor and acceptor. If dipole-dipole interactions dominate this term leads
to Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer. The second term accounts for the possibility of
electron exchange between the donor and acceptor and gives Dexter energy transfer.
Fo¨rster Energy Transfer
Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is the result of the dipole-dipole coupling
between a donor and acceptor.34;35;36;37 The initially excited donor decays transferring
its energy to the acceptor as depicted in Figure 1.10. Simplifying the first integral in
Equation 1.21 the rate constant for this process is found to be
kF =
1
τ
(
RF
r
)6
(1.22)
where τ is the lifetime of the donor, RF is the Fo¨rster radius, and r is the distance
between the donor and the acceptor.37 The Fo¨rster radius is defined such that when
r = RF , FRET from the donor to the acceptor and natural deactivation of the donor
are equally probable. Thus, two chromophores that have identical Fo¨rster transfer
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properties, but different excited state lifetimes will have different Fo¨rster radii. The
Fo¨rster radius can be written
R6F =
9φDln(10)κ
2
128pi5n4NA
∫ ∞
0
fD(λ)A(λ)λ
4 dλ (1.23)
where φD is the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor, κ
2 is an orientation factor
which equals 2/3 for an isotropic distribution of dipoles, n is the index of refraction of
the solvent or medium between the donor and acceptor, NA is Avagadro’s number, fD is
the fluorescence spectrum of the donor normalized to have unit area, and A is the molar
extinction coefficient of the acceptor.37 Fo¨rster’s original derivation of equations 1.22
and 1.23 is in German, but it has been translated to English in Biological Physics edited
by Mielczarek.38 The derivation is also carried out by Agranovich and Maradudin.39
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Figure 1.10: Schematic for Fo¨rster energy transfer. Initially an exciton is on the donor.
The exciton on the donor decays to the ground state transferring its energy to the
acceptor. The final state is the exciton on the acceptor.
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Equation 1.23 shows that the Fo¨rster radius and, therefore, the Fo¨rster rate constant
depend on the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor and the spectral overlap of the
donor fluorescence and the acceptor absorption. Because of this, FRET can be compared
to reabsorption where the donor emits a photon and the acceptor absorbs it. Care should
be taken when making this comparison as no photon is present in FRET. Sometimes
this lack of a photon is called a virtual photon which can cause its own confusion. FRET
is a purely dipole-dipole interaction where resonance between oscillations in the donor
and acceptor can cause direct energy transfer.
FRET is usually long-range when compared to other energy transfer mechanisms.
Fo¨rster radii are typically 1-10 nm allowing excitons to transfer between molecules.
If excitons transfer many times during their lifetimes, this type of motion can lead to
diffusion. Taking the hopping time to be the inverse of the rate constant (Equation 1.22)
and the step size to be the intermolecular distance, d, the three dimensional diffusion
constant (Equation 1.16) and diffusion length (Equation 1.17) can be written
DF =
R6F
6τd4
LD,F =
√
R6F
d4
.
(1.24)
Dexter Energy Transfer
In contrast to FRET, Dexter energy transfer involves the physical exchange of electrons
between the donor and acceptor as depicted in Figure 1.11.33;34 Solving the second
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integral in Equation 1.21 the Dexter rate constant can be written
kD =
2pi
~
K2e−2r/L
∫
fD(E)FA(E) dE ≡ κe−2r/L (1.25)
where K is a constant with units of energy, r is the distance between the donor and
acceptor, L can be thought of as an average effective Bohr radius of the excited donor
and the unexcited acceptor, fD is the donor emission spectra, and FA is the acceptor
absorption spectra.33 Both the emission and absorption spectra are normalized so that
integrating over photon energy gives unity. Note, this is a different normalization scheme
than for FRET. Collecting all the constants into κ gives the simplified final equality.
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Initial State Final State 
Figure 1.11: Schematic for Dexter energy transfer. Initially an exciton is on the donor.
The electrons in the donor and the acceptor are exchanged. The final state is an exciton
on the acceptor.
Dexter transfer occurs by the exchange of electrons, so the wavefunctions of the donor
and acceptor must overlap to achieve transfer. Dexter transfer usually only occurs with
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nearest neighbors over short distances (1-2 nm). In general, at longer distances FRET
is the most probable energy transfer mechanism, while at shorter distances Dexter
transfer dominates as shown in Figure 1.12.40 Similar to the treatment of FRET above,
the Dexter transfer rate can be used to estimate the corresponding diffusion constant
and diffusion length assuming many hops occur over the excited state lifetime:
DD =
d2κe−2d/L
6
LD,D =
√
d2τκe−2d/L.
(1.26)
Interchromophore Excitation Transfer 
electronic state. The first is the lowering of the excited-state 
potential energy surface relative to the ground state by van der 
Waals-type attractions in the dimer. The discussion of these 
forces, which contribute significantly to the stability of excimers, 
is confined to section V. The second aspect is the electronic 
coupling or interaction energy (matrix element), which is 
responsible for the transfer of electronic excitation (indicated by 
a prime) from being localized on one chromophore (A) to another 
(B): 
IA'B) - IAB') 
This time-dependent process may often be observed provided 
that excitation can be initially localized on one of the chro- 
mophores. The matrix element (A'BIHIAB'), where H is the 
complete Hamiltonian for the supermolecular system, reflects 
the magnitude of the coupling between the two (often nonsta- 
tionary) states. It is referred to in this paper as H12 or u.  
Components of the total interaction are designated by a super- 
script. 
In the absence of direct interchromophore orbital overlap, two 
chromophores (one in an excited electronic state) interact via the 
long-range Coulombic mechanism. This interaction is specified 
by a two-electron integral which describes a simultaneous 
deexcitation and excitation of the two chromophores.19 It thus 
denotes an interaction between the dipole transition moments of 
the two molecules and is analogous to the classical electrostatic 
interaction between two real dipoles. The Coulombic potential 
may be conveniently represented as a multipolar expansion and 
in the usual treatment of molecular exciton interactions or 
electronic excitation transfer (EET) just the dipole4ipole term 
is considered.20 In section VI the effect and moment of higher 
order terms are considered, and the validity of the dipole 
approximation is examined. 
When the electron density distributions (Le., orbitals) on the 
two chromophores overlap, additional effects arise which can 
dramatically increase the electronic coupling. For example, as 
a consequence of the Pauli principle the exchangeinteraction-an 
integral directly related to the Coulombic integral by the 
antisymmetrizing operator-is often considered.21-22 In the 
treatment of EET two mechanisms are thought to prevail: the 
Coulombic interaction and this exchange interaction. Usually 
one is considered to act exclusively to the other, but in this 
contribution it is demonstrated that this is often a poor approx- 
imation for molecular systems. A unifying model is developed 
in section V which accounts for both Coulombic interactions and 
contributions engendered by interchromophore orbital overlap. 
It is shown that other significant interactions depending on 
interchromophore orbital overlap should be considered in addition 
to the exchange term. 
It is convenient to partition interchromophore interactions into 
three regimes; encompassing short-, intermediate-, and long-range 
interactions, respectively. The boundary between short- and 
intermediate-range cases can be seen quite clearly in a log-scale 
plot of the total interaction energy, u, versus separation, R (Figure 
1) as a marked change in gradient. Overlap effects contribute 
only to the short-range limit, which therefore provides the most 
general expression for interchromophore interactions. It accounts 
for excimer stability as well as molecular exciton interactions 
and EET at close separations (approximately 3-6 8, for the 
naphthalene& dimer configuration using this method and basis 
set). The intermediate regime (approximately 6-150 A) is, in 
general, most commonly applicable to exciton interactions and 
EET. Overlap effects are insignificant and the Coulombic 
interaction mediates excitation resonance, simplifying to the 
leading (dipole4ipole) term at large separation.20.23-26 The long- 
range interaction, which is not considered here, involves a 
modification to the dipole4ipole interaction by retardation 
effe~ts.2~-29 
Figure 1. Variation of the total electronic coupling, I(, with interchro- 
mophore separation, R, for the two lowest naphthalene electronic excited 
states of its D2h dimer. The axis convention is given in the inset. Solid 
lines show thecalculated electronic coupling, udO, while the dashed lines 
indicate the electronic coupling determined by the dipole approximation, 
l4d-d. 
This adumbration is elaborated upon in the following two 
sections, whereupon a detailed interpretation of the results is 
provided in sections VI and VII. A general discussion of the 
implications and application of this work is given in section VIII. 
IV. Wave Function of the System 
It is desirable to express interchromophore interactions in terms 
of properties of the isolated constituent chromophores. If two 
chromophores, A and B, are weakly interacting, then their 
individuality is retained to a good approximation, and the total 
wave function may be expressed as a product of the A and B wave 
functions, @A and QB, respectively. The Pauli principle is satisfied 
by symmetry adapting the total wave function (using the 
antisymmetrizer, A) and then normalizing (by the constant M). 
The supermolecule wave function is then given by19 
@AB = MA(@'@') 
which if the two chromophores were so well separated that the 
interaction terms were negligible, would yield an energy E = EA 
+ EB for a Hamiltonian H = HA + HB. 
Such a partitioning, however, prohibits the possibility of 
interchromophore electron transfer or exchange, since this would 
violate the orthogonality requires imposed upon the generalized 
product. It is possible to account for nonorthogonality and short- 
range effects by using density functions rather than orbitals; 
however, we have chosen to pursue such an investigation using 
avariational treatment. The problem may then be stated in terms 
of a physically comprehendable valence-bond-type representation. 
In this way insight into the meaning of each matrix element may 
be ascertained from Schemes 1-4. 
In the following exposition we will consider excitation resonance 
between a pair of model two-level systems. The hybrid wave 
function for the closed-shell ground state (Scheme 1) may be 
represented by the determinant (2), where unbarred spin orbitals 
(a and b)  are associated with an electron of a spin, barred orbitals 
(a and 6) an electron of B spin, and M i s  a normalizing constant. 
For the present treatment it is convenient to consider spin 
orbitals which are localized on the individual chromophores (which 
may be, for example, Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals for each 
isolated chromophore). In that case orbitals localized on the one 
chromophore are orthonormal (Le., (ala') = bad), whereas 
interchromophore orbital overlap is accounted for (Le., (alb) = 
S a b )  * 
Figure 1.12: Calculated electronic coupling (solid lines) in naphthalene as a function
of interchromophore separation. Dashed lines show dipole-dipole (FRET) coupling. At
longer separations coupling matches FRET result, while at shorter separations coupling
f llows Dexter result. Figure reproduced with permission from Scholes and Ghiggino.40
Copyr ght 1994 American Chemical Society.
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1.3.3 Exciton Decay
The previous section dealt with exciton transport. In determining how far an exciton
can move, two phenomena are important. The first deals with how easily the exciton
moves through the sample which is determined by, for example, the diffusion constant,
the Fo¨rster radius, and the average effective Bohr radius. The second factor is how long
the exciton lives. If an exciton is very mobile but lives for a short amount of time it
won’t travel very far. Conversely, if an exciton moves slowly but lives for a long time
it may be able to move sizable distances. This section will focus on understanding the
different relaxation pathways that lead to exciton decay.23
During light absorption a molecule is excited from the ground state, S0, to an excited
vibrational state of S1 as depicted in Figure 1.13. After excitation the excited state
will quickly undergo vibrational relaxation to the bottom of S1. Often, vibrational
relaxation is very fast so that decay of the excited state predominantly occurs from the
lowest vibrational level; this is called Kasha’s rule.41 From the lowest vibrational level
of S1 the excited state can decay back to the ground state through nonradiative and
radiative pathways. A nonradiative decay process between states that have the same
spin multiplicity, such as S1 → S0, is called internal conversion, while radiative decay
between states of the same spin multiplicity is called fluorescence.
Just as absorption gives rise to a vibrational progression due to transitions to dif-
ferent vibrational levels of S1, fluorescence gives a vibrational progression due to tran-
sitions to different vibrational levels of S0 as depicted in Figure 1.14. Equation 1.2
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Figure 1.13: Schematic for different exciton decay pathways after excitation (a): b –
vibronic relaxation (S1 → S1, T1 → T1 or S0 → S0), c – intersystem crossing (non-
radiative S1 → T1), d – internal conversion (nonradiative S1 → S0), e – fluorescence
(radiative S1 → S0), f – intersystem crossing (nonradiative T1 → S0), g – phosphores-
cence (radiative T1 → S0).
was used to determine the probability of absorption, but can also be used to deter-
mine the probability of emission. This allows for the simulation of fluorescence spectra
using Franck-Condon factors, just as absorption spectra were simulated in Figure 1.9.
Franck-Condon fitting for emission from an amorphous P3HT film is presented in Figure
1.14 showing emission from individual vibronic transitions summing to match the total
fluorescence spectrum.
If vibrational levels of S1 overlap in energy with vibrational levels of the first excited
triplet state, T1, a nonradiative transition can occur between the states. Nonradiative
transitions between states of different spin multiplicities are called intersystem crossing.
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Figure 1.14: Top: Schematic of fluorescence showing emission from the 0th vibrational
level of S1 to different vibrational levels of S0. Bottom: Franck-Condon fit to emission
from an amorphous P3HT film. Blue line is fluorescence data, thick dashed line is the
overall fit (overlaps with data), and thin dashed lines are emission for individual vibronic
transitions as labeled.
After transitioning to the triplet manifold, the excited state will quickly relax to the
lowest vibrational level of T1. From this state it can nonradiatively or radiatively decay
to S0. The nonradiative pathway is another instance of intersystem crossing, while the
radiative pathway gives phosphorescence.
The timescales of these different decay pathways can vary by upto 10 orders of mag-
nitude as shown in Table 1.1. Because intersystem crossing and phosphorescence require
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a spin flip they are generally much slower than internal conversion and fluorescence. Re-
laxation can occur on ps (10−12 s) and fs (10−15 s) time scales which is much faster than
the ∼1 ns (10−9 s) electronic response of detectors such as photodiodes and photomulti-
plier tubes. This makes direct observation of internal conversion, for example, difficult
if not impossible.
Table 1.1: Time scales of different excited state decay pathways.23
Process Transition Radiative? Change in spin? Time scale
Vibrational relaxation — No No 10−14 s
Internal conversion S1 → S0 No No 10−12 − 10−7 s
Fluorescence S1 → S0 Yes No 10−9 s
Intersystem crossing S1 → T1 No Yes 10−12 − 10−6 s
Phosphorescence T1 → S0 Yes Yes 10−7 − 10−5 s
Intersystem crossing T1 → S0 No Yes 10−8 − 10−3 s
For the case of a molecule which undergoes only internal conversion and fluorescence,
the decay rates can be calculated using a combination of fluorescence quantum yield
and fluorescence lifetime measurements. The mechanism for this decay can be written:
S1
knr−−→ S0
S1
kr−→ S0
(1.27)
where knr is the non-radiative decay rate of internal conversion and kr is the radia-
tive decay rate of fluorescence. This is analogous to a parallel kinetic reaction.42 The
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differential equation for this system is then
−d [S1]
dt
= knr [S1] + kr [S1]
= (knr + kr) [S1]
= kT [S1]
(1.28)
where kT = knr + kr is the sum of the decay rates. The solution to Equation 1.28 gives
the number of excited states as a function of time. The amount of fluorescence observed
is proportional to the number of excited states, so the solution to Equation 1.28 also
gives the functional form of fluorescence decay:
fluorescence ∝ e−kT t. (1.29)
Thus, conducting a fluorescence lifetime experiment, such as time correlated single pho-
ton counting (Chapter 2), gives the total rate, kT . In order to determine the individual
rates, the fluorescence quantum yield, φ, can be found by comparing the emission of the
sample to that of a known standard (Chapter 2). The fluorescence quantum yield can
be written in terms of the decay rates as43
φ =
kr
kT
. (1.30)
Thus, if φ and kT are measured, knr and kr can be calculated.
The prescription above to calculate decay rates only works for fluorescent molecules
with measurable lifetimes. Furthermore, any energy transfer or intersystem crossing
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can not be observed. If there are multiple non-radiative decay pathways, they would all
contribute to knr, but further analysis of knr is not possible. One way to overcome these
limitations is to use ultrafast spectroscopy which will be discussed in the next section.
1.4 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy
This section will discuss the physics of pump-probe spectroscopy and the different phe-
nomena that contribute to pump-probe signals. The laser system and pump-probe
apparatus used for the work presented in this thesis are discussed in Chapter 2.
Figure 1.15: Schematic of pump-probe spectroscopy.
Pump-probe spectroscopy, which is sometimes referred to as transient absorption
spectroscopy, is one technique that can be used to study excited state dynamics. A
schematic of pump-probe spectroscopy is shown in Figure 1.15. Two ultrafast laser
pulses are incident on the sample with a controllable time delay between them. The
first pulse is the pump pulse which is absorbed by the sample creating excited states.
The second pulse probes the sample and can be influenced by the presence of the excited
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states created by the pump. The pump is chopped at half the laser repetition rate so
that only every-other probe pulse is influenced by the pump. After passing through the
sample the probe is dispersed by a grating and the intensity is measured with (I) and
without (I0) the pump pulse incident on the sample. These intensities are compared in
order to calculate the change in absorption (∆OD) induced by the pump:
∆OD = −log10
(
I
I0
)
. (1.31)
Equation 1.31 is the same equation used for ground state absorption measurements.
In ground state absorption experiments, the amount of light transmitted through a
neat solvent is measured (I0). A solute is then added to the solvent and the amount
of transmitted light is measured again (I). Equation 1.31 is then used to calculate the
change in absorption caused by adding the solute. Because the neat solvent is thought
of as a baseline, ground state absorption signal is referred to as an optical density (OD)
not a ∆OD. In pump-probe spectroscopy the same type of measurement is made, but
instead of adding solute, excited states are ‘added’ and the induced change in absorption,
∆OD, is measured.
There are three main sources that contribute to pump-probe spectra as depicted in
Figure 1.16. First, excited states created by the pump can absorb probe light. This
results in more probe light being absorbed compared to the reference probe pulse giving
a positive ∆OD. Second, depopulation of the ground state by the pump pulse causes
there to be less ground state absorption of the probe pulse when compared to the
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reference probe pulse. Because there is less absorption this appears as a negative ∆OD
feature. Finally, the probe pulse can stimulate excited states created by the pump
to radiatively decay. This causes more light to be transmitted in comparison to the
reference pulse and gives a negative ∆OD signal.
Measured pump-probe spectra are the summation of all the signals presented in
Figure 1.16 which makes proper analysis difficult and very important. A simulated
pump-probe spectrum is shown in Figure 1.17 illustrating that three simple gaussian
shapes can give a complicated overall spectrum. Because ground state holes come about
due to loss of ground state absorption, the spectral shape of a ground state hole matches
the ground state absorption spectrum of the excited chromophore. Similarly, stimulated
emission often overlaps with the steady state fluorescence spectrum. At early delay times
the excited state may not have cooled to the lowest vibrational level, so stimulated
emission may appear blueshifted in comparison to the steady state fluorescence. As
the delay time increases the stimulated emission often redshifts to better match the
steady state fluorescence (the steady state fluorescence is actually the integral of all
stimulated emission). Similar shifts can occur in excited state absorption as excited
states cool. These types of shifts are an example of spectral diffusion. Using steady
state measurements is important when attempting to assign features or deconvolute
spectra from pump-probe experiments.
Finally, the timing between the pump and probe pulses can be adjusted so that
∆OD spectra for different pump-probe delays can be collected. In the simplest case,
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Figure 1.16: Sources of signal in pump-probe spectroscopy. Top: Excited state absorp-
tion. Before pump, photons not absorbed. After pump, excited states absorb photons.
Less photons transmitted with pump, positive ∆OD. Middle: Ground state hole. Be-
fore pump, ground state electrons absorb photons. After pump, less electrons in ground
state so less photons absorbed. More photons transmitted with pump, negative ∆OD.
Bottom: Stimulated emission. Before pump, no excited states so no stimulated emis-
sion. After pump, incident photons stimulate excited states to radiatively decay. More
photons transmitted with pump, negative ∆OD.
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Figure 1.17: Simulated pump-probe spectrum showing different sources of signal. Indi-
vidual sources are depicted as dashed lines (blue: ground state hole, yellow: stimulated
emission, red: excited state absorption), while the total spectrum is shown as a solid
black line. Only the solid black line is obtained from experiment.
this allows for the concentration of excited states to be measured as a function of time.
At early times the pump will have created many excited states providing high amplitude
signals. As time goes on, these excited states will decay resulting in lower amplitudes. A
kinetic model can then be proposed and decay rates can be found by fitting the data. In
more complex cases energy transfer, intersystem crossing, and charge separation events
can cause spectra to change shape as a function of pump-probe delay time. In these
cases more complicated analysis is required to correctly model the system.
Chapter 2
Instrumentation
In Chapter 1 the principles of absorption, fluorescence, and pump-probe spectroscopy
were discussed in the context of exciton formation and decay. In the current chapter
the instrumentation and methods of performing these experiments will be discussed.
2.1 Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorption spectra presented in this thesis were collected using an OLIS Cary 14 double
beam spectrophotometer. Light from a tungsten (visible/infrared) or deuterium (ultra-
violet) lamp passes through a monochromator to select a specific wavelength of light.
The light is incident on a rotating disk which has reflective and transmissive segments.
When the light is incident on a reflective segment of the disk it is directed to the sample
chamber, and when light is incident on a transmissive segment it is directed to the ref-
erence chamber. After passing through the sample or reference chamber the intensity
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of the light is measured using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) for ultraviolet/visible light
or a PbS detector for infrared light. Optical densities are calculated by the software
using the following equation:
OD = −log10
(
I
I0
)
(2.1)
where I is the intensity of the beam after passing through the sample chamber and
I0 is the intensity of the beam after passing through the reference chamber. Wave-
length calibration is confirmed by measuring the absorption of a holmium oxide glass
standard.44
In order to collect accurate spectra, both a baseline and sample OD are collected.
First, a bare substrate (solid state samples) or a cuvette with solvent (solution samples)
is placed in the sample chamber while the reference chamber is left empty. A baseline
absorption spectrum is collected:
ODbl = −log10
(
Ibl
I0
)
(2.2)
where Ibl is the intensity transmitted through the substrate or cuvette. The sample is
then placed in the sample chamber (using the same substrate or cuvette if possible) and
another absorption spectrum is collected:
ODbl+s = −log10
(
Ibl+s
I0
)
(2.3)
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where Ibl+s is the intensity transmitted through the sample and the substrate or cuvette.
Taking the difference of Equations 2.3 and 2.2 gives the optical density of the sample:
ODs = ODbl+s −ODbl = −log10
(
Ibl+s
I0
)
+ log10
(
Ibl
I0
)
= −log10
(
Ibl+s
Ibl
)
.
(2.4)
Example baseline, sample, and corrected absorption spectra are shown in Figure 2.1 for
the laser dye DCM in methanol. Note that data has been converted from nm to eV.
Because the data is a ratio of measured intensities, any correction to the intensities due
to the conversion cancel out, so only the x-axis is adjusted using Equation 1.3.
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Figure 2.1: Absorption spectrum of the laser dye DCM showing background subtraction.
Blue line shows collected absorption spectrum of the solvent (methanol), yellow line
shows collected absorption spectrum after the addition of DCM, and red line shows the
difference of the two spectra, giving the absorption spectrum of DCM.
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2.2 Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Fluorescence spectra were collected using a SPEX Fluorolog 1680. Light from a xenon
lamp is directed through a double monochromator to select the excitation wavelength.
The light is directed at the sample and the fluorescence of the sample is collected at a
right-angle to the excitation light (dilute solutions) or in a front-face geometry (solid
state samples). The fluorescence is directed through a double monochromator and
detected using a PMT. The transmission wavelength of the second monochromator is
scanned while the response of the PMT is measured giving a fluorescence spectrum.
Because the PMT response and the monochromator grating efficiency are wavelength
dependent, the collected fluorescence spectrum needs to be corrected. A correction curve
was found by collecting the emission spectra of quinine sulfate, coumarin 153, DCM,
and LDS 751 (Figure 2.2 inset, dashed lines) and comparing to the emission spectra
reported in the literature (Figure 2.2 inset, solid lines).45;46 A correction curve was
generated such that the collected spectra best matched the reported spectra (Figure
2.2, black line). Every subsequent spectrum collected is corrected using this curve.
While corrected spectra are proportional to the emission of the sample, they are
not on an absolute scale. Only a portion of the emission is collected and measured by
the PMT, so the fluorescence quantum yield (QY) cannot be immediately calculated.
To determine the QY, the fluorescence of a standard with a known QY, φS , is also
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Figure 2.2: Fluorescence wavelength calibration curve for a SPEX Fluorolog 1680. Inset:
Measured (solid) and reported (dashed) fluorescence of quinine sulfate (blue), coumarin
153 (green), DCM (red), and LDS 751 (black).
measured. The QY of the sample, φ, is calculated using
φ = φS
IASn
2
ISAn2S
(2.5)
where I is the integrated fluorescence, A is the absorption at the fluorescence excitation
wavelength, and n is the index of refraction. Variables with the subscript S refer
to values of the standard.43 The sample and standard should be excited at the same
wavelength and their absorption at the excitation wavelength should be kept within
10% of each other so that the geometry of absorption and emission is similar for the
sample and standard.
Finally, care should be taken when converting units of emission spectra as the band-
pass of the monochromator is constant for wavelength but not for energy. For example,
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if the monochromator is set to pass 2 nm, it will pass 31 meV when tuned to 400 nm and
7.8 meV when tuned to 800 nm. To account for this, the intensity at each wavelength
needs to be multiplied by λ2 when converting an emission spectra from wavelength to
energy.43 This conversion factor is called the Jacobian and can have a large effect on
emission spectra.47
2.3 Time Correlated Single Photon Counting
Time correlated single photon counting was conducted by first exciting the sample with
a 40 MHz diode laser (Driver: Picoquant PDL 800-B; Heads: Picoquant LDH series).
Emission from the sample is directed through a double monochromator (Jobin-Yvon
TRIAX-320) and detected using an avalanche photodiode (Picoquant MPD PDM). The
wavelength of the diode laser must overlap with the absorption spectrum of the sample,
while the monochromator is tuned to the sample emission. When the laser fires, a trigger
is sent to a timing card (Picoquant TimeHarp200). When a photon is detected by the
photodiode another trigger is sent to the timing card. The time between these triggers
is recorded. This process continues creating a histogram of times between excitation
(laser trigger) and emission (diode trigger).
The instrument response of the system is measured by placing a cuvette of salt in
the excitation beam and tuning the monochromator to the excitation wavelength. The
scatter from the salt is detected by the photodiode and the returned histogram gives
the instrument response, which is typically ∼500 ps FWHM. Fits to photon counting
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data are convoluted over this instrument response as shown in Figure 2.3 for the laser
dye DCM. This fit consists of a single exponential decay convoluted over the measured
instrument response giving a lifetime of 1.3 ns in agreement with literature values.48
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Figure 2.3: Time correlated single photon counting of the laser dye DCM in methanol.
Data is shown as blue circles, the fit to the data as the red line, and the instrument
response as the dashed yellow line.
For each laser trigger, only the first diode trigger will be recorded. This means that
samples should be diluted (or the salt cuvette should be angled) such that the number
of photons incident on the detector per laser pulse is much less than 1, hence naming
the experiment single photon counting. If many photons are incident on the detector
for each laser pulse, the histogram recorded will be weighted to early times giving an
erroneously short excited state lifetime or instrument response.
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2.4 Ultrafast Laser System
The ultrafast laser system used in this work consists of a mode-locked oscillator, a pulse
stretcher, a regenerative amplifier, and a pulse compressor.49 Each of these components
and processes will be described in this section. A note on polarizations: light that is
polarized horizontally, that is parallel to the laser table, is referred to as p-polarized light,
whereas light that is polarized vertically, perpendicular to the laser table, is referred to
as s-polarized light.
2.4.1 Mode-Locked Oscillator
The first task of the laser system is to create a train of ultrafast pulses. This is ac-
complished using a mode-locked oscillator. In a laser cavity of length d many standing
longitudinal modes can oscillate simultaneously with wavelengths of λm = 2d/m and
frequencies ωm = 2pimc/2d where m is a positive integers and c is the speed of light. The
frequency spacing between modes is then ∆ω = 2pic/2d. The time-dependent complex
electric field for a series of 2n+ 1 modes with center frequency ω0 can be written
E(t) =
n∑
l=−n
E0,l exp {i [(w0 + l∆ω)t+ φl]} (2.6)
where E0,l and φl are the amplitude and phase of mode l.
50 Normally, each individual
mode will have a random onset compared to the other modes, resulting in a random
phase relationship between modes giving continuous wave (CW) operation. The square
of the electric field of 31 modes with equal amplitudes (E0,l = E0) and random phases
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is shown in the top panel of Figure 2.4. Because there is no phase relationship between
the modes there are points in time where the modes add constructively and points in
time where they add destructively giving an average value depicted by the dashed line.
Note that the random pattern still repeats with a period of T = 2d/c.
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Figure 2.4: Square of the electric field for 31 modes in a cavity with random (top) and
locked (bottom) phases. All of the modes have the same amplitude, E0. In the top
panel the dashed line is the average of the squared electric field which is proportional
to the CW power. Note that the y-axes are on different scales for the top and bottom
panels.
If, by luck or ingenuity, all the modes began at once, the phases would have equal
value (φl = φ0) and all of the modes would add constructively giving a large initial
pulse.51 The laser then gives a pulse train with period T = 2d/c. The bottom panel
of Figure 2.4 shows this for 31 modes with equal amplitudes and phases. The code for
making Figure 2.4 is given in Appendix A.4. The process of locking the phases is called
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mode-locking and a laser in which the phases are locked is referred to as being mode-
locked. While the above description assumed equal amplitudes for each mode, similar
results are arrived at for a more realistic Gaussian distribution of mode amplitudes.50
There are multiple ways to mode-lock a laser including active and passive methods.
One example of an active mode-lock would be to place an amplitude modulator near
one end mirror of the cavity to introduce oscillatory loss to the cavity. If the modulator
is driven at the frequency ∆ω and is only at low loss for a small amount of time, lasing
will only occur when the phases are locked creating a mode-locked pulsed laser. As
the pulse approaches the modulator, the modulator will switch to low loss allowing the
pulse through. After the pulse passes through the modulator, the modulator switches
back to high loss preventing non-mode-locked (CW) lasing.52
An example of passive mode-locking is Kerr-lens mode-locking. In this technique,
CW and pulsed laser modes travel through the cavity with different focal parameters
due to self-focusing caused by the Kerr effect. The Kerr effect is a nonlinear optical
response in which the refractive index of a material is dependent on the intensity of the
light traveling through it.51 A beam with a Gaussian profile has a higher intensity in its
center which will experience, in most materials, a higher index of refraction compared
to the low intensity wings of the beam profile. This refractive index gradient along
the beam profile is similar to that provided by a convex lens and results in focusing of
the beam.50 This self-focusing results in pulsed mode-locked beams being more tightly
focused than CW beams due to their higher peak intensities.
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To promote mode-locked operation a hard or soft aperture is used as shown in Figure
2.5. A hard aperture, such as an iris, can physically block out the CW mode, while
allowing the tighter focused mode-locked pulse to pass through. In a soft aperture,
the pump laser, which provides the optical gain in the kerr medium, is focused such
that the smaller mode-locked beam entirely overlaps with the pump, but the larger CW
beam only partially overlaps, reducing gain. Both of these approaches encourage pulsed
mode-locked operation over CW operation.
Kerr 
Medium 
Hard aperture 
CW 
Mode-Locked 
Soft aperture 
CW Mode-Locked 
Figure 2.5: Hard and soft apertures used in Kerr-lens-mode-locking. Left: Hard aper-
ture. CW beam (light red) is blocked by the physical aperture, while the mode-locked
beam (dark red) passes through. Right: Soft aperture. Cross section diagram of the
Kerr medium. CW beam does not fully overlap with the pump (green circle) reducing
the gain, while the mode-locked beam fully overlaps increasing gain.
The oscillator used in this work is a Kerr-lens mode-locked oscillator utilizing a soft
aperture as shown in Figure 2.6.53;54 The oscillator is pumped by a Spectra-Physics
Millennia Pro which outputs 3.0 W of s-polarized, CW light at 532 nm. The beam is
directed through a twisted periscope which adjusts the beam to the desired height and
changes the polarization to p-polarized. The beam is then directed and focused by a
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532 nm dichroic mirror and a focusing lens into a 4 mm, 0.25% doped, Brewster cut
titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sapph) crystal. Emission of the Ti:Sapph traverses the cavity
which consists of two focusing cavity mirrors and two end mirrors, one of which is
the output coupler. Each pass through the Ti:Sapph gives further stimulated emission
(gain). To account for the dispersion created by the cavity, mostly from passing through
the Ti:Sapph crystal, the beam is directed through a fused silica prism pair set at
Brewster’s angle. The distance between the prisms is approximately 53.5 cm.
Millennia Pro TP 
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of Ti:Sapphire oscillator. TP: twisted periscope, M: 532 nm
dichroic mirror, L: focusing lens, TS: Ti:Sapph crystal, CM1/CM2: focusing cavity
mirrors, EM1: end mirror and output coupler, EM2: end mirror; P1/P2: fused silica
prism pair.
The focus of the 532 nm pump laser is chosen such that it acts as a soft aperture for
Kerr-lens mode-locking. To mode-lock the system, the translation stage prism 2 (P2)
is mounted on is rapidly adjusted back and forth. Once mode-locked the laser pulse
will continue cycling through the oscillator cavity. Each time the pulse is incident on
the output coupler (EM1) a portion is transmitted. Typically, mode-locking increases
the output power from 100 mW to 150 mW and the bandwidth from <5 nm to ∼40
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nm centered at 800 nm. The repetition rate (f = c/2d where d is the cavity length) is
approximately 85 MHz and the pulse width is between 5 and 10 fs.
2.4.2 Pulse Stretching and Compressing
The output of the oscillator is a pulse train with very high repetition rate and low pulse
energies (<2 nJ/pulse). Before selecting and amplifying a pulse, the pulses are stretched
in time to prevent damaging optics during the amplification process. After amplification
the pulses are recompressed. Further compression is necessary if the wavelength of the
beam is adjusted using noncollinear parametric amplification (NOPA).
A laser pulse that travels through a medium will experience group velocity dis-
persion (GVD) due to different wavelengths of the pulse experiencing different indices
of refraction. For a given material, the relationship between wavelength and index of
refraction is approximated using the Sellmeier equation.51 In most materials GVD re-
sults in shorter wavelengths lagging behind longer wavelengths giving positive GVD
and, what is called, an up-chirped pulse.51 The output pulses of the oscillator could
be stretched by passing them through a large amount of material with high GVD, but
this would also introduce aberrations and higher order chirp which is difficult to correct
for after amplification. Instead a grating stretcher is used. A simplified schematic is
shown in Figure 2.7. The beam is refracted off of a grating and imaged using a pair of
focusing optics onto another grating. A mirror is then used to return the beams on the
same path with a slight vertical angle change. By controlling the distance the gratings
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are from the focusing optics, the path length becomes wavelength dependent creating
GVD. If the gratings are moved closer, redder wavelengths travel less distance giving
positive GVD (stretcher). If the gratings are separated, redder wavelengths travel more
distance giving negative GVD (compressor).
Lred < Lblue 
(+) GVD  
Lred = Lblue 
0 GVD  
Lred > Lblue 
(-) GVD  
Figure 2.7: Simplified schematic of pulse stretcher/compressor. Gratings are shown
by shaded rectangles, lenses by white ovals, and the return mirror by the black lines.
Grey dashed lines are to help guide the eye. Redder wavelengths in the incident beam
(left side) are diffracted more than bluer wavelengths. When the gratings are placed
at the object and image of the lenses both wavelengths travel the same distances and
there is zero GVD (middle). When the gratings are pushed closer to the lenses, red-
der wavelengths travel less distance resulting in positive GVD (stretcher, top). When
the gratings are pulled away from the lenses, redder wavelengths travel more distance
resulting in negative GVD (compressor, bottom).
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The actual stretcher used is a folded version of that shown in Figure 2.7. It uses all
reflective optics to prevent higher order chirp and only one grating (1500 grooves/mm)
for easier adjustment.55 After passing through the stretcher the beam is amplified as
will be discussed below. After amplification the pulse is compressed by reversing the
stretching process. The compression also takes into account GVD introduced during
amplification and any GVD that the pulse will experience in the experimental setup.
The compressor setup used is a four-pass, double-grating compressor with an efficiency
of ∼65%.56 If the NOPA is used, further compression of the NOPA output is needed.
This is done with an analogous four-pass, double-prism compressor.57
2.4.3 Regenerative amplification
The output from the stretcher is directed into a Ti:Sapph regenerative amplifier (regen)
to increase the pulse energy.58;59 A schematic of the regen is shown in Figure 2.8. The
regen cavity consists of two cavity mirrors coated to reflect 800 nm light and transmit
527 nm light and an end mirror coated to reflect 800 nm light. During alignment the end
mirror can be replaced by a 95% output coupler. The gain medium is a 4 mm, 0.25%
doped, Brewster cut Ti:Sapph crystal. The pump laser is a pulsed Spectra Physics
Empower 15 which outputs 10 W of p-polarized 527 nm light. The pump beam is
directed to the crystal by 527 nm dichroics. The beam is focused to a waist of ∼470 µm
by first using a telescope to increase the beam size and then a focusing mirror. Pump
light not absorbed by the Ti:Sapph is refocused on the crystal by a focusing 527 nm
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dichroic mirror. When the output coupler is used the measured power is 1.2 W at 1
kHz repetition rate.
Empower 15 
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GM 
GM 
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CM1 CM2 
GRM 
TS 
EM PC 
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RM 
RM 
RM 
WP C1 
C2 C3 
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Output 
Input 
Figure 2.8: Schematic of Ti:Sapph regenerative amplifier. GM: 527 nm dichroic mirrors,
T: telescoping lens pair, L: focusing lens, CM1/CM2: focusing cavity mirrors, GRM:
532 nm focusing dichroic mirror, EM: end mirror, PC: Pockels cell, TFP: thin film
polarizer, RM: 800 nm dichroic mirrors, C1/C2/C3: polarizing cube beamsplitter, FR:
Faraday rotator, WP: half waveplate.
The p-polarized pulse train coming from the stretcher, called the seed, passes through
a half waveplate tuned to adjust the beam to be s-polarized. The seed is reflected off of
two polarizing cube beamsplitters and passes through a Faraday rotator in the reverse
direction so that the polarization is not adjusted. A rotated polarizing cube beam-
splitter (C3) is placed such that s-polarized light is transmitted. This cube is used to
ensure the polarization of the regen input and output is well-defined. The s-polarized
seed is then reflected off of a thin film polarizer placed in the laser cavity. Normally
the s-polarized seed would reflect off the end mirror and then reflect off of the thin film
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polarizer leaving the regen cavity.
A Pockels cell (Thales Laser MEDOX) is used to trap a pulse in the cavity. When
a particular voltage (∼3.5 kV) is applied to the Pockels cell, light that passes through
the cell experiences a polarization change of 45◦. If this voltage is applied when a seed
pulse reflects off the thin film polarizer, the polarization of the seed pulse will rotate
by 45◦, the seed will reflect off the end mirror, and the polarizatoin will rotate by
45◦ again. This changes the polarization of the seed from s-polarized to p-polarized.
The p-polarized seed transmits through the thin film polarizer. The voltage of the
Pockels cell is then set to zero. This locks the seed pulse in the regen cavity, as it will
remain p-polarized. Each time the seed pulse passes through the Ti:Sapph it will be
amplified. After sufficient amplification, a voltage is applied to the Pockels cell and
the polarization of the amplified pulse is changed from p-polarized to s-polarized. The
s-polarized amplified pulse reflects off the thin film polarizer and through the Faraday
rotator in the forward direction which changes the polarization to p-polarized. The
amplified pulse that transmits through the polarizing cube beamsplitter (C2) and is
directed to the pulse compressor. The input pulse energy is ∼1 nJ/pulse while the
output pulse energy is ∼1 mJ/pulse giving an amplification of 6 orders of magnitude.
The amplified pulse repetition rate is controlled by how often a high voltage is applied
to the Pockels cell which is set to 1 kHz.
After compression, the output of the laser system is a 1 kHz pulse train with pulse
energy of 650 µJ/pulse. The beam is centered at 810 nm with a bandwidth (FWHM)
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of 30 nm. The pulse width, as measured by autocorrelation, is 80 fs.
2.5 Pump-Probe Experiments
This section will discuss three-wave mixing, the generation of optical pulses for pump-
probe spectroscopy, and the experimental setup used to conduct pump-probe spec-
troscopy in this work.
2.5.1 Pump Generation
While the 810 nm output of the laser system can be used to excite some molecules,
many solar cell materials of interest absorb in the visible portion of the spectrum (400-
700 nm). In order to create pump pulses at these colors, second harmonic generation
(SHG) and noncollinear parametric amplification (NOPA) can be used. These processes
are examples of three-wave mixing which can be discussed at different levels of com-
plexity. This section will present a simplified photon interaction approach which offers
an explanation for the conditions required to achieve three-wave mixing,51 but can not
determine efficiencies, thresholds, or saturation which require the use of coupled-wave
theory.60
Second Harmonic Generation
Imagine two photons copropagating in a material. The two photons could annihilate
creating a third photon. Conversely, a single photon could annihilate creating two
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photons. For these processes to occur both energy (E = ~ω, where ω is the angular
frequency of the photon) and momentum (p = ~k, where k is the wavevector of the
photon) must be conserved:
~ω1 + ~ω2 = ~ω3, ~k1 + ~k2 = ~k3. (2.7)
The conservation of energy and momentum lead to frequency-matching and phase-
matching conditions:
ω1 + ω2 = ω3, k1 + k2 = k3. (2.8)
For collinear photons the matching conditions can be written:
ω1 + ω2 = ω3, ω1n1 + ω2n2 = ω3n3. (2.9)
Solving both conditions in Equation 2.9 simultaneously may seem impossible due to
the index of refraction being frequency dependent. For example, in SHG photon 1 and
2 have the same frequency ω1 = ω2 = ω and experience the same index of refraction,
n1 = n2 = n. The first condition in Equation 2.9 requires that ω3 = 2ω. The second
condition then requires that n3 = n. That is, the index of refraction in the material for
frequency ω must be the same as the index of refraction for frequency 2ω. To overcome
this difficulty a birefringent material is used.
In birefringent materials the index of refraction is dependent on the polarization of
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incident light. Of particular interest are uniaxial crystals in which light of one polar-
ization, called an ordinary beam, experiences a constant index of refraction n = no,
called the ordinary refractive index. Light of the perpendicular polarization, called an
extraordinary beam, has an index of refraction which is dependent on the angle between
the wavevector (usually the direction of light propagation) and the optical axis of the
crystal:
1
n2(θ, ω)
=
cos2θ
n2o(ω)
+
sin2θ
n2e(ω)
(2.10)
where ne is called the extraordinary refractive index. For a positive uniaxial crystal
ne > no, and for a negative uniaxial crystal no > ne. The indices of refraction for
the different polarizations can be pictured graphically as a circle with radius no for the
ordinary beam and as an ellipse with radii no and ne for the extraordinary beam as
shown in Figure 2.9.
In order to achieve SHG n(ω) = n(2ω). Generally, n(ω) < n(2ω) so index of refrac-
tion surfaces have smaller radii for light with frequency ω than for light with frequency
2ω as shown in Figure 2.10. For a negative uniaxial crystal, such as beta barium borate
(BBO), the indices of refraction are only equal when the fundamental (ω) is an ordinary
beam and the second harmonic (2ω) is an extraordinary beam. This type of three-wave
mixing is called Type-I (because the two lower frequency photons have the same polar-
ization) o-o-e (ordinary-ordinary-extraordinary) mixing. For a positive uniaxial crystal
the fundamental must be an extraordinary beam and the second harmonic an ordinary
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Figure 2.9: Index of refraction surfaces for a negative uniaxial crystal such as beta
barium borate (BBO). Index of refraction for the ordinary beam is no and the ordinary
surface is a circle with radius no. Index of refraction for the extraordinary beam is
n(θ) and the extraordinary surface is an ellipse with radii no and ne. A particular n(θ)
can be achieved by cutting the crystal perpendicular to the optical axis and changing
the incident angle of the beam (left) or by cutting the crystal to the desired angle and
keeping the incident beam normal to the crystal (right).
beam which gives Type-I e-e-o mixing.60 In either case, the second harmonic is gen-
erated with a perpendicular polarization to the fundamental. The final condition for
collinear SHG is:
Type-I o-o-e SHG: no(ω) = n(θ, 2ω)
Type-I e-e-o SHG: n(θ, ω) = no(2ω).
(2.11)
Equations 2.10 and 2.11 can be used to determine the required angle to achieve SHG.
To double 810 nm light to 405 nm light in a BBO crystal the required angle between
the incident light and the optical axis is 29◦. As depicted in Figure 2.9, this can be
done by adjusting the angle of the incident light or cutting the crystal at the specified
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angle.
θ 
Optical axis 
no(ω)=n(θ,2ω) 
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n(θ, ω)=no(2ω) 
Negative uniaxial crystal 
Type-I o-o-e SHG 
Positve uniaxial crystal 
Type-I e-e-o SHG 
Figure 2.10: Phase matching for SHG in negative (left) and positive (right) uniaxial
crystals. Ordinary and extraordinary surfaces for light with frequency ω (2ω) are shown
in red (blue). The black dot and line show the angle required to achieve matching indices
of refraction.
Noncollinear Parametric Amplification
Moving on to general three-wave mixing and NOPA, the scalar conditions for non-
collinear three-wave mixing can be written
ω1 + ω2 = ω3
ω1n1 sin θ1 = ω3n3 sin θ3
ω1n1 cos θ1 + ω2n2 = ω3n3 cos θ3
(2.12)
where θ1 and θ3 are the angles beam 1 and 3 make with beam 2 as shown in Figure 2.11.
Depending on the type of mixing, each index of refraction could be ordinary (constant)
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or extraordinary (angularly dependent).
k2 (ks) 
θ 
Optical axis 
θ3 (θp) θ1 (θi) 
k3 (kp) k1 (ki) 
Figure 2.11: Noncollinear three-wave mixing. Labels in parenthesis are for NOPA (p:
pump, s: signal, i: idler).
In the visible NOPA used in this work, an intense 405 nm pump beam (ωp = ω3)
and a weak visible signal beam (ωs = ω2) are incident on a nonlinear crystal. Three-
wave mixing in the crystal amplifies the signal beam and produces an infrared idler beam
(ωi = ω1). The NOPA used is set for Type-I mixing in a BBO crystal (negative uniaxial),
meaning the idler and signal are ordinary beams and the pump is an extraordinary
beam. The pump frequency, signal frequency, and pump angle are chosen. The set of 3
conditions in Equation 2.12 can then be used in addition to Equation 2.10 to determine
the 3 unknown quantities: idler frequency, idler angle, and crystal axis angle.61 Plots
of the crystal axis angle as a function of signal wavelength are referred to as phase-
matching curves. Care should be taken when interpreting phase-matching curves as the
reported angle could be between the crystal axis and the signal or the crystal axis and
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the pump. Because it is often desired to have the signal normal to the crystal face, the
angle the crystal should be cut at is the angle between the crystal axis and the signal.
Finally, the pump angle used above is the angle between the pump and the signal in
the crystal. To find the angle between the pump and signal outside the crystal Snell’s
law must be used.
Phase-matching curves showing the angle between the crystal axis and the signal
for Type-I NOPA in BBO pumped at 405 nm are shown in Figure 2.12. Code to
calculate the phase-matching angles and create these plots is given in Appendix A.5.
For a pump angle (inside the crystal) of 3.7◦, phase-matching is achieved for a large
bandwidth of signal wavelengths if the crystal is cut at 27.3◦. This means that at this
pump and crystal angle, multiple colors can be amplified simultaneously allowing for a
large bandwidth pulse which can be compressed to under 10 fs.62
A schematic of the NOPA used in this work is shown in Figure 2.13. The input
p-polarized beam is split into the signal and pump beam using a beamsplitter. The
transmitted signal beam is reflected off of a delay stage consisting of a retroreflector
on a manual translation stage. It is then attenuated using a waveplate/polarizer and
focused in a sapphire crystal to create a white light continuum beam. The white light
beam is collimated by a parabolic mirror and directed to a 50 cm spherical mirror which
focuses the beam to a BBO crystal cut for efficient Type-I NOPA between visible and
400 nm light (Newlight Photonics). The pump beam reflected off of the beamsplitter
is directed through a polarizer and a BBO cut for 800 nm to 400 nm SHG (Newlight
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Figure 2.12: Phase-matching curves for Type-I NOPA in BBO with a pump wavelength
of 405 nm at different pump angles. The angle reported is the angle between the crystal
axis and the signal beam.
Photonics). The BBO is set to create an s-polarized pump beam which is directed
through a 75 cm convex lens focusing the pump beam towards the NOPA BBO. The
focus of the pump beam is kept slightly after the BBO to prevent crystal damage and
increase the signal/pump overlap.
For light amplification to occur the pump and signal beams need to be spatially
and temporally overlapped and the NOPA BBO needs to be set to the phase matching
angle. The spatial overlap is controlled by the last pump mirror, the temporal overlap is
adjusted by moving the retroreflector, and the phase matching angle is tuned by rotating
the NOPA crystal. Fused silica windows can be placed in the pump line to increase the
temporal width of the pump so that it temporally overlaps with more wavelengths of
the chirped white light. This increases the bandwidth of the amplified pulse to as high
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as 100 nm FWHM. Conversely, the fused silica windows can be placed in the white light
to further chirp it and reduce the wavelengths which temporally overlap with the pump
pulse decreasing the bandwidth of the amplified pulse. This is useful for selectively
pumping a specific transition of a sample. The output of the NOPA is tunable from
480-700 nm with pulse widths under 60 fs (FWHM) as measured by cross-correlation
with the 810 nm laser output. Pulse energies are ∼200 nJ as measured directly after
the prism compressor.
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of NOPA. RM: 800 nm dichroic mirror, BS: beamsplitter, RR:
retroreflector, WP: half waveplate, P: grid polarizer, RL: 10 cm focusing lens, S: sapphire
crystal, PM: 2 inch effective focal length parabolic mirror, M: silver mirror, FM: 50 cm
focusing silver mirror, SHG BBO: BBO crystal for 800 nm to 400 nm SHG, BM: 400
nm dichroic mirror, BL: 75 cm focusing lens, NOPA BBO: BBO cut for NOPA between
visible and 400 nm light. Red Lines: 810 nm beams, Grey Lines: white light beams,
Blue Lines: 405 nm beams, Green Line: amplified visible beam.
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2.5.2 Probe Generation
The output of the laser system, its harmonics, or the output of the NOPA could be used
to collect single-color pump-probe data. If the NOPA output has sufficient bandwidth it
could be used to collect full-frequency pump-probe data. Another approach is to focus
a portion of the 810 nm output of the laser system into an optical medium to produce
a white light continuum used as the probe beam. As the 810 nm beam is focused in the
medium it experiences self-focusing creating a more tightly focused beam. This contin-
ues until the electric field of the beam is sufficiently large enough to induce a multitude
of nonlinear effects such as self-phase modulation, self-steepening, filamentation, and
photo-ionization which result in the creation of a white light continuum.63;64 Sapphire
crystals are one of the most commonly used materials in white light generation giving
a spectrum that stretches from 450 nm into the near IR. Calcium fluoride crystals can
be used to create a white light continuum reaching wavelengths as short as 380 nm, but
the crystals need to be continuously moved to prevent optical damage.65 Using a white
light continuum as a probe beam allows for full-frequency pump-probe spectra to be
collected stretching across the visible into the near IR.
2.5.3 Pump-Probe Setup
A schematic of the pump-probe setup is shown in Figure 2.14. The pump beam is
modulated at half the laser repetition rate using a chopper wheel (New Focus 3501).
Both the pump and the probe beams reflect off automated delay stages consisting of
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retroreflectors (PLX, Inc.) on motorized stages (Newport – stages: UTM150PP.1; con-
troller: ESP301). Polarizations of the beams are selected using grid polarizers (Edmund
Optics), while the pulse energy transmitted through each polarizer is controlled with a
half waveplate. If the pump is generated using SHG (405 nm pump), the BBO crystal is
placed after the polarizer in the pump line and all mirrors after the BBO crystal are 400
nm dichroics. In this case, it should be noted the polarizer selects the polarization of
the 810 nm beam which is perpendicular to the polarization of the 405 nm pump beam.
If the NOPA is used to generate the pump pulse (480-700 nm pump), no further optics
are placed in the line and all mirrors are metallic (silver or aluminum). The white light
continuum probe is generated by focusing 810 nm light into a sapphire crystal. The
continuum is collimated by a parabolic mirror. The pump and probe beams are focused
and crossed in the sample by a second parabolic mirror.
After passing through the sample, the pump beam is blocked and the probe beam
is collimated by a lens. For single-color experiments, the probe is focused onto a
diode (Thorlabs DET210) with a filter attached to only pass the wavelength of inter-
est. Signal is recorded using a lock-in amplifier (Standford Research Systems SR830).
For full-frequency experiments, the probe is focused into a monochromator (Prince-
ton Instruments SP2150 with a 150 g/mm grating) and detected using a 256 pixel
diode array (Hamamatsu – visible, 450-950 nm: S3901-256Q Si array with a C7884-20
driver; IR, 950-1650 nm: G9213-256S InGaAs array with a C8061-01 driver). The ar-
ray is read out using a National Instruments data acquisition system (DAQ board: NI
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PCI-6132; connector block: NI BNC-2110). A 1 mm cuvette containing 1,1’-diethyl-
4,4’-dicarbocyanine iodide (Sigma-Aldrich) in methanol is placed directly before the
monochromator entrance slit to absorb residual 810 nm light in the probe beam which
can saturate the diode array. Wavelength calibration of full-frequency data is conducted
using a series of well-defined pass filters. Temporal dispersion due to white-light chirp
is accounted for by collecting cross-phase-modulation between the pump and probe in
the neat solvent or bare substrate. Fitting the cross-phase-modulation gives time zero
for each wavelength, allowing for the creation of a chirp-curve.66
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Figure 2.14: Schematic of pump-probe setup. Solid lines are flat mirrors, curved lines
are focusing parabolic mirrors, and the dashed line is a flip-up mirror. CW: chopper
wheel, RR: retroreflector, WP: half waveplate, P: grid polarizer, L1: 10 cm focusing lens,
S: sapphire crystal, L2/L3: 15 cm focusing lens, D: dye cell, Mono: monochromator.
Chapter 3
The Nature of Excitons in P3HT
Thin Films with Varying
Aggregation
3.1 Introduction
Thin films of pi-conjugated polymers are among the most widely used materials in or-
ganic photovoltaics (OPVs) with efficiencies reaching 10.7%.8;67 Poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT) is one such conjugated polymer consisting of conjugated thiophene rings with
attached hexyl-chains. Coupling between monomer units can occur as head-tail, head-
head, or tail-tail coupling. In regiorandom P3HT (rraP3HT), this coupling is random,
while in regioregular P3HT (rrP3HT) only head-tail coupling is present (Figure 3.1).
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In solution, rrP3HT and rraP3HT behave similarly, but in the solid state they have
very different characteristics. In rrP3HT thin films, pi-stacked aggregates can form,
resulting in polycrystalline films with both aggregate and amorphous domains, while
rraP3HT thin films are amorphous due to steric interactions of the side chains inhibiting
pi-stacking.68;69;70 The formation of aggregates results in a redshifted film absorption
which is apparent by the color of the films and their absorption spectra as shown in
Figure 3.1.
Regioregular  
P3HT 
Regiorandom  
P3HT 
Figure 3.1: Left: structure and photograph of films for rraP3HT and rrP3HT. Right:
normalized absorption spectrum for rraP3HT and rrP3HT.
Increasing aggregation has been shown to increase OPV efficiencies, causing rrP3HT
to be more commonly used in devices.71 The characteristics of the starting polymer, the
parameters of the thin-film synthesis, and post-processing techniques all have an effect
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on the amount of aggregation and, in turn, device efficiency.72;73;74;75 More aggregation
in the films allows for better charge (hole) transport through the pi-stacks after exciton
dissociation which increases efficiency.75;76 On the other hand, the effect of pi-stacking on
the behavior of excitons before dissociation is not well understood. To further optimize
OPVs, understanding the nature of excitons in conjugated polymers as a function of
aggregation is necessary.
Previously, aggregation has been studied by adding poor solvents to rrP3HT so-
lutions,77;78 but the unknown extent and type of aggregation in the solutions makes
comparisons to thin film P3HT difficult. In the current study, the amount of aggrega-
tion of thin films is controlled by spin coating films from solutions containing a mixture
of rrP3HT and rraP3HT. We show the amount of aggregation present in a film can
be controlled by introducing rraP3HT to a rrP3HT solution before spin coating. By
varying the ratio of rrP3HT to rraP3HT the aggregation can range from that of a fully
rrP3HT film to an amorphous film. In order to improve the aggregation of a rrP3HT
film further, the film can be thermally annealed allowing molecules to sample more
configurations, fostering the creation of energetically favorable aggregates.79
Exciton dynamics of P3HT thin films have been studied in the past via photolu-
minescence (PL) decay,80;81;82 but these measurements probe only a small fraction of
excitons present due to the low PL quantum yield (QY) of the films.83 Low QYs in con-
jugated polymer thin films have been attributed to excitons trapping to aggregates,84
implying PL studies are bias to excitons in amorphous or poorly aggregated domains. In
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contrast, ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy measures the change in absorption of the
film due to excitation. Every excitation contributes to this change in absorption, and
the photophysics of the less-emissive species, which make up the majority of the excita-
tions in rrP3HT films, can be more accurately measured. Previous pump-probe studies
have examined exciton behavior in rrP3HT films when fullerene derivatives are added,
which act as electron acceptors and reduce the P3HT aggregation.85;86 The change in
exciton decay pathways due to the presence of the fullerenes masks any changes due
to altering of the P3HT aggregation. In the current report the structure of the film is
adjusted using only P3HT isomers allowing for the effect of aggregation on excitons in
P3HT to be examined.
3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1 Sample Preparation
Solutions of rrP3HT (Reike Metals, Mn=79k) and rraP3HT (Reike Metals, Mn=91k) in
chloroform were prepared with a concentration of 7 mg/mL. The solutions were mixed
in different volume ratios to form solutions with the desired amount of rrP3HT. Mixed
solutions were degassed by bubbling with nitrogen and filtered with a 0.45 µm syringe
filter. Directly after degassing and filtering, solutions were spin coated under argon onto
1.5” quartz disks at 1400 revolutions per minute for 4 minutes. Films were stored under
vacuum between experiments and all optical measurements were performed the same
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day the films were spun. Annealing was conducted under vacuum at 120 ◦C for 1 hour.
3.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were conducted using a TA In-
struments Discovery DSC. Samples were prepared from the same solutions that the thin
films were cast from. Small amounts of the solution were drop cast into aluminum Tzero
pans and dried in a box with a positive nitrogen pressure. This was repeated until the
necessary amount of P3HT was present in the pan (approximately 1-3 mg). Samples
were heated from 40 ◦C to 270 ◦C, cooled from 270 ◦C to 0 ◦C, and then heated again
from 0 ◦C to 270 ◦C. Reported data is from the cooling sweep and the second heating
sweep. Temperature ramps were conducted at a rate of 10 ◦C/min and all measurements
were conducted under nitrogen.
3.2.3 Steady-State Spectroscopy
UV-vis absorption spectra were obtained using a Cary 14 spectrophotometer, while PL
spectra were obtained using a SPEX Fluorolog 1680 (Chapter 2). All PL spectra were
obtained in front face geometry and excited at 2.5 eV and 3.1 eV. Sample degrada-
tion was observed during PL measurements conducted in air. To alleviate this, all PL
measurements shown were conducted with the sample chamber under positive nitrogen
pressure and no sample degradation was observed. No film degradation was observed
during UV-vis measurements. To account for drift in the fluorometer over time, spectra
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of the laser dye DCM (Exciton) in methanol were collected with each experiment. Be-
cause the DCM standard was in solution, we did not attempt to calculate the absolute
QY of the P3HT films, but instead report the relative QYs. Each PL spectra was cor-
rected for the detector response, divided by the film absorption at the excitation energy,
and then divided by the ratio of the integrated DCM emission to the DCM absorption
at the excitation energy.
3.2.4 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy
Ultrafast pump-probe spectra were obtained using a home-built Ti:Sapph oscillator,
regenerative amplifier, stretcher/compressor, and NOPA described in Chapter 2. Laser
pulses from the system had 80 fs (fwhm) pulse widths are were produced at a repetition
rate of 1 kHz. Experiments were conducted with pump energies of 2.1 eV (600 nm,
NOPA output) and 3.1 eV (405 nm, SHG of 810 nm fundamental). The probe pulse
was a white-light continuum that ranged from 1.7 to 2.7 eV. The pump polarization
was kept at the magic angle (54.7◦) relative to the probe to isolate isotropic exciton
dynamics. The pump was focused before the sample to produce a larger spot size at the
film (400 µm fwhm) to keep the exciton density low and minimize interactions between
excitons such as exciton-exciton annihilation. After passing through the sample, the
probe beam was directed through a monochromator (Princeton Instruments SP2510i)
and detected using a 256 pixel silicon diode array (Hamamatsu) giving a resolution of
2 nm per pixel.
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The probe beam was measured for every laser pulse, while the pump beam was mod-
ulated at half the laser repetition rate. The change in optical density, ∆OD, induced
by the pump was calculated for each pulse pair. Reported ∆OD values were found by
averaging 25,000 pulse pairs for each time point. This entire process was then repeated
multiple times to ensure that there was no change in the sample due to degradation.
All runs were then averaged together to give the final ∆OD spectra. Degradation was
observed when the sample was in air or if the sample was left static under laser illu-
mination. All reported spectra were collected with the films rotating at approximately
5 rotations per second in a box with positive nitrogen pressure and showed no signs of
degradation. The pump pulse energies were between 10 and 20 nJ depending on the
absorption of the film.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Controlling Aggregation
Absorption spectra for as spun P3HT films with varying rrP3HT:rraP3HT ratios are
shown in Figure 3.2.a. Because fully rraP3HT films are predominantly amorphous69
we assign the rraP3HT absorption spectrum to that of amorphous P3HT domains. For
the other spectra, the overall absorption is the sum of absorption from aggregate and
amorphous domains. Aggregate absorption is redshifted and more structured when
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compared to amorphous absorption due to delocalization of the wave function and de-
creased inhomogeneous broadening, respectively.87 Because films with higher rrP3HT
content have a redshifted and more structured absorption we conclude that increasing
the amount of rrP3HT increases aggregation.
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Figure 3.2: Absorption (a) and emission (b) of mixed rrP3HT/rraP3HT thin film. For
the emission, the films were excited at 2.5 eV.
DSC was employed to further support this conclusion. The DSC results in Figure 3.3
show that both the melt and melt crystallization peaks narrow and increase in area with
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Figure 3.3: DSC traces of mixed rrP3HT/rraP3HT samples. Bottom traces are the
cooling sweep and top traces are the second heating sweep. Traces have been translated
for clarity.
higher rrP3HT content. No melt or crystallization is observed in the rraP3HT sample
signifying an amorphous film, as expected.69 The narrowing and increase in area of the
melt and melt crystallization peaks with higher rrP3HT content represent an increase
in overall aggregation, similar to results for rrP3HT:PCBM films of different ratios.88
The enthalpy of fusion of each sample was found by integrating under the melt peak.
Comparing the enthalpy of fusion of the films to that of P3HT aggregates, the percent
aggregation can be estimated.89 An ideal P3HT crystal has an enthalpy of fusion of
∆H∞m =99 J/g.90 Because the aggregated domains in thin films have some disorder, a
correction factor to ∆H∞m must be applied to approximate the enthalpy of fusion of the
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aggregates which gives ∆Ham≈45 J/g.91 The ratio of the measured enthalpy of fusion
to that of the aggregates gives the percent aggregation of each film as shown in Figure
3.4 along with the peak value of the absorption spectra. Note that both the absorption
peak and the percent aggregation as found by DSC follow a linear trend with added
rrP3HT. While the absolute values for the percent aggregation are approximate, it is
clear that as more rrP3HT is used more aggregation occurs. This ability to control the
amount of aggregation gives us the opportunity to study photophysics of P3HT films
as a function of aggregation.
3.3.2 Quenched Fluorescence From Aggregate Domains
The PL for the P3HT films excited at 2.5 eV is shown in Figure 3.2.b. With increased
rrP3HT the PL spectra redshift, change shape, and are quenched. Analysis of the PL
shape can be used to understand the nature of the emission in the films. According
to Kasha’s Rule emission occurs from the lowest vibrational level of the first excited
state to different vibrational levels of the ground state, giving the P0−0, P0−1, P0−2,
etc. features in order of decreasing energy.41 For intramolecular emission, the relative
amplitudes of these features correspond to a Franck-Condon progression.25
The rraP3HT emission could be fit to a Franck-Condon progression, as shown in
Figure 3.5.a, signifying intramolecular emission, as expected for an amorphous film
where there is little intermolecular interaction. The PL of the rrP3HT and mixed
rrP3HT:rraP3HT films could not be adequately fit with a Franck-Condon progression
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Figure 3.4: Absorption peak (yellow diamonds), % aggregation (green triangles),
P0−0/P0−1 ratios (red squares), and relative quantum yields (blue circles) as a func-
tion of % rrP3HT
as illustrated by the poor fit to the rrP3HT emission in Figure 3.5.a. Instead, the
emission from these films was fit using a series of Gaussians with free floating weights
to model emission from aggregates where intermolecular interactions cause non-Franck-
Condon behavior. A component consisting of the rraP3HT PL spectrum was added to
the fit to represent emission from the amorphous domains, but the weight optimized to
zero in all cases, implying emission is predominantly from the aggregate domains for
the rrP3HT film and the mixed films. The overall fit for the 20% rrP3HT film is shown
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in Figure 3.5.b along with the underlying Gaussian lineshapes.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Franck-Condon fits (dashed black lines) for PL from films with 0%
rrP3HT (blue) and 100% rrP3HT (red). (b) Non-Franck-Condon fit (solid black line)
for PL from 20% rrP3HT film (green) using free floating weights for each Gaussian
(dashed black lines).
As the percent of rrP3HT increases the P0−0 : P0−1 ratio decreases as shown in
Figure 3.4. The decrease in ratio is consistent with the formation of weakly coupled
H-aggregates.92 In ideal H-aggregates at 0 K there is zero oscillator strength between
the lowest vibrational levels of the ground and excited states resulting in the complete
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suppression of the P0−0 feature.93 The P0−0 feature may not be completely suppressed
due to thermal effects or disorder in the aggregates.92 Because all PL measurements were
conducted at room temperature, the observed difference in the P0−0 amplitude between
samples is concluded to be from disorder in the aggregates. There is a large decrease
in P0−0 : P0−1 ratio between 20-40% rrP3HT after which the ratio decreases more
gradually. We conclude that more ordered H-aggregates form with increased rrP3HT
content with a large change in order occurring between 20-40%. The decrease in PL
QY (Figure 3.4) with increased rrP3HT content is also consistent with the formation of
H-aggregates due to the suppressed P0−0 peak as well as the suppression of the sideband
peaks.92
Because of the low QY and shape change of the PL spectra, we propose that emission
is predominantly from the more organized domains in films with as little as 20% rrP3HT
similar to the conclusion by Clark et al. that PL from fully rrP3HT films is dominated
by aggregate emission.94 Note that the PL excitation energy of 2.5 eV is able to create
excitons in the amorphous domains (see rraP3HT absorption spectrum in Figure 3.2.a).
To create the majority of the excitons in the amorphous domains we also collected PL
from the films with an excitation energy of 3.1 eV and observed similar PL spectra and
relative QYs as when excited at 2.5 eV as shown in Figure 3.6. Thus, excitons must
transfer from the amorphous domains to the H-aggregate domains before significant
PL occurs even in 20% rrP3HT films which have a small amount of aggregation (8%
as measured by DSC). In order to determine the timescale of this exciton transfer,
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pump-probe spectroscopy was employed and will be discussed in Section 3.3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Emission of a 20% rrP3HT film excited at 3.1 eV (blue) and 2.5 eV (red).
Inset: Relative quantum yields of P3HT films as a function of % rrP3HT when excited
at 3.1 eV (blue circles) and 2.5 eV (red crosses).
3.3.3 Annealing to Increase Aggregation
Figure 3.7.a shows absorption and PL of a rrP3HT film as spun and after annealing.
The absorption spectrum in the annealed film is more structured due to reduced inho-
mogeneous broadening caused by more ordered aggregates, while the emission of the
annealed film is further quenched due to annealing decreasing site disorder.92 The in-
creased structure in the absorption spectrum of the annealed film allows for analysis of
its shape.
In all the films containing aggregates, the overall absorption spectrum is the sum of
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absorption from the aggregate domains and the amorphous domains. The amorphous
component should be similar to the rraP3HT absorption spectrum, while the aggregate
component can be modeled as a series of broadened peaks: A0−0, A0−1, A0−2, etc. in
order of increasing energy. In weakly coupled H-aggregates with a Huang-Rhys factor
of approximately 1 the ratio of the 0-0 and 0-1 amplitudes, R = A0−0/A0−1, can be
related to the excitonic coupling, J , by
R ≈
[
1− 0.96 J/ω0
1 + 0.292 J/ω0
]2
(3.1)
where ω0 is the energy of the phonon mode coupled to the electronic transition
95 which
is taken to be the energy of the C=C stretch, ω0=0.18 eV.
87 It should be noted that
some reports present the exciton bandwidth, W = 4 J , instead of the excitonic coupling,
J .
The annealed absorption spectra was fit using the sum of the rraP3HT absorption
spectra and a series of Gaussian peaks to find R = 0.58 ± 0.05 (Figure 3.7.b) giving
an excitonic coupling of J ≈ 35 meV in agreement with previous reports.96 Fitting
parameters are given in Table 3.1. Similar attempts to fit the absorption spectra in
Figure 3.2.a did not converge because of the large amount of broadening present which
masks the underlying structure. As will be described below, pump-probe spectroscopy
gives the opportunity to measure the absorption of the aggregate the exciton occupies
as a function of time reducing broadening and allowing the spectra to be analyzed.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Absorption (solid lines) and emission (dashed lines) of as spun (blue)
and annealed (red) rrP3HT films. Spectra have been translated for clarity. (b) Fitting
of annealed rrP3HT film absorption spectra (solid red line). Total fit (solid black line,
coincident with absorption spectra above 1.8 eV) is the sum of Gaussian components
(dashed black lines) and rraP3HT absorption (yellow dashed line).
Table 3.1: Fitting parameters for absorption spectrum of annealed rrP3HT film. One
global FWHM was fit for all four Gaussians.
Gaussian Center (eV) Weight (%) FWHM (eV)
1 2.07± 0.02 0.22± 0.02 0.29± 0.02
2 2.28± 0.02 0.39± 0.02
3 2.49± 0.03 0.30± 0.03
4 2.69± 0.03 0.10± 0.03
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3.3.4 Ultrafast Exciton Localization to Aggregates.
Pump-probe spectra for the fully rraP3HT film pumped at 3.1 eV are shown in in Figure
3.8. A large negative feature dominates the spectra from 1.7-2.7 eV. The lower energy
portion of the feature (1.7-2.2 eV) overlaps with the inverted emission of the film, so it
is attributed to stimulated emission (SE) from the excited states caused by the probe
beam. The higher energy portion of the feature (2.1-2.7 eV) overlaps with the inverted
absorption and is attributed to a ground state hole (GSH) resulting from the loss of
ground state absorption due to excitation.
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Figure 3.8: Pump-probe spectra for rraP3HT thin film. Dashed black lines depict the
inverse of the film emission (lower energy) and absorption (higher energy).
Single color slices for the rraP3HT film are shown in Figure 3.9. The slice at
2.0 eV represents SE, while the slice at 2.4 eV represents the GSH. Both are formed
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within the instrument response (∼100 fs) and decay over time with the GSH hav-
ing an additional long-time component. The SE was fit to a biexponential decay:
A1 exp(−t/τ1) + A2 exp(−t/τ2), and the GSH was fit to a biexponential decay with
a static offset: A1 exp(−t/τ1) + A2 exp(−t/τ2) + A3. The fitting parameters are shown
in Table 3.2. There are many different types of excited states present in P3HT films
including singlet excitons, triplet excitons, and polarons. All of these excited states
contribute to the GSH as the ground state is depopulated in all instances. Only singlet
excitons have efficient emission, so SE is predominantly from singlet excitons. The two
faster decays are present in both SE and GSH, so they are attributed to decay of the
singlet. The third component of the GSH is due to the presence of long-lived triplets
and polarons.97
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Figure 3.9: Pump-probe single color traces for rraP3HT thin film at 2.0 eV (SE, blue)
and 2.4 eV (GSH, red). Fits to the data are shown by solid lines.
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Table 3.2: Fitting parameters for rraP3HT film SE and GSH.
Signal A1 (%) τ1 (ps) A2 (%) τ2 (ps) A3 (%)
SE (2.0 eV) 66 9.5 34 130 –
GSH (2.4 eV) 34 8.0 34 106 32
Pump-probe spectra for the 100% rrP3HT film when pumped at 3.1 eV are shown
in Figure 3.10. The large negative feature stretching from 2.0-2.6 eV is assigned to the
GSH due to the partial overlap with the absorption spectrum. The smaller negative
feature at ∼1.7 eV is due to SE as it overlaps with the film emission. The SE in
the rrP3HT film is much weaker compared to the rraP3HT film in agreement with
aggregation suppressing emission as shown in Figure 3.4. The GSH and SE decay with
time showing no significant shape change and the average time constant of the decay
(∼300 ps) is on the same order as those in previous studies.85;98
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Figure 3.10: Pump-probe spectra for rrP3HT thin film. Dashed black lines depict the
inverse of the film absorption and emission.
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Results for the mixed rrP3HT:rraP3HT films show similar features and time con-
stants as shown in Figure 3.11. The 20% rrP3HT film has the most SE, while the 50%
film has the least, similar to the steady state QY measurements in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.11: Pump-probe results for P3HT thin films with varying % rrP3HT. (a)
Normalized pump-probe spectra with pump energy 3.1 eV and delay of 1 ps. (b) Scaled
single color traces with pump energy 3.1 eV and probe energy 2.2 eV. Plot colors between
panels are consistent.
The GSH comes about due to depopulation of the ground state, and thus has the
shape of the absorption spectrum of the domains which are depopulated. That is,
at a given delay time only domains that are depopulated will contribute to the GSH.
For example, an exciton initially created in a high-energy, amorphous domain which
transfers to a low-energy, aggregate domain, would initially give a GSH with the shape
of the amorphous ground state absorption spectrum, and, over time, the GSH would
shift to the ground state absorption spectrum of the aggregate domain. The GSH gives
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the ground state absorption spectrum of the domains the excitons are occupying at a
given delay time.
Analysis of the 100% rrP3HT spectrum is presented in Figure 3.12.a. The pump-
probe spectrum is the average of the normalized pump-pump probe spectra for nine
time delays between 50-500 fs. To ensure no dynamics were lost in this averaging, the
normalized spectrum for each of the time delays was analyzed separately and no sta-
tistically significant change in the fitting parameters was observed (Figure 3.13.a). The
GSH shows structure similar to the absorption spectrum of the annealed rrP3HT film
and agrees with theoretical results for the absorption spectrum of P3HT H-aggregates.94
Because of this agreement, the GSH was modeled with a sum of Gaussians to represent
the A0−0, A0−1, A0−2, etc. absorptions. A component consisting of the amorphous
absorption spectrum was not necessary to obtain an adequate fit implying that the
excitons are exclusively on the aggregated domains.
In Figure 3.12.a the black line shows the ground state absorption spectrum of the
film. The GSH overlaps only with the red side of the absorption spectrum representing
aggregates, which also indicates that no amorphous domains contribute to the GSH. Fits
of the spectrum (Figure 3.12.a, yellow line) consist of a sum of Gaussians to represent
the GSH (Figure 3.12.a, dashed red lines) and the film PL spectrum to approximate
the SE (Figure 3.12.a, green dashed line). First, the amplitude of the PL was optimized
to match the SE. This was then added to the sum of Gaussians to create the total fit.
The amplitudes, locations, and width of the Gaussians were then optimized. Because
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Figure 3.12: Pump-probe analysis of P3HT thin films with varying % rrP3HT: black
line shows film absorption spectra, negative blue line shows average pump-probe spectra
for 50-500 fs delay time, positive blue line shows pump spectrum, dashed red lines show
Gaussian components of fit, dashed green line shows PL component of fit, and yellow
line shows overall fit.
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the broadening of each absorption feature is assumed to be similar, the Gaussians were
all given the same width. The code used to fit this data is given in Appendix A.6.
The fact that the GSH showed no component from the amorphous domains is some-
what surprising, considering that the excitation energy used, 3.1 eV, preferentially cre-
ates excitons in the amorphous domains of the films. This is apparent by the spectrum
of the pump (Figure 3.12.a, thin blue line) overlapping with the blue side of the absorp-
tion spectrum representing the amorphous domains, but not overlapping with the GSH
which represents the aggregate domains. Even at 50 fs the GSH showed only aggregate
absorption and fitting of the individual time points showed no change in the fitting pa-
rameters as a function of time. We conclude that the vast majority of excitons transfer
from the amorphous to the aggregate domains in <50 fs.
Similar analysis was carried out for films with 80%, 50%, and 20% rrP3HT as pre-
sented in Figure 3.12. Fitting parameters are given in Table 3.3. As with the 100%
rrP3HT film, the pump-probe spectra are the average of nine time delays between 50-
500 fs. For all films, fitting the time points individually showed no trends with time
(Figure 3.13). A structured GSH indicative of excitons residing on aggregate domains
is observed by 50 fs even in the 20% film. This means that excitons initially created on
the amorphous domains by the pump pulse transfer to the aggregate domains in <50
fs even though there is only ∼8% aggregation in the 20% rrP3HT film in contrast to
∼35% in the fully rrP3HT film. Because there is no further evolution of the GSH with
time we see no evidence for exciton transfer after the first 50 fs.
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Figure 3.13: Gaussian centers, weights, and widths for GSH fitting as a function of
delay time for P3HT thin films with varying % rrP3HT. Colors between centers and
weights are consistent. Centers and widths are in eV. Weights are in arbitrary units.
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Table 3.3: Fitting parameters for pump-probe analysis of P3HT thin films with varying
% rrP3HT. For each film, one global FWHM was fit for all three Gaussians.
Gaussian Center (eV) Weight (a.u.) FWHM (eV)
100% rrP3HT 1 2.08± 0.01 0.29± 0.02 0.15± 0.01
2 2.23± 0.01 0.40± 0.02
3 2.37± 0.02 0.23± 0.02
4 2.52± 0.02 0.08± 0.02
80% rrP3HT 1 2.07± 0.01 0.29± 0.02 0.16± 0.01
2 2.23± 0.01 0.36± 0.02
3 2.39± 0.01 0.24± 0.02
4 2.55± 0.02 0.11± 0.02
50% rrP3HT 1 2.07± 0.01 0.23± 0.01 0.17± 0.01
2 2.25± 0.01 0.37± 0.02
3 2.39± 0.01 0.30± 0.02
4 2.55± 0.02 0.10± 0.02
20% rrP3HT 1 2.08± 0.01 0.32± 0.01 0.19± 0.01
2 2.24± 0.01 0.38± 0.01
3 2.39± 0.01 0.23± 0.02
4 2.56± 0.02 0.08± 0.01
To verify the measured spectra in Figure 3.12 are from excitons on the aggregate
domains, pump-probe experiments were conducted with a pump energy of 2.1 eV. At
this energy, the pump directly excites the aggregates as the amorphous rraP3HT film
has very little absorption at 2.1 eV. A comparison for the fully rrP3HT film is presented
in Figure 3.14. Qualitatively the spectra are very similar, confirming that the GSH
measured when pumping at 3.1 eV is due to excitons populating the aggregate domains.
We offer two possible explanations for the slight spectral differences in Figure 3.14. First,
direct excitation may excite a different population of aggregates than those populated
when excitons transfer from amorphous domains. Excitation at 2.1 eV corresponds
to the A0−0 band which has an amplitude dependent on the excitonic coupling, J , as
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described in Section 3.3.3. This excitation preferentially creates excitons in aggregates
with low values of J , whereas excitons transferring from the amorphous domains may
not have this bias, resulting in a change in the observed vibrational progression. Second,
a change in overlapping excited state absorption (ESA) could cause the difference in
the spectra. In the visible region, ESA has been attributed to polaron pairs and the
formation of polaron pairs is thought to be excitation energy dependent.97
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of pump-probe spectra for rrP3HT film with 2.1 eV (red) and
3.1 eV (blue) pump energies.
The surprising sub-50fs transfer from amorphous to aggregated domains could be
the result of a variety of mechanisms such as localized excitons diffusing to the aggregate
domains, delocalized excitons localizing to the aggregate domains, or long-range energy
transfer. Localized excitons traveling down a P3HT chain have a diffusion constant of
D≈1x10−3 cm2/s.17 Using this value as an upper limit for diffusion in the amorphous
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regions of the film gives an upper limit on the distance the excitons diffuse in t=50 fs of
L=
√
Dt≈0.1 nm, while the size of domains in rrP3HT thin films are on the order of 20
nm.99 Thus, diffusion of a localized exciton can not explain the ultrafast transfer from
amorphous to aggregate domains even in fully rrP3HT films.
Next, we will look at localization of an initial, delocalized exciton from the amor-
phous to the aggregate domain. For the molecular weights used in this study (Mn=79k),
a single P3HT chain in a rrP3HT film may be part of multiple domains including amor-
phous and aggregate domains.100 An initial delocalized exciton may thus sample mul-
tiple domains and localize to the lower energy aggregates. While this localization could
explain the ultrafast exciton transfer in fully rrP3HT films, extending the reasoning to
20% rrP3HT films which have 4 times less aggregation and, thus, much larger amor-
phous regions becomes tenuous. Furthermore, rraP3HT molecules present in the 20%
rrP3HT films would not incorporate into the aggregate domains, so initial excitons on
the rraP3HT molecules would not be able to sample the aggregates. Because of this,
we conclude that while the localization of initially delocalized excitons may play a role
in the ultrafast transfer of excitons to the aggregates, another mechanism may also be
involved.
The final mechanism we will discuss is Fo¨rster-like transfer in which electronic cou-
pling results in energy transferring from a donor to an acceptor. In Fo¨rster theory the
interaction is taken to be bewteen two point dipoles where the characteristic distance
of the energy transfer, the Fo¨rster radius, is proportional to the donor PL QY as well
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as the spectral overlap of the donor PL with the acceptor absorption.35 For the case
of the P3HT films studied here, the donor is a P3HT chromophore in an amorphous
domain and the acceptor is a P3HT chromophore in an aggregate domain. Because
of the redshifted absorption of the aggregate domains, there is a large spectral overlap
between amorphous emission (rraP3HT in Figure 3.2.b) and aggregate absorption (GSH
in Figure 3.12). This overlap coupled with the high QY of the amorphous domains could
create strong electronic coupling and make energy transfer from the amorphous to the
aggregate domains efficient. Conversely, the low QY of the aggregate domains, the small
overlap between aggregate emission (rrP3HT in Figure 3.2.b) and aggregate absorption,
and the virtually non-existent overlap between the aggregate emission and the amor-
phous absorption (rraP3HT in Figure 3.2.a) leads to less efficient energy transfer for
excitons in the aggregate domains in agreement with the idea of excitons in aggregates
being trapped.
Finally, using the amplitudes of the A0−0 and A0−1 Gaussians from the fits and
Equation 3.1, the intramolecular coupling of the aggregate domains the excitons reside
on can be calculated for each film. For the 20%, 50%, 80%, and 100% rrP3HT the
coupling was found to be J = 12, 33, 14, and 23 meV, respectively. Because there could
be ESA overlapping the ground state hole these couplings are only approximate, but do
agree well with the coupling found for the annealed rrP3HT film as well as couplings
found in the literature.96
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3.4 Conclusions
We have shown that the amount of aggregation in P3HT thin films can be varied by
casting films using solutions with different ratios of rrP3HT and rraP3HT. UV-vis and
DSC show that as more rrP3HT is used in the films, H-aggregation increases. This
allows for the study of excitons as a function of aggregation. Emission in the mixed
films is from the aggregated domains even when excitons are preferentially created in
the amorphous regions implying excitons transfer from amorphous to aggregate domains
before PL can occur. Pump-probe spectroscopy has been used to study the timescale of
this exciton transfer event. The pump pulse created excitons on the amorphous domains
of the films, but the GSH indicated that the excitons transferred to aggregate domains
by 50 fs. This was true for films with as little as 20% rrP3HT and, therefore, a small
degree of aggregation. Because no further shape change in the pump-probe spectra was
observed, we conclude that excitons transfer to aggregates within 50 fs where they are
then trapped as further energy transfer would change the shape of the GSH. One possible
explanation for the fast energy transfer from amorphous to aggregate domains is long
range Fo¨rster-like transfer due to the large spectral overlap between amorphous emission
and aggregate absorption. Analysis of the GSH also allowed the approximation of the
intermolecular coupling for the mixed films which was inaccessible from the absorption
spectra. The values for the intermolecular coupling ranged from 15-33 meV.
Chapter 4
Using a Triblock Copolymer to
Model P3HT Aggregation
4.1 Introduction
Conjugated polymers such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and its derivatives are of
interest for use in organic photovoltaic devices due to their large absorption cross section
in the solar spectrum and their high hole mobilities101;102 giving device efficiencies
exceeding 10%.8;67 In Chapter 3 the importance of aggregation in P3HT thin films
was investigated and ultrafast exciton localization to aggregates was observed. Because
excitons transfer to aggregates quickly, they spend the majority of their lifetime on
aggregate domains and, thus, film morphology has a large effect on device efficiency.76;103
In order to better optimize performance, exciton behavior in aggregates needs to be
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better understood. Inherent heterogeneity of conjugated polymer thin films leads to
inhomogeneous broadening and makes probing exciton behavior in films difficult. Poor
solvents can be added to conjugated polymer solutions to promote aggregation,77;78 but
results have been inconsistent due to solution stability and varying size of aggregates.
Figure 4.1: Molecular structure of the triblock copolymer used in this study. The rod-
coil-rod copolymer consists of a poly(tert-butyl acrylate) chain (the coil segment) with
rrP3HT chains attached to each end (the rod segments).
In this chapter, a rod-coil-rod triblock copolymer consisting of the high bandgap
polymer poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (PtBA) with regioregular P3HT (rrP3HT) chains
covalently linked to both ends is investigated (Figure 4.1). In a good solvent the triblock
behaves as P3HT in solution, while in a poor solvent the triblocks collapse leading to
behavior similar to P3HT aggregates. A visible color change is apparent by changing
solvents as shown in Figure 4.2. Using this triblock, aggregation can be induced in a
stable, reversible, and repeatable manner allowing for spectroscopic studies of excitons
on P3HT aggregates.
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Good Solvent Bad Solvent 
Figure 4.2: Photographs and simplified schematics of triblock in good solvent (toluene)
and poor solvent (50/50% methanol/toluene). In the schematics, the cylinders represent
the P3HT and the lines represent the PtBA.
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4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1 Sample Preparation
The triblock copolymer was synthesized as previously reported.104 Solutions of the
triblock were prepared in toluene (a good solvent), in 50/50% methanol/toluene (a
poor polar solvent), and in 70/30% hexane/toluene (a poor nonpolar solvent). Triblock
results are compared to solutions of rrP3HT (Reike Metals, Mn=79k) and regioregular
P3HT films prepared as described in Section 3.2.1.
4.2.2 Steady-State Spectroscopy
Absorption and emission spectra were collected using a Cary 14 spectrophotometer and
a SPEX Fluorolog 1680, respectively, as described in Chapter 2. Solutions were placed
in a 1 mm cuvette for steady state measurements. All PL spectra were collected in
front face geometry. Fluorescence quantum yields were determined by comparison to
the emission of rrP3HT in solution (ΦF=0.42).
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4.2.3 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy
Pump-probe spectra were obtained using a home-built laser system as described in
Chapter 2. Experiments were carried out with pump energies of 2.1 eV, 2.3 eV, and
3.1 eV. A white-light continuum ranging from 1.7 to 2.8 eV was used as the probe
pulse. The pump polarization was kept at the magic angle (54.7◦) relative to the p-
polarized probe pulse to isolate isotropic dynamics. The probe beam was measured for
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every laser pulse, while the pump beam was modulated at half the laser repetition rate.
By comparing the measured probe beam with and without the pump beam present,
the change in optical density, ∆OD, induced by the pump beam was calculated for
each pulse pair. For each pump-probe delay, ∆OD values for 15,000 pulse pairs were
collected and averaged. This whole process was repeated three times to ensure there
was no change in signal due to sample degradation. All three time scans were averaged
to give the final ∆OD spectra. Solution samples were continuously pumped through a
flow cell, while films were continuously rotated in a box with positive nitrogen pressure
to ensure a fresh sample for each laser pulse. Absorption spectra taken before and after
laser illumination showed no change due to photobleaching of the sample. Pump pulse
energies were between 9-15 nJ.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Inducing Aggregation by Changing Solvents
Absorption and emission spectra for the triblock in toluene (a good solvent) and in
50/50% methanol/toluene (a poor solvent) are shown in Figure 4.3. In the good solvent,
the absorption and emission spectra of the triblock match very well with those of a dilute
rrP3HT solution. No spectral signatures from the PtBA are observed as expected for a
high bandgap material. We conclude that the triblock is extended in the good solvent
and that there is very little interaction between the P3HT chains.
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Figure 4.3: Top: Normalized absorption and emission of the triblock in toluene, a good
solvent, (solid blue lines) compared to rrP3HT in solution (dashed red lines). Emission
excitation was 3.1 eV. Bottom: Normalized absorption and emission of the triblock in
50/50% methanol/toluene, a poor solvent, (solid green lines) compared to a rrP3HT
film (dashed yellow lines). Emission excitation was 2.3 eV for the triblock and 3.1 eV
for the rrP3HT film.
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In the poor solvent the absorption spectrum redshifts and becomes more structured
similar to the redshift observed in rrP3HT films (Chapter 3) and P3HT solutions in poor
solvents.106;107;108 These spectral changes have been associated with increased interchain
interaction due to the formation of aggregates.68;69;70 It can similarly be concluded that
P3HT aggregates are forming in the triblock sample upon addition of a poor solvent.
In comparison to P3HT solutions in poor solvents, the triblock solution is much more
stable with absolute absorption showing little change over 10 months.104 This increased
stability is vital for spectroscopic experiments and is attributed to the high solubility
of PtBA in methanol.109
The triblock absorption in poor solvent is similar to that of a rrP3HT film, but more
structured. The masking of the structure in films is the result of inhomogeneous broad-
ening which can be reduced by annealing as discussed in Section 3.3.3. The high degree
of structure in the triblock is concluded to be from a similar reduction in inhomogeneous
broadening. The absorption spectrum can be fit to a series of Gaussians with a shared
spectral width to represent the aggregate absorption and a component consisting of
the triblock in good solvent to represent any non-aggregated P3HT absorption (Figure
4.4 and Table 4.1). Each Gaussian represents a different vibrational transition in the
aggregate as discussed in Section 1.3.1 and by Spano et al.92;94 The ratio of the A0−0
to A0−1 peaks was used to estimate the excitonic coupling of the triblock aggregate to
be ∼30 meV in agreement with values obtained for P3HT films in Chapter 3 and in the
literature.95;96
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Figure 4.4: Fitting the absorption spectrum (solid green line) of the triblock in 50/50%
methanol/toluene, a poor solvent. Total fit (solid black line) is the sum of Gaussian
components (dashed black lines) and the absorption spectrum (dashed blue line) of the
triblock in toluene, a good solvent.
Table 4.1: Fitting parameters for absorption spectrum of the triblock in 50/50%
methanol/toluene, a poor polar solvent. One global FWHM was fit for all four Gaus-
sians.
Gaussian Center (eV) Weight (a.u.) FWHM (eV)
1 2.06± 0.01 0.21± 0.01 0.17± 0.01
2 2.23± 0.01 0.35± 0.02
3 2.39± 0.01 0.31± 0.02
4 2.55± 0.01 0.13± 0.02
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Figure 4.5: Excitation dependent emission spectra of the triblock in 50/50%
methanol/toluene, a poor solvent. The black lines show the emission spectra of a P3HT
film (solid) and solution (dashed).
The emission of the triblock in poor solvent is shown in Figure 4.3 when excited
at 2.3 eV. Excitation of non-aggregated P3HT is minimal at this energy (see top panel
of Figure 4.3) and the majority of excitons will be created in P3HT aggregates. The
emission of these aggregates is in good agreement with rrP3HT film emission. In films
the emission is independent of the excitation energy (Section 3.3.2) as excitons quickly
transfer to aggregates before significant emission occurs no matter what domains are
excited. This is in stark contrast to the triblock in poor solvent. As shown in Figure
4.5 the emission spectrum of the triblock is highly dependent on the excitation energy.
When exciting at higher energies excitons are created on aggregate and non-aggregate
P3HT. Emission appears to be a combination of aggregate emission (Figure 4.5, solid
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black line) and non-aggregate emission (Figure 4.5, dashed black line). This means that
some excitons radiatively decay from non-aggregate P3HT instead of quickly transferring
to the aggregate P3HT. This can allow for selective excitation of different types of P3HT
to be studied.
4.3.2 Exciton Dynamics
Figure 4.6 shows pump-probe spectra for the triblock in good solvent compared to pump-
probe spectra for a solution of rrP3HT. In both cases the excitation energy was 3.1 eV.
The spectra are very similar showing a ground state hole (GSH) which overlaps with
the absorption spectra, stimulated emission (SE) which overlaps with the fluorescence
spectra, and a spectrally-broad excited state absorption (ESA). Initially created singlet
excitons can decay to the ground state or undergo intersystem crossing to a long-lived
triplet state.110 Only singlet excitons contribute to SE as the emission cross section of
the triplet state is very low. This results in the SE decaying more quickly than the GSH
and ESA, giving the apparent growth of the ESA peak at 2.35 eV. Finally, the triblock
and P3HT signals decay on similar time scales as shown in Figure 4.7. This data is
further evidence that the triblock in good solvent behaves as P3HT in solution.
Figure 4.8 shows pump-probe spectra for the triblock in 50/50% methanol/toluene, a
poor polar solvent, when excited at different energies. In all cases there is a prominent
GSH that partially overlaps with the absorption spectrum of the triblock. At lower
energies ESA dominates giving a positive feature. The shape of the positive feature
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Figure 4.6: Pump-probe spectra for the triblock in a good solvent (top) compared to
spectra for a P3HT solution (bottom). Both samples were excited at 3.1 eV. Dashed
lines represent emission and absorption spectra for each sample.
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Figure 4.7: Pump-probe single color traces for the triblock in a good solvent (blue) and
a P3HT solution (red) at 2.6 eV when excited at 3.1 eV. The time axis is linear to 10
ps and logarithmic after.
appears to be dependent on excitation energy, but this change in shape may be due to
overlapping SE. Because the PL of the triblock in poor solvent is dependent on excitation
energy (Figure 4.5 and solid black lines in Figure 4.8), the shape of SE is expected to
change with excitation energy. The structure present in the positive feature resembles
the PL spectrum of the triblock resulting in the peak at ∼1.9 eV when exciting at lower
energies.
The GSH is also dependent on the excitation energy. When excited at 3.1 eV there
appears to be less structure in the GSH compared to lower energy excitation. This is
in agreement with steady state PL results showing emission from both aggregate and
non-aggregate P3HT when the triblock is excited at 3.1 eV. There is no appreciable
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Figure 4.8: Pump-probe spectra for the triblock in a poor polar solvent pumped at 3.1
eV (top), 2.3 eV (middle), and 2.1 eV (bottom). Solid black lines show steady state
emission spectra at each excitation energy, while dashed black lines show the absorption
spectrum.
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evolution of the pump-probe spectrum when exciting at 3.1 eV as shown in Figure 4.9.
We conclude that higher energy excitation results in excitons initially created on ag-
gregated and non-aggregated P3HT. Some excitons may transfer within the instrument
response (∼100 fs) similar to observations in rrP3HT films (Chapter 3), but other ex-
citons are trapped on the non-aggregate P3HT resulting in the higher energy PL and
less structured GSH.
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Figure 4.9: Normalized pump-probe spectra for the triblock in a poor polar solvent
excited at 3.1 eV.
When exciting at lower energies (2.1 and 2.3 eV) a more structured ground state hole
is observed signifying the majority of excitons are on aggregated P3HT. Triblock PL,
when excited at these energies, matched rrP3HT emission which is predominantly from
aggregates.94 It is concluded that aggregates are directly excited at these energies and,
because the spectral shapes do not evolve over time, the excitons remain on aggregates
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throughout their lifetime.
The vibrational progression of the GSH appears to be different for excitation at
2.1 and 2.3 eV. Initially, the spectra were fit to a series of Gaussians representing the
different transitions in the aggregate absorption spectrum as shown in Figure 4.10.92
Two models were applied to fit the data with the fitting parameters shown in Table
4.2. In Model 1 the fitting parameters were a shared Gaussian width, the center of the
0-0 energy transition (E0−0), the energy spacing between the Gaussians (∆E), and the
amplitudes of the Gaussians (A0−0, A0−1, etc.). This model was not able to adequately
fit the data due to apparent non-uniform spacing between the vibrational transitions.
This non-uniformity in the vibrational progression is a signature of H-aggregation where
the energetic spacing between the 0-0 and 0-1 peaks dilates.111 To account for this, the
fitting parameters in Model 2 were a shared Gaussian width, the center of the 0-0 energy
transition (E0−0), the center of the 0-1 energy transition (E0−1), the spacing between
subsequent transitions (∆E), and the amplitudes of the Gaussians. Model 2 gave more
adequate fits, although the uncertainty in the amplitude of the 0-0 transition is high
due to overlap with the ESA. Due to this uncertainty, it was not possible to calculate
the exciton coupling, J , using the ratio of the 0-0 and 0-1 amplitudes as in Chapter 3.
In order to find J the GSH was refit using a modified Franck-Condon model which
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Figure 4.10: Analysis of pump-probe spectra for the triblock in a poor polar solvent
excited at 2.1 eV (left plots) and 2.3 eV (right plots). Two different models (Model
1: top, Model 2: bottom) are presented as discussed in the text. Black lines show
absorption spectrum of the triblock; orange and green lines show the spectra for the
2.1 and 2.3 eV excitation pulses, respectively; red dashed lines represent the individual
Gaussian components of the fit; yellow lines show the overall fit to the data; and the
blue lines are the average of the pump-probe spectra from 50-500 fs.
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Table 4.2: Fitting parameters for ground state hole of the triblock in 50/50%
methanol/toluene, a poor polar solvent, using Models 1 and 2. Energies are in eV
and amplitudes are in arbitrary units. Uncertainties are the 95% confidence intervals
returned by the fitting routine.
Pump 2.1 eV 2.1 eV 2.3 eV 2.3 eV
Model 1 2 1 2
E0−0 2.08± 0.01 2.01± 0.02 2.06± 0.01 2.02± 0.02
E0−1 – 2.23± 0.02 – 2.21± 0.01
∆E 0.15± 0.01 0.15± 0.01 0.15± 0.01 0.14± 0.01
FWHM 0.13± 0.01 0.14± 0.01 0.13± 0.01 0.13± 0.01
A0−0 0.14± 0.03 0.26± 0.08 0.24± 0.03 0.31± 0.07
A0−1 0.41± 0.03 0.35± 0.02 0.43± 0.03 0.39± 0.02
A0−2 0.35± 0.03 0.29± 0.02 0.28± 0.03 0.24± 0.02
A0−3 0.11± 0.02 0.10± 0.01 0.05± 0.02 0.05± 0.01
accounts for aggregation of the sample.111;112 The amplitude of the 0-n transition is
A0−n =
λ2ne−λ2
n!
1− 2Jω0 e−λ2 ∑
m≥0
m 6=n
λ2m
m!(m− n)

2
(4.1)
where λ2 is the Huang-Rhys factor and ω0 is the energy of the vibration coupled to the
electronic transition taken to be the energy of the vinyl stretch (0.18 eV). The term in
the square brackets is the correction due to aggregation and the factor of 2 in the 2J/ω0
is necessary for large pi-stacks where the majority of chains interact with two neighbors
(one on each side).112 For a dimer, there is only one nearest neighbor interaction and
the factor of 2 should be omitted. Using equation 4.1 to find the amplitudes (referred
to as Model 3) provided an adequate fit with one less fitting parameter than Model 2
as shown in Figure 4.11. Fitting parameters included a shared Gaussian width, E0−0,
E0−1, and ∆E as in Model 2. Fitting parameters controlling the amplitudes were λ2,
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J , and an overall scaling factor, A. The optimized fitting parameters are given in Table
4.3.
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Figure 4.11: Analysis of pump-probe spectra for the triblock in a poor polar solvent
excited at 2.1 (left) and 2.3 eV (right) using Model 3 as discussed in the text. Black
lines show absorption spectrum of the triblock; orange and green lines show the spectra
for the 2.1 and 2.3 eV excitation pulses, respectively; red dashed lines represent the
individual Gaussian components of the fit; yellow lines show the overall fit to the data;
and the blue lines are the average of the pump-probe spectra from 50-500 fs.
The Huang-Rhys factors found by the fitting procedure are in close agreement with
previous studies on P3HT94, while the values for the exciton coupling are similar to
those for rrP3HT films found in Chapter 3. Furthermore, different pump energies pref-
erentially excite P3HT aggregates with a certain exciton coupling, J . Pumping at 2.1
eV excites aggregates with a higher coupling compared to pumping at 2.3 eV. Future
experiments using two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy will examine the dependence
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Table 4.3: Fitting parameters for ground state hole of the triblock in 50/50%
methanol/toluene, a poor polar solvent using Model 3. The reported J values assume
large aggregates (the factor of 2 in Equation 4.1 is present). Uncertainties are the 95%
confidence intervals returned by the fitting routine.
Pump 2.1 eV 2.3 eV
E0−0 (eV) 2.03± 0.02 2.03± 0.02
E0−1 (eV) 2.23± 0.01 2.21± 0.01
∆E (eV) 0.15± 0.01 0.14± 0.01
FWHM (eV) 0.13± 0.01 0.13± 0.01
A (a.u.) 2.6± 0.2 2.6± 0.2
λ2 1.2± 0.1 1.1± 0.1
J (meV) 34± 11 15± 10
of exciton coupling on pump energy giving further insight into how excitons evolve in
P3HT aggregates.
4.3.3 Solvent Polarity
By changing the solvent used to foster aggregation, the polarity of the aggregate’s
surroundings can be controlled which is not possible for thin film samples. This can help
to determine the nature of the exciton. Figure 4.12 shows the absorption spectra for the
triblock in a poor polar solvent (50/50% methanol/toluene) and a poor nonpolar solvent
(70/30% hexane/toluene). Both show a structured, redshifted absorption indicative of
aggregation, but the vibrational progression is different. The coupling, J , in the polar
solvent was determined to be ∼30 meV in Section 4.3.1. Similar fitting gives a coupling
of ∼20 meV in the nonpolar solvent (Figure 4.12, Table 4.4).
The emission spectra for the triblock in polar and nonpolar solvents are shown in
Figure 4.13. The fluorescence quantum yield (QY) is suppressed in the polar solvent
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Figure 4.12: Top: Absorption spectra for the triblock in 50/50% methanol/toluene (a
poor polar solvent) and in 70/30% hexane/toluene (a poor nonpolar solvent). Bottom:
Fit of the absorption spectrum (red line) of the triblock in 70/30% hexane/toluene.
Total fit (solid black line) is the sum of Gaussians components (dashed black lines) and
the absorption spectrum (dashed blue line) of the triblock in toluene, a good solvent.
Table 4.4: Fitting parameters for absorption spectrum of the triblock in 70/30% hex-
ane/toluene, a poor nonpolar solvent. One global FWHM was fit for all four Gaussians.
Gaussian Center (eV) Weight (a.u.) FWHM (eV)
1 2.05± 0.01 0.27± 0.01 0.15± 0.01
2 2.22± 0.01 0.36± 0.01
3 2.37± 0.01 0.25± 0.01
4 2.52± 0.01 0.11± 0.01
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by a factor of 10 when compared to the emission in the nonpolar solvent. The lower
quantum yield could be due to the polar solvent stabilizing non-emissive charge-transfer
states or due to a change in the exciton coupling, J , which plays a large role on the
emission efficiency of aggregates.92;104 Analysis of the absorption spectra show that J
is smaller in the nonpolar solvent which could account for the emission quenching, but
this does not rule out that stabilization of a charge-transfer state also plays a role.
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Figure 4.13: Emission spectra for the triblock in 50/50% methanol/toluene (a poor
polar solvent) and in 70/30% hexane/toluene (a poor nonpolar solvent). The spectra
are normalized to their fluorescence quantum yields.
To help determine the source of the emission quenching, pump-probe spectroscopy
was employed. Pump-probe spectra for the triblock in nonpolar solvent are shown in
Figure 4.14. The spectra have similar features to pump-probe results for the polar
solvent (Figure 4.8) with a different vibrational progression. The amplitude of the 0-0
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transition is similar to the amplitude of the 0-1 transition indicating a small exciton
coupling, J , assuming a Huang-Rhys factor on the order of 1.92 This was confirmed by
fitting with Model 3, giving J = 24±3 meV (Figure 4.15 and Table 4.5). The change in
Huang-Rhys factor of the triblock between solvents is attributed to a change in molecule
conformation.113;114
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Figure 4.14: Pump-probe spectra for the triblock in a poor nonpolar solvent pumped
at 2.1 eV.
Figure 4.16 shows pump-probe single-color traces for the aggregated triblock in
polar and nonpolar solvents. The traces were taken from the GSH at 2.2 eV. The
dynamics were fit to a sum of exponential decays and the fitting parameters were in
close agreement as shown in Table 4.6. If the polar solvent was stabilizing a charge-
transfer state an increased lifetime is expected. We see no evidence of a change in
the exciton lifetime due to changing solvents and, therefore, conclude that the excitons
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Figure 4.15: Analysis of pump-probe spectra for the triblock in a poor nonpolar solvent
excited at 2.1 eV using Model 3 as discussed in the text. The black line shows absorption
spectrum of the triblock; the orange line shows the spectrum for the 2.1 eV excitation
pulse; red dashed lines represent the individual Gaussian components of the fit; the
yellow line shows the overall fit to the data; and the blue line is the average of the
pump-probe spectra from 50-500 fs.
Table 4.5: Fitting parameters for GSH of the triblock in 70/30% hexane/toluene, a poor
nonpolar solvent using Model 3. The reported J values assume large aggregates (the
factor of 2 in Equation 4.1 is present). Uncertainties are the 95% confidence intervals
returned by the fitting routine.
Pump 2.1 eV
E0−0 (eV) 2.04± 0.01
E0−1 (eV) 2.21± 0.01
∆E (eV) 0.13± 0.01
FWHM (eV) 0.13± 0.01
A (a.u.) 2.8± 0.1
λ2 0.6± 0.1
J (meV) 24± 3
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have little charge-transfer character. The quenching of emission in the polar solvent is
attributed to a change in exciton coupling.
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Figure 4.16: Pump-probe single color traces for the triblock in a poor polar solvent
(blue) and a poor nonpolar solvent (red) at 2.2 eV when excited at 2.1 eV. Traces have
been translated for clarity. Horizontal black lines show the baseline for each trace. The
time axis is linear to 10 ps and logarithmic after.
Table 4.6: Fitting parameters for GSH recovery of the triblock in poor solvents.
Solvent A1 (%) τ1 (ps) A2 (%) τ2 (ps) A3 (%) τ3 (ps)
polar 58± 2 0.8± 0.1 29± 1 19± 4 13± 1 600± 130
nonpolar 65± 2 0.7± 0.1 22± 1 16± 3 13± 1 600± 80
4.4 Conclusions
The triblock copolymer presented has been used to mimic aggregation in P3HT. Steady-
state and ultrafast spectroscopy confirm that the triblock performs as P3HT in solution
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when in a good solvent. Upon addition of a poor solvent the absorption spectrum red-
shifts and becomes more structured indicating aggregation. Pump-probe spectroscopy
confirmed the presence of aggregates. Unlike in films, excitation at different pump en-
ergies resulted in different pump-probe results. At high energies, which preferentially
excite non-aggregated P3HT, little structure was observed in the GSH signifying exci-
tons do not undergo ultrafast transfer to aggregates as in rrP3HT films. At energies
which excite the aggregates we see differences in the GSH indicative of aggregates with
different exciton couplings. Future two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy experiments
will investigate interactions between aggregates and the influence of pump energy on
exciton behavior.
Aggregation was induced using polar and nonpolar solvents. This allowed for the
study of aggregates as a function of the environment polarity. Emission quenching was
observed for polar solvents. An associated change in the exciton coupling was measured
in the absorption and pump-probe spectra, although a change in exciton lifetime was
not observed. Because the same lifetime was observed for both solvents, the emission
quenching is unlikely to be caused by a stabilized charge-transfer exciton in the polar
solvent. Instead, we attribute the loss of emission to increased exciton coupling in the
polar solvent and conclude that excitons in P3HT aggregates have little charge-transfer
character.
Chapter 5
Excited State Dynamics in CZTS
Nanocrystals
Adapted with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, 4(16):2711.
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
5.1 Introduction
Currently, thin film solar cell technology is dominated by CuInxGa(1−x)Se2 (CIGS) and
CdTe11 due to their high efficiencies (20.4% and 19.6%, respectively)8 and low produc-
tion costs, yet the lack of available indium and tellurium may limit overall capacity of
CIGS and CdTe.115 One alternative material composed exclusively of earth-abundant
elements is Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), and photovoltaic devices made from CZTS thin films
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and nanocrystals (NCs) have begun to emerge. In fact, power conversion efficiencies
as high as 11% have been reported.116 Naturally, the excited state dynamics in CZTS
NCs are of interest because of their current use in device construction.117;118;119;120;121
A better understanding of the photophysics and excited state dynamics will assist in
further optimization.
So far, time-resolved Photoluminescence has primarily been used to study the ex-
cited state dynamics, giving PL lifetimes on the order of 10 ns.116;122 Photoluminescence
(PL) from S-poor single crystals of CZTS is orders of magnitude higher than that from
stoichiometric single crystals and, for this reason, PL in CZTS has been attributed to
non-stoichiometric domains.123 Consequently, in time-resolved PL studies on devices,
domains with differing stoichiometry contribute different lifetimes, which complicates
analysis and alters observed lifetimes. In contrast, optically clear solutions of size con-
trolled CZTS NCs provide a homogeneous platform for time resolved spectroscopic
studies of excited states in stoichiometric CZTS. However, due to large surface-area-
to-volume ratios, surface effects can have a larger impact on excited state dynamics in
NCs than in bulk systems. In this chapter we discuss measurements of the ultrafast
dynamics of the majority-component, non-emissive excited states in CZTS NCs with
sizes that span the onset of quantum confinement.
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5.2 Experimental Section
5.2.1 Sample Preparation
CZTS NCs were synthesized and characterized as described elsewhere in detail.120
Briefly, NCs were synthesized from metal diethyldithiocarbamate complexes that ther-
mally decompose into their corresponding sulfides at different temperatures. The pres-
ence of oleylamine lowers the decomposition temperature of the complexes, enabling
the formation of phase-pure CZTS NCs. The complexes were stoichiometrically mixed
and held at a temperature below the lowest natural decomposition temperature but
above the highest decomposition temperature in the presence of oleylamine. When the
oleylamine was added, all complexes decomposed simultaneously leading to nucleation
and NC growth. The size of NCs was controlled by varying the temperature and the
amount of oleylamine added. Two samples were synthesized with average diameters of
2 nm and 5 nm as measured by Scherrer analysis of x-ray diffraction peaks (Figure 5.2
inset). The stoichiometry of the NCs was confirmed using energy dispersive x-ray spec-
troscopy. As-synthesized NCs were capped with oleylamine and oleic acid ligands. After
synthesis NCs were dispersed in toluene with excess oleic acid, which ensures adequate
oleate coverage on the surface to improve the stability of NC dispersions.
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5.2.2 Spectroscopic Studies
Ultrafast pump-probe spectra were collected using a home-built laser system described
in detail in Chapter 2, which produced pulses with 80 fs (FWHM) pulse widths at a
repetition rate of 1 kHz. The pump beam had an energy of 3.1 eV and a waist of 100
µm (FWHM), while the probe was a white light continuum that extended from 1.5 to
2.7 eV. The pump polarization was kept at the magic angle (54.7 degree) relative to the
probe to isolate isotropic excited state dynamics.
The probe spectrum was measured for every laser pulse, the pump was modulated
at half the laser repetition rate, and the change in optical density induced by the pump,
∆OD, was collected for every pulse pair. Reported ∆ODs were averaged over at least
250,000 pulse pairs at each value of pump-probe time delay. Dependence of the ∆OD
signal on the pump power was measured, and the response was found to be linear for
pulse energies between 60 and 600 nJ as shown in Figure 5.1. No change in spectral
shape or dynamics were found in this pulse energy range. All data analyzed was taken
with pulse energies between 110-125 nJ. CZTS NC dispersions with optical densities of
0.25 at the pump energy were continuously pumped through a 1 mm flow cell during data
collection to ensure a fresh sample for each laser pulse. Absorption spectra measured on
a Cary 14 spectrophotometer before and after laser exposure demonstrated no change
due to photobleaching of the sample. Full-frequency data were corrected for temporal
dispersion in the probe as described previously.66
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Figure 5.1: Normalized single-color traces for a CZTS NC sample at three different
pump powers when probing at 2.1 eV. Inset: Pump-probe signal as a function of pump
power when probing at 2.1 eV with a pump-probe delay time of 1 ps.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Quantum Confinement
Figure 5.2 shows the absorption spectra of 2 nm and 5 nm diameter CZTS NCs dis-
persed in toluene. The absorption spectrum of the 2 nm NCs is shifted to higher energy
and has an added feature at ∼2.0 eV as compared to the 5 nm NC absorption spectrum.
The results are consistent with previously reported absorption spectra and the reported
Bohr radius for CZTS NCs of 2.5-3.3 nm.120 This indicates that the 2 nm NCs are
quantum confined and are subsequently referred to as quantum dots (QDs). No pho-
toluminescence was observed between 1.2-3.1 eV when exciting at 3.1 eV, placing an
upper limit on the PL quantum yield in this region of 0.001. This result is in agreement
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with PL studies on stoichiometric CZTS single crystals.123
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Figure 5.2: Room temperature absorption spectra for 5 nm and 2 nm CZTS NCs in
toluene with oleic acid. Inset: X-ray diffraction from 2 nm (top panel) and 5 nm (middle
panel) CZTS NCs. The reference pattern for CZTS Kesterite structure is shown in the
bottom panel (ICDD-ref 04-005-0388).
5.3.2 Dilation of Density of States upon Confinement
Pump-probe spectra for the 2 nm QDs and 5 nm NCs are shown as a function of time
delay in Figure 5.3. Pump-probe spectra are the sum of electron excited state absorption
(ESA) and a ground state hole (GSH). Electron ESA is an added absorption resulting
in a positive contribution to the total spectra, while the GSH is a loss of ground state
absorption resulting in a negative contribution shaped like the steady state absorption
spectra of the excited species (Figure 5.2). Because the ∆OD is positive at all energies
in our spectra, the electron ESA dominates throughout the energy range probed. The
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maxima in the 2 nm QD and 5 nm NC pump-probe spectra at ∼2.4 eV and ∼2.2 eV,
respectively, and the subsequent decrease in ∆OD at higher probe energies is due to the
GSH contribution. At higher energies, the ground state absorption is stronger, which
increases the influence of the GSH and causes a decrease in the total ∆OD. There was
no evidence for contributions from stimulated emission, consistent with the absence of
measurable PL.
In the 2 nm QDs, two ESA features were observed with a gap between them at 2.0
eV (Figure 5.3). This gap was in agreement with the theoretical density of states (DOS)
in which the conduction band consists of two separated bands.124;125;126 Hereafter these
low and high energy conduction bands are referred to as the first and second conduction
bands, respectively. The predicted bimodal DOS is illustrated schematically by the light
blue line in Figure 5.4. The low energy feature in Figure 5.3 was assigned to intraband
electron ESA in the first conduction band (Figure 5.4, red arrow), and the high energy
feature was assigned to interband electron ESA from the first conduction band to the
second conduction band (Figure 5.4, green arrow). The gap at 2 eV reflected the decrease
in density of states between these conduction bands. The pump energy (3.1 eV) was
insufficient to directly access the second conduction band from the valence band states.
The 5 nm NC spectra (Figure 5.3) shows similar ESA features, but the gap between
the ESA features is shifted from 2.0 eV to 1.7 eV. The gap shifting to lower energy in the
5 nm NCs is consistent with separation of the energy states due to quantum confinement
in the 2 nm QDs. Confinement increases the bandgap and dilates the DOS in energy. In
127
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Figure 5.3: Pump-probe spectra for oleate covered 2 nm CZTS QDs (top) and 5 nm
CZTS NCs (bottom) dispersed in toluene.
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the 2 nm QDs, the first and second conduction bands shift and separate when compared
to the 5 nm NCs causing the associated shifts in the pump-probe spectra. We note that
the bimodal structure in the DOS is not observable in the ground state absorption
spectrum, Figure 5.2, due to the dense valence band.125
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Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of the density of states124;126 (light blue curves)
and energy transitions (arrows) for 2 nm QDs and 5 nm NCs. Dashed black lines are
approximate Fermi levels; CB denotes conduction band; VB denotes valence band. Blue
arrows denote pump pulse excitation. In the diagram for 2 nm QDs: Red arrow denotes
intraband ESA; green arrow denotes interband ESA. In the diagram for 5 nm NCs:
Orange arrow denotes short time interband ESA; dashed yellow arrow denotes electron
cooling; yellow arrow denotes late time (higher energy) interband ESA. Energy axis not
to scale.
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5.3.3 Excited State Dynamics
In the 5 nm NCs, the high energy feature in the pump-probe spectra blueshifts with
increasing pump-probe delay time. We associate this shift with electrons cooling in the
first conduction band. Photoexcitation results in some electrons initially populating
states high in the first conduction band. With time, the electrons cool toward the
conduction band edge where more energy is required to excite them to the second band
as depicted in Figure 5.4. This cooling manifests in the spectra as a blueshift in the peak
of the interband transition. Figure 5.5 shows the interband peak energy as a function of
time. The shift for the 5 nm NCs was fitted to an exponential rise with a time constant
of 1.1±0.3 ps. In other semiconductor NCs, cooling time scales on this order have been
attributed to an Auger mechanism where excess electron energy is transferred to the
hole, where it is then dissipated by scattering from phonons.127 While this cooling time
is a factor of ∼2 greater than that for CdTe128 and CdSe129 NCs, it is still much shorter
than the time scale associated with hot electron transfer, which occurs on a 10 ps time
scale.127 There was no measurable peak shift for the 2 nm QD sample. This reflects the
fact that the electrons in the 2 nm QDs are excited closer to the conduction band edge
as a result of the wider bandgap (Figure 5.4). Consequently, the influence of intraband
electron cooling on spectral diffusion is reduced.
Time dependence of the interband electron ESA features were fitted to a sum of
two exponential decays subsequently convoluted over the instrument response (Figure
5.6). Spectral energy ranges for the fitting, time constants, and amplitudes for each
130
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Figure 5.5: Peak shift of pump-probe spectra for 2 nm QDs (red) and 5 nm NCs (blue).
Peak energies were measured by fitting the high energy portion of each spectrum to a
quadratic. Error bars represent the one standard deviation confidence interval to the
peak fit. Black line is an exponential fit to the 5 nm NC data.
sample are listed in Table 5.1. The entire ∆OD spectrum decayed to zero on these
time scales, indicating that there was no remaining ESA or GSH after these decays.
If trapping of the electrons, for example at the surface, was present, the ESA of the
electrons in the conduction band would decay, but the GSH would persist. Correlated
loss of signal at all probe energies indicates that the electrons returned to the original
ground state on these time scales and therefore we assign these time constants to charge
recombination. The average recombination times were calculated and are reported in
Table 5.1. Average recombination times between the 2 nm QDs and the 5 nm NCs could
not be distinguished from each other within the confidence limits of the fits. The fact
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that the average recombination time is independent of NC size and, therefore, surface-
area-to-volume ratio, is consistent with our conclusion that the electron recombines to
the original ground state rather than being trapped at the surface. From the average
lifetime and upper bound on the quantum yield, we assign a lower limit of 20 ns to the
radiative lifetime and conclude that charge recombination is dominated by non-radiative
relaxation with a lifetime of ∼20 ps.
The observed average recombination time of ∼20 ps is more than two orders of
magnitude shorter than time constants reported for CdTe NCs128;130 and is likely to be
on of the factors leading to the lower (sub-1%) efficiencies for devices made with neat
CZTS nanocrystals.121 Increases in CZTS device efficiencies have been observed with
adjustments to the stoichiometry and replacement of sulfur with selenium.122;116;131 In
these cases fluorescence has been observed, although the nature of the fluorescent ex-
cited states remains largely unexplored. The results presented here demonstrate that
fluorescence is likely from excited states at non-stoichometric sites. Given the short mea-
sured charge recombination time in CZTS, the process of trapping to non-stoichiometric
sites must be relatively efficient. Future studies to understand the nature of fluorescent
excited states in non-stoichiometric CZTS are required to better understand these dy-
namics and how they influence device efficiency.
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Figure 5.6: Pump-probe single color traces for 5 nm CZTS NCs for the probe range
2.0-2.4 eV (blue circles) and 2 nm CZTS QDs for the probe range 2.2-2.6 eV (red
squares). Solid lines are biexponential fits to the data. The time axis is linear to 10 ps
and logarithmic after.
Table 5.1: Spectral windows, time constants, and normalized amplitudes for biexponen-
tial (A1e
−t/τ1 + A2e−t/τ2) fits of CZTS pump-probe data. Reported uncertainties are
the one standard deviation confidence intervals on the fitting parameters.
energy range (eV) τ1 (ps) A1 τ2 (ps) A2 τavg (ps)
5 nm NCs 2.0–2.4 1.0± 0.2 0.68 53± 7 0.32 18± 3
2 nm QDs 2.2–2.6 1.9± 0.2 0.59 43± 6 0.41 19± 3
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5.4 Conclusions
In summary, ultrafast dynamics of CZTS NCs spanning the threshold for quantum
confinement have been measured for the first time. Excited state absorption spectra are
consistent with theoretical predictions for the density of states showing two energetically
separated conduction bands. In smaller NCs, we observe that the two conduction bands
increase their separation due to quantum confinement. Interband electron cooling in
the 5 nm NCs occurs with a timescale of 1.1±0.3 ps. While this rate is slower than
those for systems such as CdTe, it is still too fast for efficient hot electron transfer.
The average charge recombination time is ∼20 ps and, within experimental error, is the
same for both the 2 nm QD and 5 nm NC samples. Efficient nonradiative relaxation
of the electron to the ground state may limit efficiencies in CZTS photovoltaics. The
influence of stoichiometry on the charge carrier dynamics offers the potential to extend
the lifetime, and perhaps optimize charge carrier behavior in different applications. The
details of these systems are the subject of ongoing work.
Chapter 6
Exciton Fusion in PtOEP Thin
Films
Portions of this chapter are adapted with permission from The Journal of Chemical
Physics, 139(10):101102. Copyright 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
6.1 Introduction
Porphyrins have been extensively studied due to their potential use in organic light
emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic photovoltaics (OPVs).132;133;134;135 In particular,
dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) using metalloporphyrins as the light harvesting com-
ponent have reached efficiencies above 10%, making them competitive with benchmark
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ruthenium-based dyes that are more expensive, less abundant, and environmentally un-
safe.136;137;138 These high efficiencies have been attributed to efficient absorption in the
visible spectrum, as well as long-lived excited states.139 Further optimization routes
include creating arrays of porphyrin molecules to enhance light absorption (OPVs) or
emission (OLEDs), but exciton-exciton annihilation limits these efficiency gains.140;141
In exciton-exciton annihilation, energy is transferred between two excitons leaving
one in a less energetic state and the other in a more energetic state. Typically, this
results in one exciton decaying to the ground state, while the other is excited to a
higher lying state from which it quickly undergoes internal conversion to the original
state. Typical annihilation is depicted for two singlet excitons in Equation 6.1 and
Figure 6.1. The result of this process is the net loss of an exciton.
S1 + S1 → S0 + Sn → S0 + S1 (6.1)
Annihilation is of particular interest in platinum octaethylporphyrin (PtOEP) thin
films. The presence of platinum increases the spin-orbit coupling due to the heavy-
atom effect,142;143 resulting in intersystem crossing to the lowest lying triplet state (T1)
in <200 fs.144;145 This rapid preparation of triplets directly after excitation, coupled
with a long triplet lifetime on the order of 100 µs,146 has made PtOEP useful as a phos-
phor and triplet sensitizer.147;148 The long triplet lifetime also allows for triplet-triplet
annihilation (TTA) which limits device efficiency at high exciton densities.149;150 Unlike
the scheme presented in Equation 6.1 and Figure 6.1, in PtOEP thin films energy can
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of exciton-exciton annihilation. Two S1 excitons interact. One
decays to S0 and the other is further excited to Sn. The Sn exciton then undergoes
internal conversion back to S1.
be harvested from the intermediate step prior to internal conversion. This phenomenon
has been used for photon upconversion in PtOEP doped polymer matrices.151;152;153
Low energy photons are absorbed by the PtOEP, creating excitons which can undergo
TTA. Excitons left in the high energy state after TTA transfer to the polymer matrix,
where they radiatively decay emitting high energy photons (Figure 6.2).
The ability to transfer energy after TTA in PtOEP is not only interesting from a
device perspective, but also from a mechanistic perspective. Because energy transfer is
efficient, the unknown high energy state occupied after TTA must have a relatively long
lifetime. That is, the exciton must not quickly decay by internal conversion. This could
give the opportunity to measure the dynamics of TTA in PtOEP and better understand
the mechanism behind annihilation in porphyrins. This chapter will present spectral
signatures of the initial triplet state in PtOEP as well as the state occupied after TTA.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of exciton-exciton annihilation leading to fluorescence upcon-
version in a PtOEP doped polymer matrix. a) Low energy photons are absorbed by
the PtOEP molecules creating singlet excitons which undergo fast intersystem crossing
and internal conversion to T1. b) Two T1 excitons undergo TTA with one returning
to the ground state and the other being excited to an unknown state, U . c) Energy is
transferred from PtOEP to the polymer matrix. d) The exciton on the polymer matrix
decays emitting high energy photons.
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The shape of these signatures is used to assign the unknown high energy state, while
the dynamics are analyzed using kinetic and energy transfer models.
6.2 Experimental Section
6.2.1 Sample Preparation
PtOEP was purchased and used as received from Frontier Scientific. PtOEP thin films
were vapor deposited onto quartz disks by thermal deposition under high vacuum (10−7
TORR) at a rate of 0.2 nm/sec. Final film thickness was 60 nm as determined by
ellipsometry.
6.2.2 Steady-State Spectroscopy
Absorption measurements were made using a Cary 14 spectrophotometer as described
in Chapter 2. A background absorption scan of the bare quartz substrate was taken
before each absorption measurement.
6.2.3 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy
Pump-probe measurements were conducted using the home-built Ti:Sapphire laser sys-
tem described in Chapter 2, which produced 80 fs pulses at a 1 kHz repetition rate. The
pump pulses had a photon energy of 3.1 eV and a waist (1/e2) of 107 µm. The pump
was modulated at half the laser repetition rate (500 Hz). The probe beam was a white
light continuum that ranged from 1.6 to 2.7 eV. The pump polarization was kept at the
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magic angle (54.7◦) relative to the probe to isolate isotropic excited state dynamics.
PtOEP films were placed at the focus of the beams and rotated at a speed of 5
revolutions per second. The rotating films were contained in a box purged with nitrogen
gas to prevent sample degradation. No bleaching of the films was observed due to laser
illumination.
Power dependent traces were collected by detecting the transmitted probe beam
with a photodiode (Thorlabs DET210). Interference filters (Thorlabs, 10 nm FWHM)
were used to select specific probe energies to measure. The signal from the photodiode
was measured using lock-in detection (SRS-810) at the pump frequency (500 Hz). The
reported pump laser fluences were measured during the data collection by splitting a
small portion of the excitation light before the sample and detecting it with a separate
photodiode. A calibration curve was determined to convert the voltage measured by
the photodiode to pump power as measured by a power meter (Coherent LM-2-VIS,
Fieldmaster GS). The pump power was attenuated using a half-wave plate followed by
a polarizer. To adjust the pump power the half-wave plate was slowly rotated while
the signal on both diodes were measured. Finally, the incident power was converted to
fluence using the pump waist measured above. Time dependent traces were collected in
a similar manner, except that the pump fluence was set before the data collection and
the pump-probe delay time was adjusted during the experiment.
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6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Spectral Signature of TTA Products in PtOEP Thin Films
The absorption spectrum of a PtOEP film is shown in Figure 6.3. The feature at ∼2.3
eV is from S1 ← S0 absorption and is often referred to as Q band absorption, while the
feature at ∼3.3 eV is S2 ← S0 absorption and referred to as B band absorption. Previous
studies144 have shown similar pump-probe spectra when pumping S1 and S2 suggesting
initially created S2 excitons quickly undergo internal conversion to S1. Furthermore, S1
excitons were shown to undergo intersystem crossing to T1 in ∼160 fs. In the pump-
probe experiments presented in this chapter, the excitons initially created in S2 are
assumed to quickly transfer to T1.
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Figure 6.3: Absorption spectrum of a PtOEP thin film.
Pump-probe spectra for a PtOEP film pumped at 3.1 eV with a fluence of 3.3 x
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1015 photons/cm2 (ph/cm2) are shown in Figure 6.4. At early times the spectra consist
of a negative ground state hole (GSH) overlapping a broad transient absorption. This
spectral shape is attributed to the presence of triplet excitons, T1 after fast intersystem
crossing but before significant TTA. At longer delay times, there is a time-dependent
loss of triplet signal, most evident for probe energies above 2.40 eV, and a correlated rise
in absorption at 2.20 eV. In dilute solutions of PtOEP under similar conditions no time-
dependent evolution of the ∆OD spectrum was measured, implying that the observed
dynamics are not the result of multi-photon absorption in individual molecules.144
The bottom panel of Figure 6.4 presents the dependence of the pump-probe spectrum
on pump fluence at a delay time of 500 ps. As the pump fluence was increased, the
relative contribution of the new feature at 2.20 eV increased at the expense of the broad
absorption from T1. The new feature has a differential shape centered at a slightly lower
energy than the original Q-band absorption maximum. This spectral shape is similar to
that observed in nickel porphyrins which has been attributed to energy transfer from the
porphyrin ring to a metal-centered 3(d, d) state.154;155 In nickel porphyrins the 3(d, d)
state is located just below the S1 state in energy, providing direct access to
3(d, d) in ∼1
ps following single photon excitation. Localization of the exciton to the metal causes
the absorption spectrum to red shift. This added absorption overlaps with the ground
state hole to give the differential shape observed.
A fit to the pump probe spectrum for a delay time of 500 ps is shown in Figure 6.5.
The fit is made up of components consisting of T1 and
3(d, d) signatures. An early time
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Figure 6.4: Pump-probe spectra for a PtOEP thin film pumped at 3.1 eV. Top: Pump-
probe spectra as a function of delay time with a pump fluence of 3.3 x 1015 ph/cm2.
Bottom: Pump-probe spectra for as a function of fluence with a delay time of 500 ps.
All spectra were scaled to have the same value at 2.25 eV.
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pump-probe spectrum was used to model the T1 spectral shape. The
3(d, d) state was
modeled as the sum of a redshifted PtOEP absorption spectrum, representing the added
absorption, and a negated PtOEP absorption spectrum, representing the ground state
hole. A linear combination of the T1 and
3(d, d) features was used to fit the spectrum
as described by Equation 6.2.
∆OD = A (∆OD)T1 +B (∆OD)(d,d)
= A ∆OD300 fs +B [abs(E − δ)− abs(E)]
(6.2)
The weighting factors, A and B, and the energy offset, δ, were optimized giving A =
1.53, B = 2.15, and δ = 0.045eV for the 500 ps delay pump-probe spectrum.
Because of the good agreement between the pump-probe spectrum and the fitting
model, we conclude that the changes in the pump-probe spectra are due to loss of T1
and formation of 3(d, d). Unlike in nickel porphyrins, the 3(d, d) state is energetically
inaccessible from S1 and T1 in porphyrins with heavier metal atoms such as platinum.
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Because the formation of the 3(d, d) state is dependent on pump fluence (Figure 6.4),
we propose that the 3(d, d) state is a product of TTA. With no spectral evidence of
intermediate species, we consider direct fusion of two triplets to produce the excited
metal-centered state as presented in Figure 6.6,
T1 + T1
kTTF−→ D∗ + S0. (6.3)
where the 3(d, d) state has been labeled D∗. Competing unimolecular decay of T1 was
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Figure 6.5: Fitting pump-probe spectra for a PtOEP thin film. Top: Early time pump-
probe spectrum used to represent the triplet signature (teal). Middle: Simulated spec-
tral signature of the 3(d, d) state (yellow) made up of the sum of the negative ground
state absorption spectrum (orange) and a redshifted ground state absorption spectrum
(green). Bottom: Pump-probe data at a 500 ps delay time (blue) along with the fit to
data (red) made up of the triplet signature (teal) and the 3(d, d) signature (yellow).
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considered negligible on the time scale of the experiment.144 Decay of the 3(d, d) state
was also ignored. Although the lifetime of the 3(d, d) state could not be determined, the
signal from the 3(d, d) state persists at a time delay of 11 ns conservatively indicating a
lifetime of >1 ns (Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.6: Diagram of triplet-triplet annihilation in PtOEP thin films that leads to
upconversion of the initial ring states into a metal-centered state.
6.3.2 Kinetic Modeling
The previous section illustrated a spectral signature of TTA products in PtOEP thin
films. Modeling these features as a function of pump power and pump-probe delay time
gives insight into the mechanism of TTA in PtOEP. In this section, TTA will be modeled
using second order kinetics. The rate expression for Equation 6.3 can be written
−1
2
d[T1]
dt
=
d[D∗]
dt
= kTTF[T1]
2. (6.4)
Integrating Equation 6.4 with the initial condition [D∗]0 = 0 gives [D∗] and [T1] as a
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Figure 6.7: Pump-probe spectrum for a PtOEP thin film with a delay time of 11 ns.
Due to changes in pump fluence, pump-probe crossing, and pump focal parameters the
absolute ∆OD measured is not comparable to those in Figure 6.4.
function of time and initial triplet concentration, [T1]0:
[D∗] =
[T1]
2
0kTTFt
1 + 2[T1]0kTTFt
, (6.5)
[T1] = − [T1]0
1 + 2[T1]0kTTFt
. (6.6)
The initial triplet concentration is related to the incident pump fluence by Equation 6.7
(units indicated in brackets, abs ph stands for absorbed photons and inc ph stands for
incident photons).
[T1]0
[
abs ph
cm3
]
= F
[
inc ph
cm2
]
×A [cm2]× 0.2645 [abs ph
inc ph
]
× 1
A · l
[
1
cm3
]
(6.7)
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The fluence is multiplied by the spot size, A, to find the number of incident photons. By
measuring the power before and after the sample, and taking into account reflections
at interfaces using Snell’s Law, the ratio of absorbed photons to incident photons was
found to be 0.2645. Finally, assuming constant absorption throughout the film and that
each absorbed photon creates a triplet exciton, the initial triplet concentration is found
by dividing the photons absorbed by the volume the pump passes through, A · l where l
is the film thickness. For a film thickness of 60 nm Equation 6.7 simplifies to Equation
6.8.
[T1]0 =
(
44083 cm−1
) · F (6.8)
Figure 6.8 presents the dependence of ∆OD on the pump fluence at 3 probe energies
for a time delay of 10 ps. At a given probe energy, E, the ∆OD was expressed as a
linear combination of contributions from [T1] and [D
∗] as expressed in Equations 6.5
and 6.6,
∆ODE = αT1,E [T1] + αD∗,E [D
∗]. (6.9)
The ground state, [S0], is not considered because it does not contribute to the ∆OD
spectrum. The relative weighting factors, αx,E , account for the total contributions
to the ∆OD from each species comprising transient absorption (positive ∆OD) and
ground state bleach (negative ∆OD). The contribution from the 3(d, d) state at 2.58
eV is approximated to be zero, αD∗,E=2.58 eV = 0, based on the cancellation between
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Figure 6.8: Kinetic modeling of power dependent pump-probe traces at a delay of 10
ps. The points represent the data and the lines are the fits as described in the text.
Table 6.1: Fitting parameters for power dependent pump-probe traces of a PtOEP
thin film. The errors are the 95% confidence intervals in the nonlinear fitting when all
variables are simultaneously optimized.
kTTF (2.7± 0.2)× 10−10 cm3 · s−1
αT1,E=2.21 eV −(8.9± 0.3)× 10−21
αD∗,E=2.21 eV (2.9± 0.2)× 10−20
αT1,E=2.27 eV −(5.2± 0.2)× 10−21
αD∗,E=2.27 eV −(7.2± 0.4)× 10−21
αT1,E=2.58 eV (9.3± 0.3)× 10−21
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the transient absorption and ground state bleach shown in Figure 6.5. The data at all
3 probe energies were simultaneously fitted using Equations 6.5, 6.6, and 6.9 as shown
in Appendix A.7. The fitting parameters are given in Table 6.1.
The agreement between the data and the model demonstrates that TTA is consis-
tent with the second order mechanism proposed proposed in Equation 6.3. Using time
integrated emission to measure loss of triplet phosphorescence, Mezyk et al. reported a
TTA rate coefficient of (8±3)×10−12 cm3 ·s−1.157 This is nearly two orders of magnitude
lower than the TTA rate coefficient reported here. The difference may originate from
the time dependence of the rate coefficient when the rate is not transport limited. The
value of kTTF reported here was determined at a time delay of 10 ps and is therefore
more indicative of an initial rate.
Figure 6.9 shows time dependent pump-probe traces at different pump fluences with
a probe energy of 2.58 eV. They were globally fit in the same manner as the power
dependent traces above. The quality of the fits is poor indicating that a constant second
order rate coefficient is insufficient to model the TTA as a function of time. Second order
dynamics have been used to model diffusion of particles which instantly coagulate if two
particles become closer than a critical distance.29 This situation is equivalent to TTA
where excitons diffuse through the film and instantaneously annihilate if they become
close enough to each other.158 Thus, second order dynamics are only valid if individual
exciton hops and the dynamics of the energy transfer mechanism can be neglected.
Because of the poor fits in Figure 6.9 we conclude this is not the case for PtOEP
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thin films and more sophisticated models which take into account energy transfer are
necessary.
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Figure 6.9: Kinetic modeling of time dependent pump-probe traces at different pump
fluences with a probe energy of 2.58 eV. The points represent the data and the lines are
the fits as described in the text.
6.3.3 Energy Transfer Modeling
In the previous section, it was shown that a second order kinetic model could not ad-
equately capture the dynamics of TTA in PtOEP thin films. The second order model
assumes excitons take many random steps through the film and annihilate instanta-
neously if two excitons move within a critical distance of each other. In the current
section, annihilation will be modeled as a long-range energy transfer event with no ex-
citon diffusion present. The rate coefficient for standard Fo¨rster and Dexter energy
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transfer are given in Equations 6.10 and 6.11, respectively:
kF =
1
τ
(
RF
r
)6
, (6.10)
kD = κe
−2r/L. (6.11)
The constants τ , RF , κ, and L are described in Section 1.3.2. It should be noted these
rate coefficients are for energy transfer from a donor to an acceptor, not for annihilation.
In order to model pump-probe data, the rate coefficients are used to obtain the ratio of
excitons remaining after time t, φ(t) = n(t)/n0, where n(t) is the exciton concentration
at time t and n0 is the initial exciton concentration. Once φ(t) has been found, the
solution will be recast to take into account annihilation.
A general equation to convert an energy transfer rate coefficient that depends on
the donor-acceptor distance, k(r), to the ratio of excited donors as a function of time,
φ(t), is described by Inokuti and Hirayama by Equation 6.12:
φ(t) = exp
(
− t
τ
)
lim
N,V→∞
N/V=c
{
4pi
V
∫ RV
0
exp [−k(r)t] r2dr
}N
(6.12)
where τ is the natural lifetime of the donor and N is the number of acceptors in a volume
V = 4piR3V /3 giving an acceptor concentration, c.
159 Note that the limit is taken such
that N and V (and, subsequently, RV ) go to infinity in a manner such that the acceptor
concentration, c, is held constant. Substituting in the Dexter rate coefficient (Equation
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6.11) gives:
φ(t) = exp
(
− t
τ
)
lim
N,V→∞
N/V=c
{
4pi
V
∫ RV
0
exp
[
−κte−2r/L
]
r2dr
}N
. (6.13)
The simplification of Equation 6.13, which is similar to that carried out by Inokuti
and Hirayama,159 will be briefly shown. To solve the integral in Equation 6.13, the
substitutions z = κt and y = exp[−2r/L] are used:
4pi
V
∫ RV
0
exp
[
−κte−2r/L
]
r2dr =
3L3
8R3V
∫ 1
YV
e−zy(ln y)2y−1dy (6.14)
where YV = exp[−2RV /L]. Using integration by parts (u = e−zy, dv = (ln y)2y−1dy)
Equation 6.14 simplifies to:
3L3
8R3V
{
−e
−zYV
3
(lnYV )
3 +
z
3
∫ 1
YV
e−zy(ln y)3dy
}
. (6.15)
Because the limit will be taken such that RV →∞, YV = exp[−2RV /L] is assumed to
be small. Thus, e−zYV → 1 and the limits of integration in Equation 6.15 can be taken
to be from 0 to 1. Substituting back into Equation 6.13 the ratio of excited donors is:
φ(t) = exp
(
− t
τ
)
lim
N,V→∞
N/V=c
{
1− L
3
8R3V
g(κt)
}N
(6.16)
where
g(x) = −x
∫ 1
0
e−xy(ln y)3dy. (6.17)
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To take the limit, the natural log of the argument is taken and R−3V is replaced with
(4pic)/(3N) so that the limit is only over N :
lim
N,V→∞
N/V=c
N ln
(
1− L
3
8R3V
g(κt)
)
= lim
N→∞
N ln
(
1− 1
N
piL3c
6
g(κt)
)
. (6.18)
This limit is of the form given in Equation 6.19 with α = (piL3c/6)g(κt), which is solved
using l’Hoˆpital’s rule:
lim
N→∞
ln
(
1− αN
)
1
N
l′h
= lim
N→∞
1
1− α
N
α
N2
− 1
N2
= − lim
N→∞
α
1− αN
= −α. (6.19)
Combining Equations 6.16, 6.18, and 6.19 gives:
φ(t) = exp
(
− t
τ
)
exp
(
−piL
3c
6
g(κt)
)
(6.20)
with g(x) defined by Equation 6.17. To reiterate, Equation 6.20 is the ratio of initially
excited donors that are still excited after a time t when the donors can only decay
naturally or by Dexter energy transfer.
To recast Equation 6.20 for use in annihilation, a procedure prescribed by Engel et
al. is employed.158 To begin, a rate equation is written and simplified:
n(t) = n0φ(t) =⇒ dn(t)
dt
= n0
dφ(t)
dt
= n0φ(t)
(
−1
τ
− piL
3c
6
d
dt
g(κt)
)
. (6.21)
We now make two observations. First, n0φ(t) = n(t). Second, c is the concentration
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of acceptor molecules which induce decay of the excited donors described by the con-
centration, n(t). In annihilation, there are no acceptors which cause excited states to
decay. Instead, the decay of excited states is induced by other excited states, so the
concentration c is replaced by the concentration of excited states, n(t). Using these two
substitutions the annihilation rate equation is found to be:
dn(t)
dt
= −n
τ
− piL
3
6
[
d
dt
g(κt)
]
n(t)2. (6.22)
For the PtOEP films studied here, τ is much larger than the time scale of the experiment
so the first term goes to zero. This is equivalent to saying that during our experiment
very few of the PtOEP excited states decay naturally due to their long lifetimes (∼100
µs). Finally, the excited state in the PtOEP thin films is T1, so the concentration of
excited states n(t) is replaced with [T1] and the initial excited state concentration n0 is
replaced with [T1]0. The final Dexter TTA rate equation for PtOEP thin films is given
by Equation 6.23
d[T1]
dt
= −piL
3
6
[
d
dt
g(κt)
]
[T1]
2. (6.23)
Integrating the rate equation gives the triplet concentration as a function of time and
the initial triplet concentration:
[T1] =
[T1]0
1 + [T1]0
piL3
6 g(κt)
. (6.24)
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For TTA described by T1 + T1 −→ D∗ + S0, half of the triplets decay to S0 and
half are excited to D∗. This can be used to find the concentration of the metal-centered
state D∗ where D∗0 is the initial concentration of metal-centered excited states which is
taken to be zero:
[D∗] = [D∗]0 +
[T1]0 − [T1]
2
=
[T1]
2
0
piL3
12 g(κt)
1 + [T1]0
piL3
6 g(κt)
. (6.25)
Equations 6.24 and 6.25 can be used in conjunction with Equation 6.9 to model
pump-probe data as Dexter energy transfer TTA, just as Equations 6.6 and 6.5 were
used to model second order kinetic (diffusion-limited) TTA.
To get the analogous concentrations for Fo¨rster energy transfer TTA, Equation 6.10
is substituted into Equation 6.12:
φ(t) = exp
(
− t
τ
)
lim
N,V→∞
N/V=c
{
4pi
V
∫ RV
0
exp
[
− t
τ
(
RF
r
)6]
r2dr
}N
. (6.26)
Using the substitution Z = t/τ · (RF /r)6 Equation 6.26 can be written:
φ(t) = exp
(
− t
τ
)
lim
N,V→∞
N/V=c
{√
ZV
2
∫ ∞
ZV
Z−3/2e−ZdZ
}N
(6.27)
where ZV = t/τ · (RF /RV )6. The integral in Equation 6.27 was simplified using Maple:
∫ ∞
ZV
Z−3/2e−ZdZ = 2
[
Z
−1/2
V e
−ZV +
√
pi erf
(√
ZV
)
−√pi
]
(6.28)
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where erf(x) is the error function which, for small x, can be approximated:
erf (x) =
2√
pi
∫ x
0
exp
[−t2]dt ≈ 2√
pi
x. (6.29)
In the limit of large V and RV , ZV is small and the approximation in Equation 6.29 is
valid. Combining Equations 6.27, 6.28, and 6.29 gives:
φ(t) = exp
(
− t
τ
)
lim
N,V→∞
N/V=c
{
e−ZV + 2ZV −
√
ZV pi
}N
. (6.30)
To find the limit, the natural log of the argument is taken and the substitution
N =
4piR3F c
3
√
t
τ
1√
ZV
is used so that the limit is only over ZV :
lim
N,V→∞
N/V=c
N ln
[
e−ZV + 2ZV −
√
ZV pi
]
=
4piR3F c
3
√
t
τ
lim
ZV→0
ln
[
e−ZV + 2ZV −
√
ZV pi
]
√
ZV
.
(6.31)
The limit in Equation 6.31 is of the form given in Equation 6.32 with x =
√
ZV , which
is solved using l’Hoˆpital’s rule:
lim
x→0
ln
[
e−x2 + 2x2 −√pix
]
x
l′h
= lim
x→0
(−2x)e−x2 + 4x−√pi
e−x2 + 2x2 −√pix = −
√
pi. (6.32)
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Using Equations 6.30, 6.31, and 6.32 the ratio of excited donors is:
φ(t) = exp
(
− t
τ
)
exp
(
−4piR
3
F c
3
√
pit
τ
)
. (6.33)
Similar to the Dexter transfer discussion above, Equation 6.33 is only applicable for
initially excited donors which can decay naturally or through Fo¨rster energy transfer to
acceptors.
To recast from energy transfer to TTA, the rate equation for Equation 6.33 is sim-
plified:
n(t) = n0φ(t) =⇒ dn(t)
dt
= n0
dφ(t)
dt
= n0φ(t)
(
−1
τ
− 2pi
3/2R3F
3
√
1
τt
c
)
. (6.34)
Making the substitutions n0φ(t) = n and c = n, the rate equation for Fo¨rster energy
transfer TTA is found. For the particular case of PtOEP TTA, n = [T1] and the triplet
lifetime, τ , is long compared to the time-scale of the experiment allowing for the first
term in the right hand side of Equation 6.34 to be neglected. This gives the final rate
equation for Fo¨rster energy transfer TTA in PtOEP:
d[T1]
dt
= −2pi
3/2R3F
3
√
1
τt
[T1]
2. (6.35)
Integrating Equation 6.35 gives the triplet concentration as a function of time:
[T1] =
[T1]0
1 + [T1]0
4pi3/2R3F
3
√
t
τ
. (6.36)
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Using the fact that half of the triplets lost go to the metal-centered state, the concen-
tration [D∗] is found to be:
[D∗] =
[T1]
2
0
2pi3/2R3F
3
√
t
τ
1 + [T1]0
4pi3/2R3F
3
√
t
τ
. (6.37)
Equations 6.36 and 6.37 can be used to model pump-probe data as Fo¨rster energy
transfer TTA.
Figure 6.10 shows global fits to power and time dependent pump-probe traces for
Dexter and Fo¨rster energy transfer TTA. All 8 data sets (3 power dependent and 5
time dependent) were fit simultaneously for each model. Code for the fitting models
are given in Appendix A.8. The global fitting parameters are given in Table 6.2. The
Dexter model returns a better fit to the data than the Fo¨rster model. Furthermore, the
optimized effective Bohr radius L = 0.70 nm is ∼60% of the PtOEP molecular size (1.2
nm) which is consistent with theoretical predictions.33 The optimized Fo¨rster radius of
15 nm is large compared to typical Fo¨rster radii of 1-10 nm. For weakly luminescent
excited states, such as the PtOEP triplets studied here, a Fo¨rster radius this large would
not be expected.
6.4 Conclusions
The pump-probe spectra presented in this chapter reveal the spectral signature of the
TTA product in PtOEP thin films. Analysis of the spectral shape indicates the TTA
product is a metal-centered 3(d, d) state. The signature of the 3(d, d) state persists for
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Figure 6.10: Dexter (top) and Fo¨rster (bottom) energy transfer modeling of power (left)
and time (right) dependent pump-probe traces. The points represent the data and the
lines represent the fits.
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Table 6.2: Global fitting parameters of power and time dependent pump-probe traces
of a PtOEP thin film. To find the Fo¨rster radius, a triplet lifetime of τ = 95 µs was
used.149
Dexter Fo¨rster
L (nm) 0.70 –
Global Parameters κ (s−1) 4.4× 1011 –
RF (nm) – 15
Fluence
(1015 ph/cm2)
0.58 αT1 3.7× 10−20 3.9× 10−20
0.93 αT1 2.2× 10−20 2.4× 10−20
Time Dependent 1.80 αT1 1.1× 10−20 1.3× 10−20
3.59 αT1 5.7× 10−21 7.2× 10−21
4.38 αT1 4.4× 10−21 5.6× 10−21
Probe Energy
(eV)
2.21 αT1 −7.8× 10−21 −1.1× 10−20
αD∗ 3.6× 10−20 2.5× 10−21
Power Dependent 2.27 αT1 −4.8× 10−21 −4.9× 10−21
αD∗ −7.4× 10−21 −7.9× 10−21
2.58 αT1 8.1× 10−21 1.1× 10−20
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more than 11 ns indicating that TTA in PtOEP thin films results in a long-lived state.
Delayed fluorescence upconversion observed in PtOEP conjugated polymer composite
films by Keivanidis et al. demonstrates the potential to harvest energy stored in the
3(d, d) state after TTA.151;152;153 Fitting the power dependence of the TTA at 10 ps using
second order kinetics gave a rate coefficient of (2.7 ± 0.2) × 10−10 cm3 · s−1. Second
order kinetic fitting to the time dependent TTA traces resulted in poor fits. Fo¨rster and
Dexter energy transfer models were fit to the power and time dependent pump-probe
results, with the Dexter results better matching the pump-probe data. Furthermore,
the Fo¨rster radius returned by the fitting routine (RF = 15 nm) is larger than expected
for triplet excitons. Thus, the mechanism of triplet-triplet annihilation in PtOEP thin
films is assigned to Dexter energy transfer with an effective Bohr radius of L = 0.70
nm. We have elucidated a new mechanism for upconversion of visible photons stored as
molecular potential energy. The upconverted energy is stored in a long-lived state and
can be used to drive further chemistry.
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Appendix A
Coding Examples
This appendix contains examples of code used throughout this thesis. When using
Maple it was often difficult or impossible to transfer plain-text code and, as such, code
is presented as figures. MATLAB code is presented in plain-text with supplementary
figures as necessary.
A.1 Calculating Franck-Condon Factors
Franck-Condon factors were calculated as described by Henderson.25 The integrals of
Hermite polynomials were completed using Maple and the results are presented below.
The first page sets up the factors and integrals needed, while the second page calcu-
lates the first seven Franck-Condon factors for a given set of parameters and illustrates
an absorption spectrum made by multiplying Lorentzian lineshapes by the associated
Franck-Condon factors.
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Figure A.1: Setting up factors and integrals necessary to calculate Franck-Condon fac-
tors in Maple.
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> 
Define variables here and then make Franck-Condon factors
w0d 1600; wpd 100; wppd 100; Dpd 1.5; DeltadDp$ sqrt
1
wpp
: widthd 45; n
d 6; waxisd Vector nC1, i/w0C iK1 $wpp :
 tempsumd 0 : Lorentpd : FCd Vector nC1 : Spectrumd 0 :
 for i from 0 to n do
 FC iC1 d evalf simplify R 0, i :
  tempd
FC iC1 $width
wKwaxis iC1
2
Cwidth
2
;
 Lorentpd Lorentp union plot temp, w =w0Kwpp ..w0C nC1 $wpp, numpoints = 1000,
linestyle = dash ;
 Spectrumd SpectrumC temp;  od:
 pointplot waxis, FC ;
 display Lorentp union plot Spectrum, w =w0Kwpp ..w0C nC1 $wpp, numpoints
= 1000  ;
w0 := 1600
wp := 100
wpp := 100
Dp := 1.5
width := 45
n := 6
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Figure A.2: Calculation of the first 7 Franck-Condon Factors in Maple with a 0-0 fre-
quency of 1600 cm−1, initial and final vibrational spacing of 100 cm−1, and a displace-
ment of the harmonic oscillators of 1.5*(~/ω)1/2. Absorption spectrum is simulated
with Lorentzian broadening of 45 cm−1
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A.2 3D Random Walk
The root mean square (rms) distance for a 3D random walk was found by randomly
choosing a direction in 3D space to step and repeating N times. The whole walk was
then repeated until the rms distance converged. Walk carried out in MATLAB.
%% Start Switches %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Number of Steps
numsteps=1000;
%Number of Runs
numruns=100000;
%Step Size
stepsize=1;
%% End Switches %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Start Code %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%start timer
tic
%Initialize some things
xfinal=0;yfinal=0;zfinal=0;d=0;
%Initialize waitbar
waith=waitbar(0,’Randomly walking. Please Wait.’);
%Number of runs for loop
for j=1:numruns
%initiaize starting location
x=0; y=0; z=0;
%Random walk for loop
for i=1:numsteps
%Get randomm numbers which will define direction of move
xrand=rand-.5; yrand=rand-.5; zrand=rand-.5;
%Calculate normalization constant
normconst=sqrt(xrand^2+yrand^2+zrand^2);
%Normalize each random number to total length, multiply by step size, and add to old
x=x+xrand/normconst*stepsize;
y=y+yrand/normconst*stepsize;
z=z+zrand/normconst*stepsize;
end
%final distance from origin
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d(j)=x^2+y^2+z^2;
%Update waitbar
waitbar(j/numruns,waith);
end
delete(waith);
Ldsq=mean(d);
Ldsqstd=std(d);
%plot some things
figure(1)
hold off
plot(d,’k.’)
hold on
hline(Ldsq,’k:’);
%calculate root mean square distance
Ld=sqrt(Ldsq)
disp([’Average distance squared from origin was ’ num2str(Ldsq) ...
’ with a stdev of ’ num2str(Ldsqstd) ’.’]);
disp([’RMS distance from orgin was ’ num2str(Ld) ’.’]);
%stop timer
toc
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Figure A.3: Simulated drms (dots) for a three dimensional random walk with a step
size l = 1 and varying number of steps, n. The dashed line is the theoretical result,
drms =
√
nl2.
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A.3 Solution to the Diffusion Equation
A solution to the diffusion equation is proposed and it is shown to solve the diffusion
equation and obey the boundary and initial conditions. It is then shown to be a prob-
ability density function and the expectation value of the displacement and the square
of the displacement are found. The first figure is for one dimension, while the second is
for three dimensions.
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> restart;assume(d,'positive');assume(t,'positive');
'Guess' solution to diffusion equation
w:=1/sqrt(4*d*Pi*t)*exp(-x^2/4/t/d);
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Check Diffusion Equation
simplify(diff(w,t)-d*diff(w,x,x));
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Check that solution is a probability density function
int(w,x=-infinity..infinity);
1
Boundary Condition; w(infinity)=0
limit(w,x=infinity);
0
Boundary Condition; w'(infinity)=0
limit(diff(w,x),x=infinity);
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Initial Condition; Delta function at zero
plot(eval(w,[d=1,t=.0001]),x=-1..1);
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Expectation value of x:
expx:=int(x*w,x=-infinity..infinity);
expx := 0
Expectation value of x^2:
expx2:=int(x^2*w,x=-infinity..infinity);
expx2 := 2 t~ d~
Figure A.4: Solution to the 1D diffusion equation in Maple as well as the expectation
value of the displacement and the displacement squared.
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Boundary Condition; w(infinity)=0
limit(w,r=infinity);
0
Boundary Condition; w'(infinity)=0
limit(diff(w,r),r=infinity);
0
Check that this is a probablity density function
simplify(int(w*r^2,r=-infinity..infinity)*2*Pi);
1
Expectation value of r:
exr:=simplify(int(w*r*r^2,r=-infinity..infinity)*2*Pi);
exr := 0
Expectation value of r^2:
exr2:=simplify(int(w*r^2*r^2,r=-infinity..infinity)*2*Pi);
exr2 := 6 d~ t~
Figure A.5: Solution to the 3D diffusion equation in Maple as well as the expectation
value of the displacement and the displacement squared.
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A.4 Plotting of Modes in an Oscillator
Below is MATLAB code to plot the electric field squared for a series of modes in a
cavity with either random phases or locked phases.
%% Begin Inputs
%Number of modes (should be odd)
N = 31;
%center wavelength (nm)
lambda = 800;
%cavity length (m)
d = 1;
%time min and max
tmin=-d/3E-8;
tmax=3*d/3E-8;
%number of points in time vector
tnum=1000;
%% End Inputs
%% Begin code
%center frequency and frequency spacing
w0=2*pi*3E-8/(lambda*10^-9);
dw=2*pi*3E-8/(2*d);
%build time vector
t=linspace(tmin,tmax,tnum);
ind=0;
%Build components
for i = -(N-1)/2:(N-1)/2
ind=ind+1;
E(ind,:)=exp(1i*((w0+i*dw)*t+rand*2*pi)); %random phase
% E(ind,:)=exp(1i*((w0+i*dw)*t)); %same phase
end
Esum=sum(E);
Esquared=Esum.*conj(Esum);
figure(1); clf
plot(t,Esquared)
figure(2); clf
plot(t,E)
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A.5 Creating Phase-Matching Curves for NOPA
Below is MATLAB code to create phase-matching curves for Type-I NOPA in a nega-
tive uniaxial crystal such as BBO. The first function (phasematchinganglenl.m) finds the
phase-matching angle for a specific signal and pump wavelength. The second function
(phasematchingnl.m) uses the first function to find the phase-matching angle for a range
of signal wavelengths and a specific pump wavelength. The third function (sellm.m) is
simply used to calculate the ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction for BBO
at different wavelengths.
function angle=phasematchinganglenl(wlp,wls,thetap)
%function that finds phase matching angle given pump (wlp) and signal (wls)
%wavelengths in nm and the pump angle in degrees (thetap). Assume Type-I
%phase matching in a negative uniaxial crystal (BBO)
%% INPUTS
%material info (options: ’BBO’)
material=’BBO’;
%initial guess for phase matching angle (degrees)
guess=35;
%% SOME GOOD INFO
%{
We make the decision: wls < wli
note the designation of signal/idler is arbitrary, but in all of our code the ’signal’
has the smaller wavelength
Phase-matching methods (Type I or Type II) for uniaxial crystals:
(Boyd Nonlinear Optics 3rd edition p. 82)
Positive uniaxial (ne>no) Negative uniaxial (ne<no)
Type I pump-o signal-e idler-e pump-e signal-o idler-o
Type II pump-o signal-e idler-o pump-e signal-o idler-e
Sellmeier Equation Explanation: Saleh and Teich Photonics 2nd edition p. 180
%}
%% CODE
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%Change pump angle to radians:
thetap=thetap*pi/180;
%Calculate idler wavelength in nm
wli=1/(1/wlp-1/wls);
%Calculate the required indecies of refraction (ordinary and extraordinary)
nop=sellm(wlp,0,material);
nep=sellm(wlp,1,material);
nos=sellm(wls,0,material);
noi=sellm(wli,0,material);
%Make functions for each overall index of refraction (dependant on theta)
np=@(theta)1/sqrt(cos(theta+thetap)^2/nop^2+sin(theta+thetap)^2/nep^2);
ns=nos;
ni=noi;
%Make overall phase function (see Cerullo & De Silvestri, Rev Sci Instr 74 1 2003, eqn 31):
%The argument of the first cosine is solving Cerullo’s 31b for Omega.
pmf=@(theta)abs( ni/wli*cos(asin(np(theta)/ni*wli/wlp*sin(thetap))) + ns/wls ...
- np(theta)/wlp*cos(thetap) );
%Change initial guess to radians:
guess=guess*pi/180;
%Run fminsearch:
options = optimset(’Display’,’none’,’MaxIter’,1000,’TolFun’,1e-40,’TolX’,1e-40);
angle=fminsearch(pmf,guess,options)*180/pi;
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function data = phasematchingnl(wlp,wlsmm,thetap)
%function to create a phase matching plot given pump wl (wlp) and a min/max
%signal wl (wlsmm) in nm and the pump angle in degrees
%% INPUTS
%signal wavelength step size (in nm)
wlsstep=2;
%what to plot (0=signal,idler; 1=signal; 2=signal with opposite axes)
plotswt=1;
%% CODE
%get min and max out of wlsmm
wlsmin=wlsmm(1);wlsmax=wlsmm(2);
%make wavelength vector
wls=[wlsmin:wlsstep:wlsmax]’;
%number of wavelength elements
wlsn=size(wls,1);
%calculate idler wavelength
wli=1./(1/wlp*ones(wlsn,1)-1./wls);
%calculate phase matching angle
for i=1:wlsn
angle(i)=phasematchinganglenl(wlp,wls(i),thetap);
end
%make output matrix
data=[angle’ wls wli];
%create matricies for plots
signal=[angle’ wls];idler=[angle’ wli];
signal2=[wls angle’];
%plots:
if plotswt==0
ep(signal,idler);
xlabel(’Angle (degrees)’);
ylabel(’Wavelength (nm)’);
elseif plotswt==1
ep(signal)
xlabel(’Angle (degrees)’);
ylabel(’Wavelength (nm)’);
elseif plotswt==2
ep(signal2)
xlabel(’Wavelength (nm)’);
ylabel(’Angle (degrees)’);
end
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%% Function to calculate index of refraction in a material
%Inputs: wl - wavelength (in nm)
% eo - axis (0=ordinary; 1=extraordinary)
% material - string giving material (options: ’BBO’)
function n=sellm(wl,oe,material)
%wl to microns:
wl=wl/1000;
switch material
case ’BBO’
if oe==0
n = sqrt(2.7359+0.01878/(wl^2-0.01822)-0.01354*wl^2);
elseif oe==1
n = sqrt(2.3753+0.01224/(wl^2-0.01667)-0.01516*wl^2);
end
end
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A.6 Fitting Data to a Series of Gaussians
Below is MATLAB code to fit a set of data to a series of Gaussians as well as some
other options. The first function is the optimization function. The next three functions
are examples of models used in the optimization. The first model creates a series of
Gaussians where each Gaussian is given a weight, center, FWHM, and y-offset. There is
an option to give all the Gaussians the same width. The second model is similar to the
first except only the center of the first Gaussian is given. Each subsequent Gaussian is
a set distance from the previous Gaussian. The third model is similar to the first model
with the addition of an external data set with a given weight.
% Fitting full frequency data to a series of gaussians
% Written by Tom Pundsack 20130904
% I need two functions to do this. The function that defines the fit
% and the function that optimizes the fit to the data.
% This is the function that does the optimization.
function out=ffgausopt(data,ig)
%% Start Inputs
%Optimize window
optmin=1.5;
optmax=2.6;
%Step size for returned fit
fitstep=.003;
%Number of optimize iterations
optits=300;
%Display of optimize steps (’iter’ or ’final’ or ’none’)
dispsw=’iter’;
%Confidence interval reported (commonly 95 or 68.2)
confint=95;
%What Model to use
modelnum=4;
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%% End Inputs
%% Start Code
%Find indicies for optimize window in data
optmini=nearestvaluei(data(:,1)’,optmin);
optmaxi=nearestvaluei(data(:,1)’,optmax);
%cut data to optimize window
optdata=data(optmini:optmaxi,:);
%Set up optimize options
options=statset(’Display’,dispsw,’MaxIter’,optits,’TolFun’,1e-40,’TolX’,1e-40);
% eval([’ffgausmodel’ num2str(modelnum) ’([ig 0],optdata(:,1))’]);epo(optdata)
% pause
%Run optimization
eval([’[fitpar,resids,jacob,covar,mse]=nlinfit(optdata(:,1),optdata(:,2),@ffgausmodel’ ...
num2str(modelnum) ’,ig,options);’]);
%Determine the confidence intervals
fitpar_err=nlparci(fitpar,resids,jacob,(1-(0.01*confint)));
%Redo the fit on the original axis to calculate the residual
eval([’fitoriginal=ffgausmodel’ num2str(modelnum) ’([fitpar],optdata(:,1));’]);
resid=sum((fitoriginal-optdata(:,2)).^2);
%Redo fit on a new time axis to have a nice smooth fit for plotting purposes
fitt=[min(data(:,1)):fitstep:max(data(:,1))]’;
eval([’fitout=[fitt ffgausmodel’ num2str(modelnum) ’([fitpar 0],fitt)];’]);
%Plot things
plot(data(:,1),data(:,2),’color’,WhatColor(3,1))
xlim([optmin-(optmax-optmin)*.05,optmax+(optmax-optmin)*.05])
vline(optmin);vline(optmax)
%Make output
parameters=[optmin optmax confint];
out={fitpar,fitpar_err,fitout,data,resid,ig,parameters,clock};
eval([inputname(1) ’_fitcell=out;’])
%Ask if the user wants to save
savesw=input(’Save fit variables (will overwrite)? (no=0, yes=1): ’);
%Save if requested
if savesw==1
save([inputname(1) ’_fitcell.mat’],[inputname(1) ’_fitcell’])
save([inputname(1) ’_fitpar.dat’],’fitpar’,’-ascii’,’-tabs’)
disp([’save of ’ inputname(1) ’_fitpar.dat complete’]);
save([inputname(1) ’_fit.dat’],’fitout’,’-ascii’,’-tabs’)
disp([’save of ’ inputname(1) ’_fit.dat complete’]);
save([inputname(1) ’_fitconf.dat’],’fitpar_err’,’-ascii’,’-tabs’)
disp([’save of ’ inputname(1) ’_fitconf.dat complete’]);
end
%% End Code
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% Fitting full frequency data to a series of gaussians
% Written by Tom Pundsack 20130904
% I need two functions to do this. The function that defines the fit
% and the function that optimizes the fit to the data.
% This is the function that makes the fit.
% Model 1: Given E00, E01, E02, etc.
function yfitout=ffgausmodel1(inputs,xin)
%output: yfitout - y values of the fit
%input: inputs - array of fitting parameters (only put in parameters that
% are not held constant)
% xin - array of x values
%% Start Input
%number of gaussians
ngaus=3;
%switch to optimize weights of exponentials (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gausweightsw=[1 1 1];
%weights if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gausweight=[0 0 0];
%switch to opimize gaus center (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gauscentersw=[1 1 1];
%gaus centers if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gauscenter=[0 0 0];
%switch for single fwhm (1=single fwhm; 0=different fwhm for each gaussian)
gausfwhmsnglsw=1;
%switch to optimize gaus fwhm (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gausfwhmsw=[1];
%gaus fwhm if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gausfwhm=[0];
%switch to optimize y offset (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gausyoffsetsw=[0 0 0];
%y offset if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gausyoffset=[0 0 0];
%
%% End Input
%% Start Main Code
%Check if input length is correct
if gausfwhmsnglsw==0 %all different fwhm
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if length(inputs)~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gauscentersw),ngaus)+ ...
min(sum(gausfwhmsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus) && ...
length(inputs)-1~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gauscentersw),ngaus)+ ...
min(sum(gausfwhmsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus)
disp(’Input vector wrong size’)
end
elseif gausfwhmsnglsw==1 %all same fwhm
if length(inputs)~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gauscentersw),ngaus)+ ...
gausfwhmsw(1)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus) && ...
length(inputs)-1~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gauscentersw),ngaus)+ ...
gausfwhmsw(1)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus)
disp(’Input vector wrong size’)
end
end
%First thing is to define variables if they are optimized or held constant
%Also need to keep track of where we are in the inputs vector
%(start at 1 and iterate each time you get a number)
inputsindex=1;
%Weights
for i=1:ngaus
if gausweightsw(i)==1
gausweight(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
%Centers
for i=1:ngaus
if gauscentersw(i)==1
gauscenter(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
%FWHM
if gausfwhmsnglsw==0 %different FWHM’s
for i=1:ngaus
if gausfwhmsw(i)==1
gausfwhm(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
elseif gausfwhmsnglsw==1 %same FWHMS’s
if gausfwhmsw(1)==1
for i=1:ngaus
gausfwhm(i)=inputs(inputsindex); %all fwhm equal inputted fwhm
end
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
else
for i=1:ngaus
gausfwhm(i)=gausfwhm(1); %all fwhm equal constant fwhm above
end
end
end
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%Y offset
for i=1:ngaus
if gausyoffsetsw(i)==1
gausyoffset(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
%Check fitting parameters (this should be commented out)
% gausweight
% gauscenter
% gausfwhm
% gausyoffset
%Build gaussians
for i=1:ngaus
fitcomp(:,i)=sqrt(gausweight(i)^2)*(exp(-(xin-gauscenter(i)).^2* ...
4*log(2)/gausfwhm(i)^2)+gausyoffset(i));
end
%Sum gaussians to get final fit
yfitout=sum(fitcomp,2);
%Plot if last input was a zero
if length(inputs)==inputsindex
if inputs(inputsindex)==0
fighand=figure(1);
clf
for i=1:ngaus
plot(xin,fitcomp(:,i),’--’,’color’,WhatColor(3,3))
hold on
end
plot(xin, yfitout,’color’,WhatColor(3,2));
end
end
%% End Main Code
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% Fitting full frequency data to a series of gaussians
% Written by Tom Pundsack 20130904
% I need two functions to do this. The function that defines the fit
% and the function that optimizes the fit to the data.
% This is the function that makes the fit.
% Model 2: Given E00, equidistance between E00, E01, E01, etc.
function yfitout=ffgausmodel2(inputs,xin)
%output: yfitout - y values of the fit
%input: inputs - array of fitting parameters (only put in parameters that
% are not held constant)
% xin - array of x values
%% Start Input
%number of gaussians
ngaus=4;
%switch to optimize weights of exponentials (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gausweightsw=[1 1 1 1];
%weights if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gausweight=[0 0 0 0];
%switch to opimize E00 (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
E00sw=1;
%E00 if held constant (if optimized, this value is ignored)
E00=0;
%switch to optimize DeltaE (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
deltaEsw=1;
%DeltaE if held constant (if optimized, this value is ignored)
deltaE=0;
%switch for single fwhm (1=single fwhm; 0=different fwhm for each gaussian)
gausfwhmsnglsw=1;
%switch to optimize gaus fwhm (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gausfwhmsw=[1];
%gaus fwhm if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gausfwhm=[0];
%switch to optimize y offset (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gausyoffsetsw=[0 0 0 0];
%y offset if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gausyoffset=[0 0 0 0];
%
%% End Input
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%% Start Main Code
%Check if input length is correct
if gausfwhmsnglsw==0 %all different fwhm
if length(inputs)~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+E00sw+deltaEsw+ ...
min(sum(gausfwhmsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus) && ...
length(inputs)-1~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+E00sw+deltaEsw+ ...
min(sum(gausfwhmsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus)
disp(’Input vector wrong size’)
end
elseif gausfwhmsnglsw==1 %all same fwhm
if length(inputs)~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+E00sw+deltaEsw+ ...
gausfwhmsw(1)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus) && ...
length(inputs)-1~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+E00sw+deltaEsw+ ...
gausfwhmsw(1)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus)
disp(’Input vector wrong size’)
end
end
%First thing is to define variables if they are optimized or held constant
%Also need to keep track of where we are in the inputs vector
%(start at 1 and iterate each time you get a number)
inputsindex=1;
%Weights
for i=1:ngaus
if gausweightsw(i)==1
gausweight(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
%E00
if E00sw==1
E00=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
%deltaE
if deltaEsw==1
deltaE=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
%FWHM
if gausfwhmsnglsw==0 %different FWHM’s
for i=1:ngaus
if gausfwhmsw(i)==1
gausfwhm(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
elseif gausfwhmsnglsw==1 %same FWHMS’s
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if gausfwhmsw(1)==1
for i=1:ngaus
gausfwhm(i)=inputs(inputsindex); %all fwhm equal inputted fwhm
end
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
else
for i=1:ngaus
gausfwhm(i)=gausfwhm(1); %all fwhm equal constant fwhm above
end
end
end
%Y offset
for i=1:ngaus
if gausyoffsetsw(i)==1
gausyoffset(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
%Check fitting parameters (this should be commented out)
% gausweight
% gauscenter
% gausfwhm
% gausyoffset
%Build gaussians
for i=1:ngaus
fitcomp(:,i)=-sqrt(gausweight(i)^2)*(exp(-(xin-(E00+(i-1)*deltaE)).^2* ...
4*log(2)/gausfwhm(i)^2)+gausyoffset(i));
end
%Sum gaussians to get final fit
yfitout=sum(fitcomp,2);
%Plot if last input was a zero
if length(inputs)==inputsindex
if inputs(inputsindex)==0
fighand=figure(1);
clf
for i=1:ngaus
plot(xin,fitcomp(:,i),’--’,’color’,WhatColor(3,3))
hold on
end
plot(xin, yfitout,’color’,WhatColor(3,2));
end
end
%% End Main Code
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% Fitting full frequency data to a series of gaussians
% Written by Tom Pundsack 20130904
% I need two functions to do this. The function that defines the fit
% and the function that optimizes the fit to the data.
% This is the function that makes the fit.
% Model 3: gaussians and a data set as a component
function yfitout=ffgausmodel3(inputs,xin)
%output: yfitout - y values of the fit
%input: inputs - array of fitting parameters (only put in parameters that
% are not held constant)
% xin - array of x values
%% Start Input
%number of gaussians
ngaus=3;
%switch to optimize weights of exponentials (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gausweightsw=[1 1 1];
%weights if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gausweight=[0 0 0];
%switch to opimize gaus center (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gauscentersw=[1 1 1];
%gaus centers if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gauscenter=[0 0 0];
%switch for single fwhm (1=single fwhm; 0=different fwhm for each gaussian)
gausfwhmsnglsw=1;
%switch to optimize gaus fwhm (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gausfwhmsw=[1];
%gaus fwhm if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gausfwhm=[0];
%switch to optimize y offset (1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
gausyoffsetsw=[0 0 0];
%y offset if they are held constant (if they are optimized, these values are ignored)
gausyoffset=[0 0 0];
%File path and name of data to add to fit
fitdatasetpath=’c:\Blank\rr000.dat’;
%switch to optimize weight of dataset added to fit(1=optimize; 0=don’t optimize)
fitdatasetweightsw=1;
%weight of dataset added to fit if held constant (if they are optimized, this value is ignored)
fitdatasetweight=0;
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%
%% End Input
%% Start Main Code
%Check if input length is correct
if gausfwhmsnglsw==0 %all different fwhm
if length(inputs)~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gauscentersw),ngaus)+ ...
min(sum(gausfwhmsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus)+fitdatasetweightsw && ...
length(inputs)-1~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gauscentersw),ngaus)+ ...
min(sum(gausfwhmsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus)+fitdatasetweightsw
disp(’Input vector wrong size’)
end
elseif gausfwhmsnglsw==1 %all same fwhm
if length(inputs)~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gauscentersw),ngaus)+ ...
gausfwhmsw(1)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus)+fitdatasetweightsw && ...
length(inputs)-1~=min(sum(gausweightsw),ngaus)+min(sum(gauscentersw),ngaus)+ ...
gausfwhmsw(1)+min(sum(gausyoffsetsw),ngaus)+fitdatasetweightsw
disp(’Input vector wrong size’)
end
end
%First thing is to define variables if they are optimized or held constant
%Also need to keep track of where we are in the inputs vector
%(start at 1 and iterate each time you get a number)
inputsindex=1;
%Weights
for i=1:ngaus
if gausweightsw(i)==1
gausweight(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
%Centers
for i=1:ngaus
if gauscentersw(i)==1
gauscenter(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
%FWHM
if gausfwhmsnglsw==0 %different FWHM’s
for i=1:ngaus
if gausfwhmsw(i)==1
gausfwhm(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
elseif gausfwhmsnglsw==1 %same FWHMS’s
if gausfwhmsw(1)==1
for i=1:ngaus
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gausfwhm(i)=inputs(inputsindex); %all fwhm equal inputted fwhm
end
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
else
for i=1:ngaus
gausfwhm(i)=gausfwhm(1); %all fwhm equal constant fwhm above
end
end
end
%Y offset
for i=1:ngaus
if gausyoffsetsw(i)==1
gausyoffset(i)=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
end
%Fitdata Amplitude
if fitdatasetweightsw==1
fitdatasetweight=inputs(inputsindex);
inputsindex=inputsindex+1;
%otherwise keep definition above
end
%Check fitting parameters (this should be commented out)
% gausweight
% gauscenter
% gausfwhm
% gausyoffset
%Load fit data set
fitdataset=load(fitdatasetpath);
%Normalize fit data set; then multiply by amplitude
fitdataset=en(fitdataset);
fitdataset(:,2)=sqrt(fitdatasetweight^2)*fitdataset(:,2);
%Spline fitdata set onto new x axis
fitdatasetspline=spline(fitdataset(:,1),fitdataset(:,2),xin);
%Build gaussians
for i=1:ngaus
fitcomp(:,i)=sqrt(gausweight(i)^2)*(exp(-(xin-gauscenter(i)).^2* ...
4*log(2)/gausfwhm(i)^2)+gausyoffset(i));
end
%Sum gaussians and fit data to get final fit
yfitout=sum(fitcomp,2)+fitdatasetspline;
%Plot if last input was a zero
if length(inputs)==inputsindex
if inputs(inputsindex)==0
fighand=figure(1);
clf
for i=1:ngaus
plot(xin,fitcomp(:,i),’--’,’color’,WhatColor(4,4))
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hold on
end
plot(xin,fitdatasetspline,’--’,’color’,WhatColor(4,3))
plot(xin, yfitout,’color’,WhatColor(4,2));
end
end
%% End Main Code
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A.7 Globally Fitting Multiple Data Sets
Below is MATLAB code to fit a series of data sets to a global model. The first set of
code is a macro (nl opt.m) which loads the data sets, concatenates them, passes them
to the model function, and optimizes the returned fit. The second set of code is the
model function (nl funct.m) which is where the global model is defined.
%%%%% nl_opt.m
%% Start Inputs
%Initial guess:
ig;
%Number of Data Files:
numdata=5;
%Data files:
% datafile1=’C:\Blank\Thesis\PtOEP\work\Kinetic Fits\fl221.dat’;
% datafile2=’C:\Blank\Thesis\PtOEP\work\Kinetic Fits\fl227.dat’;
% datafile3=’C:\Blank\Thesis\PtOEP\work\Kinetic Fits\fl258.dat’;
datafile1=’C:\Blank\Thesis\PtOEP\work\Kinetic Fits\PtOEP_2_58eVdecay_2_54E19exc_cm3.dat’;
datafile2=’C:\Blank\Thesis\PtOEP\work\Kinetic Fits\PtOEP_2_58eVdecay_4_12E19exc_cm3.dat’;
datafile3=’C:\Blank\Thesis\PtOEP\work\Kinetic Fits\PtOEP_2_58eVdecay_7_94E19exc_cm3.dat’;
datafile4=’C:\Blank\Thesis\PtOEP\work\Kinetic Fits\PtOEP_2_58eVdecay_1_58E20exc_cm3.dat’;
datafile5=’C:\Blank\Thesis\PtOEP\work\Kinetic Fits\PtOEP_2_58eVdecay_1_93E20exc_cm3.dat’;
% datafile6=’C:\Blank\Data\Jon\20120523\fl221.dat’;
% datafile7=’C:\Blank\Data\Jon\20120523\fl227.dat’;
% datafile8=’C:\Blank\Data\Jon\20120523\fl258.dat’;
%CZTS blueshift data:
% datafile1=’D:\Blank\Data\20121012 Tom czts small vs large\Small Blueshift\vis_s_200000.dat’;
% datafile1=’D:\Blank\Writings\20130211 CZTS Paper\large_blueshift_ev.dat’;
%Optimization iterations:
its=30;
%Range on x-axis to calculate residual:
% xrmin=fitpar(2)-80;
% xrmax=xrmin+140;
xrmin=0;
xrmax=6E15;
%% End Inputs
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xsize(1)=0;
for i=1:numdata
eval([’data’ num2str(i) ’=load(datafile’ num2str(i) ’);’]);
eval([’data’ num2str(i) ’=sortrows(data’ num2str(i) ’,1);’]);
eval([’irmin = nearestvaluei(data’ num2str(i) ’(:,1)’ char(39) ’,xrmin);’]);
eval([’irmax = nearestvaluei(data’ num2str(i) ’(:,1)’ char(39) ’,xrmax);’]);
eval([’xdata’ num2str(i) ’=data’ num2str(i) ’(irmin:irmax,1);’]);
eval([’ydata’ num2str(i) ’=data’ num2str(i) ’(irmin:irmax,2);’]);
xsize(i+1)=xsize(i)+irmax-irmin+1;
end
es(xsize);
xdata=[];ydata=[];
for i=1:numdata
eval([’xdata=[xdata;xdata’ num2str(i) ’];’]);
eval([’ydata=[ydata;ydata’ num2str(i) ’];’]);
end
options= statset(’Display’,’iter’,’MaxIter’,its,’TolFun’,1e-40,’TolX’,1e-40);
[fitpar,resid,jac]=nlinfit(xdata,ydata,@nl_funct,ig,options);
confint=nlparci(fitpar,resid,’Jacobian’,jac,’alpha’,.05);
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function fit=nl_funct(ig,xdata)
%% Start Inputs
%Adjust fit to zero before time zero? (or before x=0) (1=yes, 2=no)
swzfit=1;
%% End Inputs
xsize=load(’xsize.dat’);
numdata=length(xsize)-1;
%split entered xdata into its parts:
for i=1:numdata
eval([’xdata’ num2str(i) ’=xdata(xsize(i)+1:xsize(i+1));’]);
end
%calculate seperate fits’s:
%%%%% Second Order Kinetics
flu=[.5763E15,.9349E15,1.801E15,3.585E15,4.380E15];
aa=44083;
% fit1=ig(2)*xdata1*aa./(1+2*xdata1*aa*ig(1)*10)+ ...
ig(3)*xdata1*aa.*xdata1*aa*ig(1)*10./(1+2*xdata1*aa*ig(1)*10);
% fit2=ig(4)*xdata2*aa./(1+2*xdata2*aa*ig(1)*10)+ ...
ig(5)*xdata2*aa.*xdata1*aa*ig(1)*10./(1+2*xdata1*aa*ig(1)*10);
% fit3=ig(6)*xdata3*aa./(1+2*xdata3*aa*ig(1)*10);
fit1=ig(2)*flu(1)*aa./(1+2*flu(1)*aa*ig(1)*xdata1);
fit2=ig(3)*flu(2)*aa./(1+2*flu(2)*aa*ig(1)*xdata2);
fit3=ig(4)*flu(3)*aa./(1+2*flu(3)*aa*ig(1)*xdata3);
fit4=ig(5)*flu(4)*aa./(1+2*flu(4)*aa*ig(1)*xdata4);
fit5=ig(6)*flu(5)*aa./(1+2*flu(5)*aa*ig(1)*xdata5);
% fit6=ig(7)*xdata6*aa./(1+2*xdata6*aa*ig(1)*10)+ ...
ig(8)*xdata6*aa.*xdata6*aa*ig(1)*10./(1+2*xdata6*aa*ig(1)*10);
% fit7=ig(9)*xdata7*aa./(1+2*xdata7*aa*ig(1)*10)+ ...
ig(10)*xdata7*aa.*xdata7*aa*ig(1)*10./(1+2*xdata7*aa*ig(1)*10);
% fit8=ig(11)*xdata8*aa./(1+2*xdata8*aa*ig(1)*10);
%set fits below zero to zero
if swzfit==1
for i=1:numdata
eval([’tzi=nearestvaluei(xdata’ num2str(i) char(39) ’,0);’]);
eval([’fit’ num2str(i) ’(1:tzi)=0;’]);
end
end
%combine y’s into returned y:
temps=’fit1’;
for i=2:numdata
temps=[temps ’;fit’ num2str(i)];
end
eval([’fit=[’ temps ’];’])
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A.8 Dexter and Fo¨rster Fitting Models for TTA
MATLAB code for Dexter and Fo¨rster TTA models is given below. These models
can be used in the fitting routines given in Appendix A.7. The Dexter model uses a
subroutine (annihdexg.m) which numerically approximates the integral, g(x), presented
in Equation 6.17.
%%%%%%%%%% Dexter Energy Transfer leading to annihilation
flu=[.5763E15,.9349E15,1.801E15,3.585E15,4.380E15];
aa=44083;
%
fit1=ig(3)*flu(1)*aa./(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*flu(1)*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*xdata1)’);
fit2=ig(4)*flu(2)*aa./(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*flu(2)*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*xdata2)’);
fit3=ig(5)*flu(3)*aa./(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*flu(3)*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*xdata3)’);
fit4=ig(6)*flu(4)*aa./(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*flu(4)*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*xdata4)’);
fit5=ig(7)*flu(5)*aa./(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*flu(5)*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*xdata5)’);
fit6=ig(8)*xdata6*aa./(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*xdata6*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*10))+ ...
ig(9)*(xdata6*aa).^2*(pi/12*ig(1)^3*annihdexg(ig(2)*10))./ ...
(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*xdata6*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*10));
fit7=ig(10)*xdata7*aa./(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*xdata7*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*10))+ ...
ig(11)*(xdata7*aa).^2*(pi/12*ig(1)^3*annihdexg(ig(2)*10))./ ...
(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*xdata7*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*10));
fit8=ig(12)*xdata8*aa./(1+pi/6*ig(1)^3*xdata8*aa*annihdexg(ig(2)*10));
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%% Forster Energy Transfer leading to annihilation (IN THESIS)
flu=[.5763E15,.9349E15,1.801E15,3.585E15,4.380E15];
aa=44083;
%
fit1=ig(2)*flu(1)*aa./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*flu(1)*aa*sqrt(xdata1));
fit2=ig(3)*flu(2)*aa./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*flu(2)*aa*sqrt(xdata2));
fit3=ig(4)*flu(3)*aa./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*flu(3)*aa*sqrt(xdata3));
fit4=ig(5)*flu(4)*aa./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*flu(4)*aa*sqrt(xdata4));
fit5=ig(6)*flu(5)*aa./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*flu(5)*aa*sqrt(xdata5));
fit6=ig(7)*xdata6*aa./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*xdata6*aa*sqrt(10))+ ...
ig(8)*2*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*(xdata6*aa).^2*sqrt(10)./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*xdata6*aa*sqrt(10));
fit7=ig(9)*xdata7*aa./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*xdata7*aa*sqrt(10))+ ...
ig(10)*2*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*(xdata7*aa).^2*sqrt(10)./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*xdata7*aa*sqrt(10));
fit8=ig(11)*xdata8*aa./(1+4*pi^(3/2)/3*ig(1)*xdata8*aa*sqrt(10));
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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function g=annihdexg(x)
% The g(x) function used in dexter TTA calculations.
An approximation of: g(x) = -x*int(exp(-xy)*(ln(y))^3,y=0..1)
%size of x
n=length(x);
%vector for summing if x is small
m=[0:50];
for i=1:n
%if x is small, expand the integrand and term-by-term integrate
if x(i) < 7
g(i)=6*x(i)*sum((-x(i)).^m./(factorial(m).*(m+1).^4));
%if x is not small use equation from Inokuti
else
g(i)=log(x(i))^3+1.73164699*log(x(i))^2+5.93433597*log(x(i))+5.44487446;
end
end
